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ABSTRACT
Moving from a colonial dependency to achieve republican 
status, the social structure of . Guyana is now in the process 
of social transformation by means of co-operative socialism.
In this transitional process, each major social, political, 
economic, and cultural institution, will have to play its role, 
not least by formulating and implementing policies on a co­
operative basis. • v
Education as a social institution has been used as the 
focus of investigation in this study; the school system has a
\
particularly essential task in a developed society, but more 
so in a developing one because the schools, and more precisely 
the teachers, work in the dynamic process of fashioning the 
human product; the types of product the school produces will 
determine the success or failure of co-operative socialism; 
at the operational level, the teachers become the main focus 
for researching the contribution that the school system can 
make towards the effective transformation of the social 
structure.
In this investigation, the teachers* aspirations, career 
patterns, level of commitment, career stages and innovative­
ness have been considered, to find out how effective the school 
system is or the teacher’s role can be in making a contribution 
towards introducing co-operative socialism in Guyana. East 
Indian, Negro,, and Mixed teachers comprise the sample used in 
this study. The East Indian and Mixed teachers, on balance, 
relate to an aspirational model, and in the discussion, this 
means that these two groups perceive themselves as having a 
subordinate status; unlike Negro teachers who perceive themselves 
as having a dominant status. The teachers exhibit two career
indicates expressions of communalism. The hypothesis, that 
the more coercive power is used by the school head, the more 
there will be low to mild commitment among teachers, is accepted. 
The hypothesis, the higher the aspirations, the higher the level 
of commitment, is rejected because the aspirational model is, 
on balance, more likely to be highly emphasised by the subord­
inate group, while the provision of teacher valuables, used to 
establish the level of commitment, is the responsibility of the 
dominant group. How then, can aspirations influence the level 
of commitment to teaching and to the co-operative ideals? Also, 
to have found that aspirations determine commitment would have 
meant that the investigation excludes an analysis of power types 
and congruent and incongruent compliance structures. The low 
level of commitment can be explained by the two crisis career 
stages of teachers: (1) the school head*s relationship with 
teachers, and (2) the centralised relationship between teachers 
and the education ministry. Innovativeness occupies a central 
place in any transformation programme in respect of curriculum 
changes that will be introduced. The following types of teachers 
would facilitate the implementation of curriculum changes, very= 
quickly, not only because their rural identification makes them 
aware of the strategic location of their residential environment, 
since agriculture is used as the base for economic take off in 
the struggle to achieve co-operativism, but also because their 
compliance level, as discussed by Etzioni, is positive:
(1) rural
(2) 36-46 and 47-57 age groups
(3) trained non-graduates
(4) married
Before the school system can make a useful contribution to the 
transformation process, it is essential to implement the folloving
. ':■% (1) creating social conditions which would make East
. ' - • *
Indian and Mixed teachers feel and know that they are part 
of the dominant group in the society;
(2) appointments of teachers in their home areas to 
reduce or even eliminate communalism;
(3) bringing the co-operative principles to the urban 
areas;
(4) adopting a central co-ordinated system with a congruent 
compliance structure (that is, a social partnership between 
shool heads, teachers, parents, education ministry officials,
and pupils), and so severing the centralised relationship
' » * ■ 
between the education ministry and teachers, and removing the
school head*s directive supervisory style (that is, the
exercise of coercive power) over teachers; in effect, this
approach would tend to remove the incongruent compliance
structure found in the school system.
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INTRODUCTION
OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
This research study aims to describe said analyse the 
aspirations and career patterns of teachers in primary and 
secondary schools, and it attempts to discover, whether 
aspirations influence commitment to teaching.
Secondly, the study intends to findout the stage in the 
teacher's career, in which a commitment to teaching is made 
dif f icult.
This research investigation, thirdly, intends to discover 
\ *
the innovative potential of the teachers towards implementing 
curriculum changes.
PROBLEMS FACED BY THE SCHOOL SYSTEM TOWARDS MAKING A 
CONTRIBUTION TO THE SOCIAL TRANSFORMATION PROCESS.
Guyana has moved from a colonial dependency to an independent 
state and, then, on to achieve republican status, becoming a 
co-operative republic in 1970. It is inevitable that with the 
achievement of republican status, efforts to transform the 
colonial social structure of Guyana will be attempted; while it 
is reasonable to suggest that the imperial power utilised the 
principles cf dependence and exploitation in order to create 
and perpetuate a colonial social structure, it is equally 
reasonable to suggest that the Guyana governmental authorities 
will require new principles to change the society; and so with 
the establishment of a Co-operative Republic, the co-operative 
principle became the focus for the transformation of the
colonial social structure to a co-operative social structure, 
that is, to a social structure based on co-operativism. Before 
an explanation of what the principle of co-operativism means; 
is undertaken, it is essential to illustrate, briefly, what form 
colonialism takes, with reference to the educational system.
The Guyanese educational system was.established in the 
colonial era, and thus was based on the British school system 
and British values; the school system was utilised to meet the 
needs of the then dominant group, the colonists; in such a 
situation, the Guyanese school system was oriented toward the
British environment, thus local contexts and needs were
' «. .
completely ignored, ^clxus illustrates this pervasiveness 
of the British values on the social system as follows:
"In these new subjects great emphasis was put on 
the acquisition of bits of information which were 
quite irrelevant to the individual needs of the 
children or the social needs of’ the society, e.g. 
in geography, students were expected to learn the 
complete list of the capes, bays, rivers, etc. in 
the United Kingdom." (BACCHUS: P.152).
Malcolm Cross points out the consequences for the provision 
of an education not related to the needs of the society, as 
"It was not something that could help in producing 
more food or more sugar; indeed, since it instilled 
urban, 'Western* desires for material acquisition 
and the 'educated* life, it tended to drive people 
away from the land and generally to denigrate the 
rural existence." (CROSS: P.6)
Here is a people, living in, basically, an agricultural 
society, but despising the land, and acquiring an education
which only serves to reinforce such behaviour pattern, namely, 
the drift away from the land; with economic production based on 
the utilisation of a limited amount of land, the society cannot 
provide sufficient revenue for itself, in order to break the 
chains of dependence; this was partly the purpose of the colonial 
school system, namely, to perpetuate the dependence of the 
colonial society on the imperial power. Another purpose of the 
colonial school system is perceived by Rodney as a system which 
"sought to instill a sense of deference towards ail 
that was European and capitalist ... Colonial schooling
was education for subordination, exploitationh the
• * • ' '
creation of mental confusion and the development of
underdevelopment" (RODNEY: P.264);
though Rodney was describing colonial Africa, the description is
very appropriate for other colonial, and ex-colonial co.untries.
One tragedy of the whole school system today is that the schools
still act as reinforcers of colonial objectives. However, just
as the colonial school system was used to produce and maintain
the dependence relationship, that is, the dependence of the
.colonial society on the imperial power, likewise, the school
system in a society with republican status, will have to play
its role, with the political, economic, cultural, and other
social institutions, din transforming the colonial social structure
to a social structure based on co-operativism* X 31 effect, the 
n u s i  ; ; ;
school system/ play a role in the de-colonisation proness/anfL
this is the task that faces the governmental authorities of
Guyana. What is the co-operative principle? This question can
only be answered by examining the relationship of the sectors
of the Guyanese economy; there are two sectors: (1) the advanced
sector which is responsible for the sale of imported goods to 
the nation at large; and, (2) the weaker dependent sector which 
involves small scale activities, such as, the small farmers; the 
small traders, the numerous eelf-enployed, casual labourers, the 
craftsman. It is seen, then, that the advanced, sector exerts a 
greater Influence them the weaker dependent sector on the economy 
and so people with small limited or no capital arev deprived of 
real participation in the economy; this has been the relationship 
between the advanced sector and the weaker dependent sector 
throughout the colonial era. This would mean, therefore, that 
any change in the Guyanese social structure, must mean a change
in the relationship ,between the two sectors, and since the weaker
dependent sector incorporates the mass of the Guyanese people, 
then the transformation of the social structure
•• ... calls for a reversal of the roles of the 
two sectors, so that instead of the few being
economically dominant, the many will be able to
assert themselves and contribute, in larger measure, 
to the growth of production and wealth of the .
Nation as a whole"
(COUNTRY PROGRAMME PROPOSAL FOR UNITED NATIONS 
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME ASSISTANCE, 1972-1976: P.4).
The co-operative principle is perceived as the instrument for 
transforming the roles of the two sectors. The principles of 
the co-operative are, as seen in the Second Development 
1972-1976: (i) all members become owners;
<ii> the provision of opportunity for decision­
making and learning about the decision­
making process;
' (ill) incentive to achievement is provided
by means of members’ awareness that the 
•distribution of rewards is related to 
their efforts}
(iv) members have to depend on themselves and 
on their own resources.
It is the task of the school system to play its role in 
this transformation process, for its role is vital, in the sense 
of the types of product produced by the school system, for these 
types of product would determine.the success or failure of the 
incorporation of co-operativism in the social structure. But
\ 0
before it can play a useful role, it is necessary to transform 
its own structure; otherwise, there would be a school system 
with a colonial framework or structure, attempting to play a 
contributory role in the transformation of the colonial social 
structure of the society; and operating within such a framework, 
the school system’s role is bound to be self-defeating, negative, 
and conflicting. The point made here is theoretically sub­
stantiated by Parsons who remarked that
"The stability of the structure of the market system ... 
is ... a matter of the stability of the normative 
pattern system, the institutions" (PARSONS, PP.86-87, 
ed. ETZIONI AND ETZICNI).
Though Parsons was talking about the structure of the market
r  ^
system, it is reasonable to utilise the argument to the level
of the social structure. In effect, then, the stability of
the education system of Guyana, for the purposes of this
investigation, depends upon the stability of the social structure;
stability of the social structure is used to mean the state of
equilibrium that could be achieved at the end of the transformation
achieve
process. Using Parsonian ideas,the school system, in order for it to/ 
.* stability must fulfill the following conditions in the '
current transformation programme:-
(1) the application of co-operative values in alT schools 
and centres of educational administration;
(2) school heads, teachers, and administrative workers 
must work in accordance with the expectations of co-operative 
philosophy, and implement the appropriate sanctions whenever the 
need arises;
(3) the acceptance of co-operative socialism;
(4) integration of co-operative values used in the school 
system with the other institutions of the Guyanese social 
structure. -
' . * , *
So while the school system's own contribution to the transformation
process is perceived as vital, it is equally vital to incorporate
the principle of co-operativism within its structure. There are
two problems that have to be isolated here:
(1) the incorporation of co-operativism in the school 
structure; and
(2) the school system's contribution to the transformation 
process.
In discussing the contributory role of the school system to 
the transformation process, it is essential to point out other 
factors that would impede its successful contribution; the 
colonial framework of the school system has already been pointed 
out as an impeding factor; other equally effective impeding 
factors will now be discussed. Curriculum changes are essential 
for the restructuring of the school system, as the Government's
Sessional Paper pointed out,
"Curriculum reform is imperative if we are to 
achieve our national goals" (SESSIONAL PAPER 
No. 1/68: P.8).
Any attempt at curriculum reform will have to consider the level 
of commitment to teaching; for non-commitment v/ould refer to 
teachers who stay on in teaching reluctantly because of failure 
to gain acceptance in another occupation, and to those who 
contribute to the rapid turnover of staff. It is to the second 
group to which attention will be turned. Commitment of teachers 
became a premium as §n result of the rapid turnover of staff, as 
illustrated by the UNESCO Report, reported by Bacchus, i
"one school with a total staff of 16 had had 18 
changes within the last 18 months, 10 of the staff 
. who had left had gone to the United Kingdom, mostly 
for higher studies, while the other 3 had taken up 
posts in the Civil Service since they could command 
a better salary there than in the schools, following 
upon a recent salary revision for civil servants. A 
school with a staff of 44 lost 28 of its staff in 
the course of 1961-62" (BACCHUS: P.355).
A high turnover of staff, that is, a low level of commitment to 
teaching, would, certainly, have adverse repercussions on 
curriculum reform, since
"... professors, teachers, and adminstrators of 
educational institutions in many countries nay 
constitute the largest group or prime movers of 
innovation" (HAR3IS0N: P.618, ed. GERALD M. MEIER) •
So the school system's contributory role depends not only on 
the teacher being committed to teaching, but, also, on th-o
innovativeness of the teacher; On the problem of commitment, 
Blanche Geer pointed out that no research investigation has yet 
tackled it sociologically,
"Research on the sources of the problem has taken two 
forms. Surveys have found high turnover in secondary 
schools and among women. Following the lead of 
industrial sociology, other investigators have found 
teachers dissatisfied with their pay and working 
conditions. But as yet no one has approached commit­
ment in broad sociological terms• The basic questions 
as to the nature of commitment as a process have not 
; v been related to*those aspects of occupational
structure which'may facilitate commitment or Impede 
it" (GEER: P.223).
This, in short, is how commitment of teachers in Guyana, will be 
investigated - commitment to the co-operative ideal and 
commitment io teaching in general.
Finally, research of this kind is long overdue, since there 
has never been any attempted on such a scale, in Guyana before, 
and, also, this research is of immense necessity because year 
in, year out, the unproductivity of teaching seems to be on the 
increase, allowing the school system to hold on strongly to the 
persisting colonial objectives.
The problems faced by the school system are shaped, largely, 
by adverse institutional factors which have a great influence 
on the development of the social structure; these institutional 
factors influence the content<of government policies, sometimes 
in a meritorious way, as when the government tries to reduce the 
level of staff turnover, at other times in a defective manner, as 
when policies are implemented in favour of one race and in opposition 
to another. A knowledge of such institutional factors is crucial
to understanding of the problems of the school system in 
its effort to contribute effectively to the transformation 
programme•
These institutional factors originate from the forces 
which shape the dominant class of society, and it is to a 
discussion of such forces that I now turn.
SOCIAL FACTORS IN THE PRESENT SITUATION IN GUYANA WHICH FORM 
THE CONTEXT IN WHICH THE PROBLEMS UNDER INVESTIGATION ARISE
(1) Opposition by Afro-Guyanese to work the land. This factor 
may be, at first, perceived as being remote to the problem 
under investigation, but it is not* After all, co-operative 
socialism is based on agriculture which is used as the base for 
economic take-off, thus, the necessity for working the land.
This opposition by Afro-Guyanese can be shown in what follows. 
After the Emancipation Act, the ex-slaves began a movement away 
from the sugar plantations, and they bought a number of abandoned 
sugar estates:-
Ithaca - 25,000 guilders
Victoria - 25,000 " •
Buxton - 125,00 guilders
Friendship - 200,00 guilders 
The value of a guilder in the 1840's was ls.Sd. Jagan remarked 
that "This was a great achievement on the part of Afro-Guyanese. 
They not only sacrificed and saved but worked co-operatively and 
initiated the establishment of local government." (JAGAN: P.37) 
But the co-operative spirit of the Afro-Guyanese did not last 
in the villages, for the Portuguese imported cheap foodstuffs 
which made the cultivation of their crops uneconomic. Another 
pressure which faced the Afro-Guyanese when working the land was 
when the influence of cheap immigrant labour reduced their wages 
on the sugar estates. These two pressures faced by the Afro- 
Guyanese produced a drift away from the villages, and from 
wotking the land, to the urban centre. Roberts reported that 
in 1891, 47.1951 of Afro-Guyanese compared to only 8.44% of Indo- 
Guyanese, lived in the urban centres, by 1931, 53.57% of Afro- 
Guyanese compared to 11.98% of Indo-Guyanese lived in such 
centres. These figures show the preponderance of Afro-Guvaoaso
over Indo-Guyanese in the towns, and thus, a substantial 
proportion of Afro-Guyanese are not involved in direct 
agriculture.
(2) Racial conflict. Jagan summed up the effects of: (i) the 
influx of cheap immigrant labour reduced the ex-slaves' wages 
on sugar plantations, and (ii) the importation of cheap food­
stuffs by the Portuguese made the cultivation of the ex-slaves* 
crops uneconomic, as follows:-
"Some of the seeds of racial strife, first between 
Negroes and Portuguese and later between Negroes and 
' Indians, were sown at this early date by the pattern
4
of economic competition that was imposed." (JAGAN: P.43).
This was the beginnings of unstructured racial conflict which 
became intitutionalised as a result of the work of the Robertson
t - .
Commission of 1954. Rather than go into the details of the 
report, I will only say that it classified Burnham (Burnham 
and Jagan were in one political party at that time) as belonging 
to a different political camp from Jagan, and there was a strong 
indication in the report that Burnham was suited as an alternative 
leader to Jagan, the latter was perceived as a communist. The 
report made this conclusion despite the fact that Burnham wa.s 
very instrumental in the passage of two bills in the National 
Assembly - The Rice Farmers Security of Tenure and the Labour 
Relations Bill, in 1953 - which were seen as filled with, 
communistic influences. ; The institutionalised racialism became 
a living reality with the split between Burnham and Jagan in 
1955,
"In 1955, Mr. Burnham and his supporters broke 
with the P.P.P and formed the People’s National 
Congress (P.N.C.). Since then, the P.P.P. has 
been a party, led by Dr. Jagan, which has appealed
/almost exclusively to Indians; while the P.N.C., led by 
Mr. Burnham, has sought and found its support primarily 
amongst Africans." (REPORT OF THE BRITISH GUIANA 
COMMISSION OF INQUIRY, October, 1965; P.28).
Before this split, the P.P.P. commanded a multi-racial support, 
but after the break-up, the parties (P.P.P and P.N.C.) 
commanded support along ethnic lines*'* The racial conflict was 
activated as,
"1962 saw political differences degenerate into arson, 
looting and violence which resulted in five deaths 
and the destruction of property in Georgetown worth 
• about million (IBID: P.29).
Today, the question as to whether racial conflict still prevails, 
becomes a crucial issue, especially as the Government is 
attempting to carry out a social transformation programme. Such 
a programme to be successful requires full co-operation between 
Indo and Afro-Guyanese. Greene feels that Afro-Indian rivalries 
still prevail. Greenecites the demands made by the Guyana 
Council of Indian Organisations (G CIO), namely, that Guyana 
ought to be partitioned into ethnic zones. These ethnic rivalries 
have produced a crisis in legitimacy towards the Government, in 
the sense that these two races
"remain loyal to the regime only if their particular 
group was in control of the structures of authority." 
(GREENE: P.198)
(3) Dual control system. A Christian denominational system 
was established by the first education act of the then British 
Guiana (now Guyana), namely, Ordinance No. 4 of 1855. Three 
attempts were made at abolishing the dual control of schools,
1. See Appendix II for the Voting Data of Guyana from 1953-1973
the 6nly one which was successful was when the Government took 
over 51 schools which occupied government-owned buildings, but 
were controlled by the denominational churches. Of late, one 
of the major contradictions of a dual control system to 
Government’s policy can be seen in the memorandum presented 
by the Christian Social Council to the UNESCO Education Survey 
Mission, namely, they persist in wanting to make all senior 
staff appointments by Christians. Such attitude of the Christian 
Social Council is against the spirit, of co-operative socialism, 
especially egalitarianism, which specifies equal opportunities 
for all Guyanese, economic power in the hands of the people at 
large, and all Guyanese participating in the formulation of
4
national policies and decision-making to implement those policies.
The dual control system will have to go to make way for the 
successful implementation of the transformation programme.
(4) Rapid turnover of staff. Rapid turnover of staff is used 
to mean a high rate of teachers'leaving teaching. In the 1913-14 
report, information on the duration of appointments was provided: 
out of 133 teachers in 133 schools, the number of headteachers who gave
under 5 years* service in their present school was 70; and the
number who gave between 5 and 10 years service in their present
school was 33. The Inspector remarked
"That our Teachers as a whole have no great desire for 
forsaking their profession, when once they have risen 
to important position of Head Master."
(REPORT, 1913-14, P.44).
The duration of assistant teachers* appointments went as follows:- 
under 3 years* service in their present school ... 55.8% 
between 3 and 7 years* service in their present school ,, 24.8% 
over 7 years* service in their present school ... 19.4%
The Inspector remarked that
: M "His examination of the return seems to clearly
demonstrate that the average young person who takes up 
the work of teaching in our primary schools, without ■ 
any qualifications whatever, only does so until 
something better turns up, and with no intention of 
endeavouring to improve his or her prospects by 
reading for the Teachers* Certificate Examination."
(REPORT, 1913^14, P.44)
This rapid turnover of staff persisted and is shown by the 
UNESCO report, as reported by Bacchus, thus,
"One school with a total staff of 16 had had 18 
changes within the last 18 months, 10 of the staff
4 *
who had left had gone to the United Kingdom, mostly 
for higher studies, while the other 8 had taken up 
posts in the Civil Service since they could command 
a better salary there than in the schools, following 
upon a recent salary revision for civil servants.
A school with a staff of 44 lost 28 of its staff in 
the course of 1961-62." (BACCHUS: P.355).
A high turnover of staff, that is, in effect, a low commitment 
to teaching, would have adverse repercussions on curriculum 
reform, and thus, the transformation programme.
(5) A divorced relationship between the school and the community.
In the colonial period, one of the most popular means of involving 
the community in school affairs, to be more precise, extra 
curricular affairs, was for the school head to establish a parent- 
teachers' association. In my own experience as a school teacher, 
this association was ineffective for two reasons:- (i) it attracted 
only parents who were mainly in a relatively similar status to 
teachers; and (ii) when it did meet, its business was confined
to pxtra-ciirricular activities, and not to the real function 
of school government.
In the colonial era, the attempt to involve the community 
in school affairs (extra curricular) did.not begin with the 
- concept "that the community and the school are really one unit, 
that the school is an indispensable part of the community and 
Vice versa." (EDUCATION & COMMUNITY RELATIONS, DECEMBER 1974). 
There must be an integral relationship between the school and 
the community in order to enhance a-positive development of the 
co-operative ideal, for co-operative socialism is a community-
based concept.
V' i
(6) Lack of technical vocational training in schools. Baird 
reported that the 1965 United Nations Technical Assistance 
survey indicated "a serious shortage of professional workers, 
craftsmen, technicians and non-professional workers with 
specialised training." (BAIRD: P.17). There is, therefore, 
the need for curriculum change which should not only mean 
introducing new subjects and throwing* out irrelevant ones, but 
also should incorporate the problem of whether or not teachers 
will be innovative enough to implement such changes in the 
classroom. There was also a lack of agricultural education in 
schools - the importance of this subject is seen in the strategy 
of co-operative socialism, namely, agriculture is used as the 
base for economic take-off. .
A shortage of technical and agricultural workers can only 
mean (i) that the government will have to import these types 
of specialist labour, thus killing the concept of self-reliance 
which was initially produced by a state of independence; such 
type of importation would mean a reliance on foreigners; and
(ii) that government will have to do without agricultural labour
thus slowing clown the development of the society.
Neither of the two choices would be beneficial to the 
developing society and the only positive course is to incoporate 
technical, vocational and agricultural education in the school 
system. /
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON GUYANA
"Winna" meaning 'water* or • a watery country* is the > 
derivative of the terra 'Guyana-*; Guyana is the only English- 
speaking country in South America, although other languages are 
spoken unofficially and in a iiinor way. (this would be discussed 
later); It is found between latitude 1° and 9° north and 
longitude 57° and 62° west, and to the north of it© borders is 
found the Atlantic Ocean, to the south, Brazil, to the east, 
Surinam, and to the west, Venezuela. With an area of S3,000
square miles, the country has three counties, Besequibo (61,660
, » ■
square miles), Berbice (16,920 square miles), and Demerara 
(4,420 square miles). Three geographical regions characterise 
the country, and these are: the coastal region, the sand and 
clay belt region, and the mountain region; the former region 
(the coastal region) extends to about 270 miles long and ranges ;* 
from 10-40 mile© wide; although, this region occupies only 3.5 
per cent of the 83,000 square miles, 90 per cent csf the 
population reside - there; the sand and clay belt area acquires 
this description froia the particular soil found there; it also 
is occupied by dense forests and the country*s mineral deposits; 
the mountain area is situated in a north-eastern direction and 
is comprised of four mountain ranges.
This multi-ethnic society has a population of nearly 
770,000 at the end of 1973 (Bank of Guyana, Annual Report 1973), 
and 49 per cent were males, 51 per cent femalewhile* 46 per cent 
of the population were below the age of 14. The population 
estimated to bo 19 years and under is 56 per cont which suggests 
the need far expansion of educational facilities. In 1970, the
working age population comprised51 per cent of the total population, 
while the actual labour force was 28 per cent; the labour parti­
cipation rate of females is 18 per cent, while that of males is 
47 per cent* It is interesting to learn that a large proportion,
35 per cent, of the working force is made up of young people 
<14 -24 years) which may indicate that a number of these young 
people do not receive a complete secondary education; it is not 
surprising to learn, therefore, that a high percentage of the 
14-24 age-group was unemployed; in fact, the percentage was 42, 
and they were described as follows:
HXhe majority of the unemployed do not have academic 
qualifications and are without any work experience”
(COUNTRY PROGRAMME PROPOSAL FOR UNITED NATIONS DEVELOPMENT 
PROGRAMME ASSISTANCE, 1972-1976VP* 11).
The Beterverwagting Community High School and the Lodge Community 
High School may be the means whereby young people, instead of 
leaving secondary schools early, would be provided with the 
resources .to develop a technical skill; this situation would 
constitute a great improvement to the one whereby pupils leave 
without acquiring any skills to obtain employment; the 
Government has plans for the erection of 7 new Community High 
Schools, during the 1976-1979 period which may. go a long way to 
correct this deficiency.
Apart from English which is the official language of Guyana, 
the East Indians sometimes use Hindi (used by Hindus) and Urdu 
(used by Muslims); the Amerindians in the interior have about 
ten recognised tribal or district dialects; and a broken form of 
English called, Creolese, is also used.
Guyana was granted Independence on 26th May 1966 and it was 
declared a Co-operative Republic on 23rd February 1970; its
political system appears to be parliamentary, with a Prime 
Minister and a President; the latter being elected by the 
National Assembly and 6 years constitute the tenure of office.
THE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM OF GUYANA the
. POST-3HI5XEBHDE1ICE P e r io d  \ . v'. ■
It is not the intention in this section to present a 
colonial historical perspective of the school system of Guyana, 
but to describe it as it developed and is still developing in 
the post-independence period. It was inevitable that efforts 
would have been made to change the colonial school system; in 
this respect three Ministers have been involved in
” ... changing the educational system in relation 
to national needs - Hon.. Winifred Gaskin, from 
December 1964 to December 1968, Hon. Shirley M. Field- 
Ridley from January 1969 to August 1971 and Hon.
Cecilene L. Baird from August 1971 to the present 
time” (BAIRD: P.7).
In the post-independence period, the role of the school system 
can be recognised by awareness and understanding of the national 
goals, for
the education system has to function in response 
to the purpose of education as enunciated in the 
eight national goals...
1. To feed* clothe and house the nation by 1976;
2. To build an egalitarian society;
3. To own and control the resources of our country;
4. To develop Guyana through self-help and the
medium of the co-operative;
5. To develop the hinterland so that we may realise 
the full potential of our nation's resources;
6. To effect the orderly and rapid expansion of 
agriculture;
7. To effect Caribbean regional unity in econ*,j7iic, 
social and political matters; *
8. To maintain a posture of non-alignment in 
world affairs, and to work within the Non- 
Aligned Movement for the liberation of oppressed 
peoples everywhere” (IBID: P. 10)..
These eight national goals, if and when materialised, would 
produce the ultimate elimination of the colonial system; the 
instalment to be used and is used for the transformation of the 
Guyanese society or the achievement of the eight national goals, 
is co-operativism. So if the school system is to make a mean­
ingful contribution in this transformation process, then its 
' objectives will have to be changed, in that 
••Education is now expected to 
• ( i) equip the growing generation with a new outlook;
(ii) produce citizens whose minds can grasp the
reality of the circumstances in which they live 
and whose hands can refashion raw materials for 
the national good;
(iii) education is also expected to provide basic 
. academic skills, as well as to ensure the 
development of other types of skills that will 
interest and stimulate students through ex­
periences that will prepare them for occupational 
roles” (IBID: P.11).
Before describing the new developments within the school system, 
the latter will now be briefly described. Pupils between 6 and 
14 years are provided with free and compulsory education, and 
primary education is provided between the ages of 6 and 12; . 
there are three types of primary schools - the Government school 
Government-aided schools, and, private non-aided schools. There 
are 399 primary schools allocated in the educational districts
as follows: '■
Corentyne t 29
. ' : ' New Amsterdam - : ; 47 . . • ' v '
West Berbice i 32
Bast Coast Demerara : 42
 ^ Georgetown ; t 36
Bast Bank Demerara : 35
West Demerara r 45
Bssequibo = t J. 44
North West * 34
Interior I - 5 5
These schools are graded on the basis of their enrolment as . 
follows:- .
Grade A : 750 and over in enrolment
Grade B : from 500 to under 750 in enrolment
Grade C : from 250 to under 500 in enrolment
Grade D i from 100 to under 250 in enrolment
Grade E : under 100
The divisions in a primary school are as follows:.
Preparatory MA** : 5-6 years 
preparatory ,*B”- : 6-7 years 
Lower «AM : 8 years
Lower MBM s 9 years
Middle MAH : 10 years
Middle MBM : 11 years
THE SENIOR DEPARTMENT 
Form I : 12 years
Form II : 13 years
Fcrm III : 14 years and over up to 16 years.
The College of preceptors Examination is taken by pupils in the 
all-age or senior or post-primary departments of the primary 
schools, between 14 and 16 years old.
As far as secondary education is concerned, 46 secondary 
schools provide this type of education, and are located in the 
educational districts as follows:
Corentyne t 7
New Amsterdam t 4
West Berbice : 3 .
East Coast Demerara : 5
Georgetown t 15
• East Bank Demerara : 3
West Demerara s 4
Essequibo t 2 •
North West * 1
.Interior : 2
Of these 46 secondary schools, 33 are Government Secondary Schools, 
and 13 are Government-aided Secondary Schools; there are only 4 
Government Senior Secondary Schools in Guyana, of which 1 is 
located in Berbice, 2 in Demerara, and 1 in Essequibo (these 
senior schools teach up to the G.C.B. "A” level standard, while 
the other Government Secondary Schools teach up to the G.C.B. mO” 
level standard). However, the Guyana Government intends to 
abolish the G.C.B. examinations (Uhiversity of London being the 
examining body), and replace them by local examinations from 
January 1977.
There are 3 methods of gaining entry into the secondary 
schools: (1) the secondary schools entrance examination - this 
examination is taken at age 10 and again at age 11 (2 opportunities)
(2) Preliminary Certificate Examination (PCK) - this examination
is written by pupils under the age of 16, and those under 14 years 
who are successful,. gain entry into a Junior secondary school;
(3) College of Preceptors* Examination (CP) - those under 16 
who are successful, are given a place at a secondary school.
The secondary schools provide education for >
. . some 70,000 or 50 per cent of the 138,027
students in the nation*s 12 to 18 age group,,.."
(IBID: P.15).
In fact, according to Baird, the various secondary schools 
have the following number of pupils in 1972-73:
Government Secondary Schools : 15,179 pupils
% . . .
• Government-aided Secondary Schools : 9,349 pupils
Private Secondary Schools : 10,000 pupils
Secondary departments of all-age schools : 35,000 pupils.
What must be recognised from these figures is that through the 
primary all-age schools (secondary departments), 50 per cent Of 
the pupils receiving secondary education in Guyana, are provided 
by this form of institution; and if the long-term goal is tb;:abolish 
the secondary departments of all-age schools, in order to transfer 
these pupils to the government secondary schools, then the size 
of the building programme is unveiled - it means that 76 
government secondary schools will have to be built to cater for 
the 35,000 pupils receiving'secondary education in primary all­
age schools, and population increase is not considered; this 
programme would be very costly, and it might be financially 
viable to consider an alternative or alternatives: whether to 
leave them as they are, whether to abolish them, or, whether to 
introduce multilateral characteristics in such all-age departments; 
the last alternative seems to be the most realistic, because as 
mentioned before, the second one would be very costly, while the 
firet one might operate to the detriment of the national needs.
Turning to the new developments now, one could start with 
multilateral schools; the Mahalca Multilateral Secondary School 
is the first of its type to become operational in September 1974 
another five are still to become operational. What is a multi­
lateral school?
"Within the Multilateral School the child will have 
the opportunity to be exposed to several learning 
( experiences. His aptitudes could be assessed and 
. could be channelled in an area of development where 
his expertise could be of maximum benefit to the 
revolution" (WILSON, OP.CIT: P.36).
"These multilateral schools would accomplish their 
purpose through a diversified curriculum, improve­
ment in organisation and school administration, and 
the provision of adequate facilities and books"
(BAIRD, OP.CITj P.15). j
Another new development is the establishment of Community High 
Schools; there is a pilot project, the Beterverwagting
Community High School, 2nd another one, the Lodge Community High 
School. What is a Community High School?
"Essentially the Community High School offers a four 
year programme, with the first three years devoted 
to a combined academic and vocational curriculum, 
and the fourth year exclusively vocational. The 
purpose is to provide for the children who would 
normally have been retained in secondary departments 
of all-age schools, a more functional education which 
will prepare the students to earn a living by being 
. Qwploy<3& or through self-employment in any of the 
sectors of the economy, including agriculture, fishing,
forestry, quarrying, and so break away from the
traditional white collar/office Job expectations
of the secondary school graduate" (IBID: P.16).
What must be recognised here is that the Government intends to
replace the all-age departments by the establishment of Community
High Schools; with only 2 pilot projects operating currently, and
the proposed establishment of only 7 new Community High Schools
during 1976-1979, providing places for only about 4,500 pupils
as opposed to the 35,000 in the all-age departments, and with
regards to the transformation programme, this plan needs complete
rethinking; if however, the Government is not keen to introduce
multilateralcharacteristics in the all-age departments, then,
building only 7 Community High Schools would still be extremely
far behind the target of consuming 35,000 pupils; it would,
certainly, be more viable to introduce community/multilateral
characteristics in the secondary departments of all-age schools.
In 1970-71, there were 5/749 teachers in primary schools, and
of these, 2,076 were trained qualified teachers; of the 647
teachers in Government Secondary Schools, 77 are trained graduate
106 untrained graduates, and 219 trained qualified teachers; in
the Government-aided Secondary Schools, there were 350 teachers,
of which 41 are trained graduates, 46 untrained graduates, 36
trained non-graduates, and 204 untrained non-graduates.
The ratio of teachers to pupils in primary schools is 1 to
40 and it is 1 to 35 in secondary schools. The Ministry of
Education and Social Development has responsibility for the
recruitment process. Teachers are deprived of participation
in the recruitment process, in spite of the fact that
co-operativism is the instrument used for the transformation
of the social structure; and teachers are hot only deprived
of participation in'the*, recruitment process, but also in other
areas of the school system because education or the school system 
is centralised.
REVIEW OF THB RELEVANT LITERATURE
As a result of social scientists' almost obsession with the 
social strification phenomena in the sociology of education, 
other equally important areas have been neglected or lightly 
touched; and one of these neglected dimensions of the school 
system is.'Teachers and the problem of commitment', and even 
more so now, 'their innovativeness' in view of the educational 
technology used in schools in advanced industrialised countries, 
and the problem of development and de-colonisation faced by 
ex-colonial countries.
It appears from the literature that the concepts, career 
patterns, commitment, aspirations, career stages and innovative­
ness With regard to teachers have been lightly touched, and in 
some cases (career stages, innovativeness) not previously been 
researched, and only now are undergoing investigations (R.N.RAPOPORT, 
TAVISTOCK INSTITUTE OF HUMAN RELATIONS; DR.P.J.KELLY, CHELSEA 
COLLEGE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY). Moreover, the problem of 
commitment has not been researched 'in broad sociological terms* 
(B.GEER; P.223). , .
One would therfore expect the literature to be thin, 
especially if one confines oneself to the school system. However, 
for comparative purposes, I have included literature on other 
occupations, where possible; for it was E.C.Hughes who said the 
essential problems encountered by men at work are similar whether 
they are employed as professor in a university or as a manual 
worker in a pickle factory. ‘
A study of an occupation must of necessity involve occupational
4
mobility, and which, turn, must incorporate in its investigation 
the concept of aspirations. The importance of this latter concept 
is more clearly seen against the background of a transformation
programme, as the authorities need to know the desires teachers 
have to achieve some future state for themselves, especially as 
such desires would give a firm indication of whether the teacher 
is suited to the new programme. Such is the reason for 
investigating teachers' aspirations in Guyana.
The movement of teachers, especially if rapid, can affect 
the achievement of goals and disturb stable patterns established 
in the school system. This research will, therefore, have to 
include teachers' career patterns - whether teachers move to a 
certain area in order to feel free from pressures from the 
head and/or the parents, or whether they move only to improve 
'their social mobility -r which might very well suit their 
interests, but not the interests of the transformation programme.
•Commitment* of teachers is central to this investigation, 
for after all, this determines the.level of contribution teachers 
can make towards changing the social structure. This concept is 
tackled in a wide form, for it incorporates not only commitment 
to the co-operative ideal (that is, the principles of the 
co-operative used to change the Guyana social structure), but 
also commitment to teaching in general. The latter has been
included because it enables the co-operative principles to be
placed in a teaching framework; otherwise, there will be just 
an indoctrinated communication of political principles by -the 
teacher to the pupil; such a communication will be grossly 
inadequate as it would not enable pupils to internalise the 
co-operative ideal in a critical way.
If commitment to the co-operative ideal and to teaching is
at a low level or completely missing, then it becomes essential
to find put what stage in the teacher's career this 
Is
commitment/made difficult. The peripheral part of this 
investigation concerns the innovativeness of the teacher because
it would help us to know to what extent the teacher is 
re&atiVely early in adopting the co-operative principles.
It is not just enough to put forward changes, for not only bad 
but slow implementation can ruin the whole exercise. It is 
against this background that the literature will be reviewed.
ASPIRATIONS AND CAREER PATTERNS
The University of Chicago has done a number of studies on 
teachers and their careers. An early one is that conducted
by Warren Peterson in the 1950's. In the study of middle-aged
high school teachers, Peterson found that many were born in
\
rural localities, had their final appointment in small towns; 
they then migrated to Kansas City, in order to free themselves
from the pressures of School Board Politics, which had the power
to remove a principal overnight; and also the opportunity to 
specialize which the large city high school offered. This study 
reveals one type of career.pattern - horizontal mobility and 
also that teachers tend to move away from an organisation with 
strorig compliance structures, for coercive power seems to be 
wielded by the school board, and which produces a negative 
orientation. Horizontal mobility, as a career pattern, was 
also discovered by Becker in his study of the Chicago public 
school teacher, also conducted in the 1950*s. This investigation 
revealed three types of schools: the 'slum schools' which 
teachers tried to avoid; the 'good schools' in the upper middle- 
class area which had effective PTA's, and where parents were 
more educated than the teachers; teachers also avoided this 
type of school; schools in areaS where parents were not highly 
educated were preferred by the teachers. In the Chicago school 
system, 'The teacher's career consists of movement among these 
various schools in search of the most satisfactory position to
work in ...' (BECKER: P.107). m e  moveraenx ox m e  xeacnets 
reported in Becker's study suggested a movement, not to higher 
positions, but co parallel ones, thus a horizontal mobility 
pattern and the movement to seek a compliance structure in 
which there wouid be a greater positive involvement.
A study by B.C.Hughes which researched the aspirations and 
social backgrounds of a graduating class at the Chicago Teachers 
College, found that teachers entered teaching to improve their 
social position and economic security, and not for altruistic 
reasons.
These three studies by Peterson, Becker and Hughes, indicated 
>that teachers in the Chicago school system, moved for purely anti- 
altruistic reasons; one must appreciate that the American school 
system is not centralised, while the Guyana one is, and so 
teachers trying to escape from the pressures exerted by school 
board politics would not be true of Guyana. Again, parents in 
Guyana are, on the whole, less likely to be more educated than 
teachers, so the principle of choosing an area which does not 
have highly educated parents becomes irrelevant
There were other researches which investigated the career 
patterns of teachers. C.N. Morris suggested five career patterns, 
after his study of those who remained in teaching and those who 
left teaching. The five career patterns indicated were: the 
early entrant, who stayed in teaching for most or his working 
life; the in-and-outer, - began teaching, left, and re-entered, 
at least once, for example, married womer' the late entrant - 
housewives who were already college graduates; and also men who 
left their occupation to enter teaching; the satisfied leaver - 
those who leave teaching not because of dislike for it, but 
because of higher status elsewhere; dissatisfied leaver - people 
who leave as a result of a lark of success as a teacher or 
dissatisfied with teaching.
Professor Chinoy, in his investigation of the aspirations 
of automobile workers, described how organizational conditions 
affected the reduction of aspirations as the workers advanced in 
age and seniority. The organizational conditions, since they 
affected the workers' aspirations, would also affect their career 
patterns. A chronology of automobile workers’ aspirations, was 
as follows:-
<i) The young workers defined the job as temporary because of 
no avenue for upward mobility; iai the Guyana situation, 
an added reason for defining a job as temporary is the
need to pursue further studies.
\ .
(2) Workers with out-of-the-shop goals were married men who
did not acquire sufficient seniority.
(3) Workers were most likely to retain hope for promotion to 
supervisory work if they were still young; this is not 
necessarily true of teaching as school heads do not normally 
acquire their appointments when they are young due to the 
experience required.
(4) The longer the time spent in the plant^ the less the 
likelihood to leave.
(5) Seniority produced wage increases and transfer to upwardly 
mobile jobs.
(6) Heavy family responsibilities restricted the worker's .* 
intentions to leave.
(7) If a supervisory position was not obtained by the age of 
40, workers lost hope of obtaining better jobs. (See (3))
(8) After workers reached the low wage ceiling at the top of 
the hierarchy, they might be satisfied with their achieve­
ments, or they might be frustrated at them.
(9) Nearness to retirement age induced workers' interest in 
. the out-of-the-shop goals.
The process of reconciling aspirations with, reality 
commenced early for industrial workers, due to limited . 
opportunities and limited financial resources, according to 
Professor Chinoy. Teaching too, in Guyana can be characterised 
by limited opportunities and limited financial resources, but 
there is no way in which teachers' aspirations are reconciled 
with reality early because teaching constitutes the largest 
profession; also, because in many cases, teachers define their 
job as temporary with a view to move on to further studies.
Three dimensions of the occupational structure have been 
suggested by the investigations so far - they are, aspirations, 
career patterns, and now organizational conditions. These three 
areas, by themselves, may produce fruitful discussions on the 
problem of commitment to work.
J. Siedman and others * research” on the aspirations of 
telephone workers, suggested that aspirations for upward mobility 
might be reduced if a potential employee were told at the time 
of his or her recruitment that he or she would be at one organ­
izational level, with small salary increases and limited promotional 
prospects. Again, this finding would not hold fully in Guyana 
because of a tendency for some teachers to perceive teaching as 
temporary.
Professor Chinoy and J. Siedgian and others both suggested 
that organizational conditions reduced the level of aspirations.
The difference between them.lies in the fact that
Chinoy dealt with many facets of organizational conditions 
(limited upward mobility, seniority, age), while Siedman examined 
one dimension of organizational* conditions (recruitment).
Five career patterns have already been mentioned, and now 
one sees that there are (up to now) four major areas of 
organizational conditions.
Dressel-Bain's study on the career orientations of beginning 
teachers, published in 1959. They found that 16 per cent of the 
women expected to teach continuously until retirement; and 6 per 
cent intended to leave for another occupation. 29 per cent of 
the men intended to teach continuously until retirement, while 
19 per cent expected to leave for another occupation. They 
further reported that women saw teaching as a contingent role 
because they placed more emphasis on homemaking. Men did not 
see teaching as a terminal career; their teaching phase was 
transitory because they aspired to non-teaching educational 
positions. One could hypothesise that male teachers in 
Guyana perceive teaching as transitory, not because they aspire 
to non-teaching educational positions (there are not many), but 
because of the desire to pursue further studies to enter .mother 
career.
Compare these career patterns of teachers in the Mason- 
Dressel-Bain study with an investigation of faculty culture, and 
academic careers by J. Gusfield and D. Rieeman, published in 
1964. The authors, in their investigation of two new colleges, 
in 1959, found that there were three career-types: pioneer 
settlers - these saw the two new colleges as a stage in their 
professional career .... 'which they could finally call their 
permanent home'; pioneer adventurers - these saw their job as a 
source of •immediate gratifications; job-holder - this type did 
not see teaching or research as of any principal importance.
In a research on engineers by Gerstland Hutton, three 
career types were used - these were, Management, Operations and 
Research, Development and Design. The highest recruitment was in
uiaiia^ ciucu t • juiti xuvus iXLja kxuit mvtidlSU indt op6I£L ilOIlS) X6S6£UTC11,
design and development were largely the work of the younger man. 
The main direction of career mobility was into the ranks of 
management. Another piece of information is that the engineer 
had an average 7 jobs or promotions by the end of his career.
By the age of 35, 4 job movements were made, and with 1 move 
between 35-44; and 2 moves after the age of 45. 16 per cent of
the sample had stayed with their original employers; § of the 
sample always worked in one region, and § worked in the area of 
their birth. All in all, this research by J.B. Gerstl, and 
S.P.Hutton, published in 1966, suggested a high rate of career 
^mobility. It will be interesting to compare the findings of 
my proposed research with these findings. -
Vfhen one examines the engineers' aspirations, one finds 
that 17 per cent had no plans for their future careers; 12 per 
cent thought they were already at the top of their profession.
Over half the sample had achieved or expected to acquire a high 
post, in senior management, or in high academic, or civil service 
ranks, or in consultancy. Less than a third limited their 
expectations to middle level positions. Half of the youngest 
age group (under 35) believed that they might acquire their top 
position with their current employer; this is so, also, for 70 
per cent in the age group, 35-44; 85 per cent for the age 
group over 55.
These engineers;* aspirations seem to express loyalty to the 
engineering profession, or more precisely, with their current 
employer. Age worked as an important criterion of determining 
mobility, for as the engineer advanced in age he tended to remain 
with the present employer (under 35 -• 6 years; 35-44 - 9 years; 
OLDEST AGE GROUP - 16 years). This finding is consistent with
_ vi utgamzaxional
conditions tended to reduce aspirations within the organization, 
thus their (workers) stay with the present employer is prolonged.
In M.J. Whiteside, G. Bernbaum and G.Noble's research on 
•Aspirations, Reality Shock and Entry into Teaching' published 
1969, it was discovered that many teachers were shocked at the 
time of recruitment into the profession. For example, there were 
those who aspired to enter the grammar schools, and those who 
aspired to enter the comprehensive schools, at the commencement 
of their teaching careers; but were disappointed when they did 
enter. For instance, the teachers who aspired to enter the
grammar schools, actually were recruited into the comprehensive
\
schools, while those who were desirous of starting their careers 
in the comprehensive schools, actually entered the grammar 
schools. ' ■ ■
This study is similar to Becker's study of the Chicago 
public school teacher, in that both dealt with the preferences 
expressed by the teacher for one type of school or the other. A 
follow-up study of Whiteside, Bernbaum and Noble's investigation 
is necessary to find out whether the same teachers would show a 
similar career mobility pattern as that found for the Chicago 
public school teachers. In judging the similarities between the 
two projects, one must always try to express them against a 
background of two different educational systems - one, contest 
oriented, the other, sponsored oriented. Also, it is only 
fairly recent that teachers in Guyana have several choices 
in choosing a school at the secondary level - community high 
school and multilateral school.
Another type of career pattern was found by L.J. Jay in his 
research on the mobility of teachers. This author discovered that 
many teachers in the Sheffield locality had strong regional
affiliations before and after the beginning of their careers.
There was a high degree of teacher immobility, for instance, 
since 1945, over half of the men and women teachers had not 
taught outside their county.;’ two-thirds were still in their 
first appointment. 57 per cent of the survey teachers were 
born in Yorkshire; 81 per cent in the northern counties, and 
83 per cent of the survey teachers were at school in the northern 
counties. This study suggested an immobile career pattern among 
teachers in Sheffield.
All the American studies discussed so far, showed a fairly 
mobile career pattern for teachers (Peterson, Becker, Mason- 
Dressel-Bain, C.N. Morris). An English study by L.J.Jay revealed
\
an immobile career pattern among teachers. The findings of a 
follow-up study of Whiteside, Bernbaum and Noble's research 
project (mentioned earlier) may give the results that may or may 
not substantiate the career pattern of teachers suggested by Jay. 
There is hardly any sociological study on the career patterns of 
teachers in England, so it is difficult to say what they are on 
the whole. One could say at the moment, however, that teachers 
have’or had an immobile career pattern in Sheffield, England, 
while in the U.S.A. investigations revealed that the career 
patterns of teachers are fairly mobile. I have to end the 
discussions on this point here, because I want to avoid entering 
the realm of hypothesis, for the moment.
The "unlimited success" theory and the "limited success" 
theory of aspirations were discussed by C. Tausky and R. Dubin 
in their 1965 study (study published 1965). They believed that 
the two theories were complementary and not competing to each 
other because both embodied the*anchoring of the career 
perspective mechanism. They also indicated that a theory of 
occupational aspiration ought to.consider both unlimited and 
limited success aspirations. Also, they suggested that a
o/o.vuxuaistructure might generate two kinds of aspirations: 
one, to move some distance from ;a st.arting point; and, two, to 
move to the highest positions in the system.
The objectives of the investigation were two: one was to 
evaluate the relative proportions of managers with upward and 
downward career orientations; and, two, to explain differences 
with regard to other variables.
The responses from the investigation showed that there were 
three categories: upwardly anchored (those who gave 5 or 6 
upwardly oriented responses); downwardly anchored (those who 
gave none or only one upwardly oriented response); ambivalently 
^anchored (those who gave two, three, or four upwardly oriented 
responses). The findings suggested that only a minority of 
managers aspired to the highest positions, and about half 
regarded their career in terms of movement from an occupational 
starting point.
What this study suggested was that a career orientation 
anchorage model treated various levels of aspiration as the 
results of one instrument, thus indicating'that the different 
aspirational levels need not be seen as generated by the limited 
success theory, and the unlimited success theory, separately.
Again, one has to depart from the teaching profession; and 
now one has the findings on the career patterns of business 
leaders (W.L. Warner and J.C. Abegglen). These findings were 
as follows: men from lower status occupational backgrounds tended 
to move from one firm to another more often than those from 
business backgrounds; college graduates were less likely to 
exhibit interfirm mobility, since they obtained higher positions 
than men with less formal qualifications, thus this study 
suggested that business leaders have an interfirm mobility 
career pattern.
iui tj-uQtiun uy m m e  oaucxer, puDiisfted in 19711
reported on the qualifications and activities of 233 caseworkers 
of the Franklin County Welfare Department. The findings suggested 
that casework turnover was high and a county welfare department 
was likely to be a place for any college major to acquire 
necessary experience for a permanent occupation elsewhere. Those 
with the .least amount of education were most likely to remain as 
caseworkers. This finding is a perfect parallel to the Guyana 
isituation whereby some teachers perceive teaching as transitory 
because of the likelihood of acquiring a permanent occupation 
elsewhere.
N Also published in 1971 was a study by R.C. Wimberley on 
mobility in ministerial career patterns. 5 career mobility 
patterns were suggested: 40 per cent Southern Baptist pastors
were upwardly mobile and a little over 25 per cent had stable 
mobility patterns; the rest were distributed between erratic 
mobility, downward mobility, and immobility.
The immobility found among church ministers is consistent 
with the immobility among teachers suggested by Jay; but, careful 
interpretation of the findings is necessary here, because 
♦immobility1 was not predominant in the church ministers’ sample, 
while it was for Jay’s.
In the above literature on ’aspirations and career patterns’, 
I have tried to seek out dimensions of the occupational structure 
which might or might not facilitate commitment (’commitment’ 
literature will be discussed in the next section). In this 
approach, ’aspirations’; ’career patterns’; organizational 
conditions with subdivisions such as, recruitment, advancing age, 
seniority, and limited upward mobility; social class background; 
’’training ground for better jobs elsewhere” (for want of a better 
term); regional affiliations, are some of the dimensions of the 
occupational structure, which tuay be useful for analytical
COMMITMENT
An early study on this topic was carried out by Bennis, 
Berkowitz, Affinito and Malone, and it was published in 1958.
The investigation tried to explain the high turnover rates and 
mobility among nurses. For this purpose, a local-cosmopolitan 
scale was constructed. These authors defined ’locals* as 
aspiring for achievement and recognition; and ’cosmopolitans’ 
as aspiring for personal .Achievement and recognition through 
their contributions to the development of the professional 
field.
v
The results of the investigation indicated that cosmopolitans 
did not refer to an external group, did maintain high internal 
group loyalty, and were motivated toward organizational 
commitment. The locals were interested in external groups, had 
lower loyalty to the in-group, and showed little interest in 
developing professional skills.
The authors recognised that the data did not fit the 
•local-cosmopolitan’ theory, and so they refbrmulated part of 
it. Instead of having only the two groups (locals and 
cosmopolitans), they introduced four groups to the discussion of 
reference groups and loyalties: (1) cosmopolitans; (2) locals;
(3) interested - these had interest in both the nursing role 
and the administrative role; this was regarded as a conflict 
situation, and to resolve it, involved choice of one role; this 
group saw nursing as a source of their frustration, thus nursing 
was given little loyalty; (4) Uninterested - this group was 
simply satisfied with a steady secure job; they aspired in no 
direction.
The last group - uninterested - is similar to the ’Job­
holder* group, suggested by Gusfield and Riesman, in their 
discussion of the three career typer*. The job-holder group did
O.Grusky made a study of career mobility and organizational 
commitment, published in 1966. He formulated two hypotheses: 
one, the greater the rewards received the greater the degree 
of the person’s commitment; and, two, the greater the obstacles 
the person has overcome in order to obtain the organization’s 
rewards the greater his commitment. The first hypothesis was 
not supported, while the second one was.
The findings suggested that managers with moderate mobility 
were less committed to the company than were managers with 
minimum mobility. This finding would imply, to ray mind, the 
significance of analysing commitment as a process in relation
v
to the dimensions of the occupational structure. Here, one 
finds one dimension of the occupational structure (career mobility) 
influencing the level of commitment. Other findings include: 
strength of organizational commitment was positively related to 
seniority; managers with a high school education had a stronger 
commitment to the firm than managers with a college education; 
female managers were more committed than male managers.
Gerstl and Hutton, in their study of engineers, published 
in 1966, found that commitment rose with age, from 75 per cent 
of the youngest age group to 83 per cent of the oldest age 
group. Age, in this study, influenced the degree of ’staying 
on’ and ’commitment’. This finding is consistent with Grusky’s 
finding that seniority (defined as number of years employed by 
the company) was positively related to strength of organizational 
commitment; and in some ways, Chinoy’s finding, that the longer 
the time spent in the plant the less the likelihood to leave.
i
I say ’in some ways’ because Chinoy was dealing with the 
chronology of automobile workers’ aspirations, and not their 
commitment to work.
With the exception of graduates, this study suggested that
ment than professional commitment, that is, they were more 
committed to their employers* company than to the various 
professional associations. Such a situation might raise the 
question of the compatibility of commitments to both the 
organization and the profession, that is, organizational commit­
ment and professional commitment. It was Bennis and others, in 
their study, who suggested that the group called ’interested* 
encountered conflict between the nursing role and the admin­
istrative role, because they had interest in both roles; the 
authors further suggested that the resolution of the conflict 
could only come about if the group (interested) chose one role,
\
instead of both. Therefore, Bennis and others clearly implied 
that there was incompatibility between organizational commit­
ment and professional commitment.
However, R.Thornton, in a study, published in 1970, examined 
conditions of organizational involvement which might assist the 
compatibility of commitments to both the organization and the 
profession, for junior college teachers. These three hypotheses 
were supported:
(1) the more professional the criteria of performance, the more 
compatible the organizational and professional commitments;
(2) the more professional the authority, over subordinates, the 
more compatible the organizational and professional commit­
ments;
(3) the more professional the kind of supervision, the more 
compatible the organizational and professional commitments.
Thornton suggested that to secure high commitment to the
f
profession and to the organization, is to make the professional 
an agent of his profession. Thornton, in this study, indicated 
that organizational and professional commitments are compatible.
o«amejL c,. wauace, in nrs investigation of law, published 
in 1966, found that students who regarded the legal profession 
as an occupational reference group, had interaction mainly with 
the law school; were, on the whole, more interested in the profes­
sion and the law school; had more favourable assessments of law, 
the law school, and the university; were employed more often in 
positions.within the field and the department; and had closer 
connections with faculty members and with those of higher rank 
than did those students who did not regard the legal profession 
as their reference group.
One must remember that it was this ’reference group’ theory 
that Bennis and others reformulated, after finding that ’locals’ 
and ’cosmopolitans• behaved in opposition to the theory. However, 
they did say that the ’local-cosmopolitan* theory may be in­
applicable to the following:
(1) where the main body of the membership sees the profession
as engulfing ultimate values, instead of criteria for skills, 
research and the development of a body of knowledge;
(2) where the goals of the profession are inapplicable and lacking 
in clarity;
(3) where the profession is not largely indispensable for 
individual success.
From this, it may be reasonable to assume that Wallace’s legal 
profession does not embody the above three points, and so, his 
findings may be consistent with the local-cosmopolitan theory.
An important question, here, is ’will the local-cosmopolitan 
theory apply to teaching?’ The question becomes increasingly 
necessary to ask because in teaching, the three points may 
apply - teaching may be seen as embodying ultimate values, goals 
of teaching lacking clarity, and-.teaching'may' not be largely 
indispensable for individual success. The problem with
reference group theory is that it is devoid of the concept of 
compliance which is a central element o;^  organisational
structure,” (liTZIONI: P. 59), and so it lacks strength as a 
social theory,
D.R.Goldman’s study of managerial mobility motivations and 
central life interests, published in 1973, found that upwardly 
anchored managers and specialists (great aspirants) were more 
committed to work than were ambivalently or downwardly anchored 
managers and specialists. Thus, Goldman suggested that commit­
ment to work as central life interest depended on the individual 
manager’s and specialist’s career orientation anchorage,
Goldman seemed to imply that those with low aspirations were 
less committed to work than those with high aspirations. If 
\this is true, then Chinoy’s automobile workers and Siedman’s 
telephone workers would have been less committed to work than
other workers with high aspirations, because Chinoy’s study
and.
suggested that limited upward mobility, seniority/ age reduced 
aspirations, while Siedman’s investigation indicated that poor 
prospects told at recruitment level also diminished aspirations. 
Goldman»s finding can only apply to a situation whereby one is 
talking about lntra-occupational aspiration and not inter- 
occupational aspiration because those with high inter-occupational 
aspiration would have a low commitment level in their current Job.
J. Boles and P.G.Albeno, in their research on night club 
strippers, published in 1973, suggested that various kinds of 
reference groups are instrumental in fostering occupational 
commitment (theoretical view). They used 3 reference groups:
(1) Role model reference group - generates continuance — -• 
commitment.
(2) Normative reference group - generates cohesion commitment.
(3) Audience reference group - generates control commitment.
The research involved 9 strip clubs in a large south­
eastern city.
The findings revealed that normative and audience reference 
groups were relatively ineffective in generating cohesion and 
control commitment. The strippers showed continuance commitment 
which was generated not by the presence of rewards, but with the 
perceived penalties connected with leaving the stripping 
occupation. In the language of Et2ioni, the role model reference 
group exercises co-ercive power, due to penalties awarded, and 
which would show a tendency for the strippers to have alienative 
involvement.
CAREER STAGES
An early study of career stages was conducted by O.Hall in 
’’The Stages of a Medical Career”, published in 1948. He spoke 
of 4 stages of a career: (1) the generation of an ambition;
(2) gaining admittance to the various medical’institutions*;
(3) gaining a clientele and retaining it; and, (4) developing a 
series of informal relationshipffiwith colleagues, which may 
assist the preceding three stages. These 4 highly ordered 
career stages seem to be characteristic of occupations', the 
entry to which requires the acquisition of specific knowledge 
which is unlike teaching; thus, one does not expect to see 
these 4 highly ordered career stages in Guyana. -
Hall went on to say that the established specialists formed 
the inner core of the profession, and he described them as the 
inner fraternity; this body controlled appointments to the 
medical institutions, punished intruders, distributed patients, 
enforced rules, and controlled competition. In an occupation 
as old and developed as medicine, it is not surprising that 
recruitment is severely controlled by an elite group, for this 
is the only way it can perpetuate its class. Teaching, by
people from all classes in Guyana, and so there is no need for 
its recruitment to be controlled by an elite group.
A crucial stage in the medical career was acceptance by 
the inner fraternity. Becker, in the book "Sociological Work" 
(1970), with A.L.Strauss, argued that the crucial stage in some 
careers is near the beginning, particularly so, when the 
occupation severely controls recruitment. They further suggested 
that the critical stage in others is at the end, such as 
occupations depending upon great physical skill.
W.H.Form and D.C.Miller, in their research, published in 
1949, viewed careers as three work stages:
(1) the iritial work stage - temporary Jobs; these are Jobs 
held while the individual is still involved in formal 
education; a substantial number of teachers in Guyana 
perceive their Job as temporary, intending* either to 
pursue higher education, or to leave for another Job * 
many teachers are, therefore, at the initial work stage;
(2) the trial work stage - the period in which the individual 
looks for a Job; he may not get the desired Job, so* he
takes one temporarily; frequently, he does not know what
kind of Job he desires; this stage is more or less found
in abnormal situations, for instance, when there is
educational inflation, and many Jobs from which to choose; 
in Guyana, there is a very limited number of Jobs.
(3) the stable work stage - this stage is one where the
worker remains on a Job.within a given occupation for
3 years or more. Etzioni would describe this stage as
<
one where the worker expresses a moral involvement - a 
high commitment - against a normative power which is 
applied.
work periods; industrial workers in semi-skilled and unskilled 
trades, and domestic and personal service workers had more 
unstable work periods. White collar workers can have stable 
work periods, in this context, probably, because their 
organizations exercise, at least, remunerative power; Guyana 
teachers (white-collar workers) certainly do not have stable 
work periods as evidenced by rapid turnover of staff, and 
probably, the power used by the authority does not fit positive 
involvement.
While Form and Miller's research looked at work generally, 
Hall's study examined a specific work situation (medicine).
Anyone of Hall's career stages regarded as critical for the 
occupant, could be classified as either the initial work stage 
or the trial work stage (unstable work periods), as elaborated 
by Form and Miller; also, anyone of Hall's career stages regarded 
as smooth for the incumbent could be classified as the stable 
work stage.
Marc A. Fried did a research study on work with regard to 
new arrivals to the city. The writer stated that each‘step to 
a better Job brought a "crisis of transition” for the city's 
new arrivals. The author talked about 4 crises of transition: 
a )  work as a Job - the migrant must see work as a Job, must 
learn to work for and subordinate to other people; also, 
he must develop new orientations with sufficient security 
to move on to the next transition crisis;
(2) work as a task - the migrant must try to develop expertise
at the work, so as to produce "pleasure and pride" in
<
performance;
(3) work as an occupation - the worker starts to develop 
responsibility for, and Identity, with a complete purpose;
(4) work as a career - workers identify their own personal 
achievement with their occupation; here, a ’social 
participation and individual fulfilment become almost 
indistinguishable’. Fried talks about crises of transition 
and how the migrant ought to behave at each stage, but 
Fried fails to recognise that the type of involvement 
produced by the migrant worker depends on the type of 
power wielded.
Marc A. Fried, in his study of Boston’s West End, deals 
with work as stages in an evolutionary manner; that is, move­
ment from one stage to another, reduces the crisis of transition. 
It would seem that the greatest crisis is in the first stage 
where work is seen as a job; this first stage bears close 
resemblance to Form and Miller’s trial stage. With regard to 
Kali’s stages, again anyone could be a crucial stage. But ‘ 
since Fried argues that the greatest crisis tends to be at the 
beginning of an individual’s career, then the generation of an 
ambition and recruitment to the job (Hall uses medical institu­
tions), may represent Fried’s first transitional stage.*
To my mind, Fried’s research has more in common with Form
and Miller’s study because both looked at ’work’ generally, i.e., 
not within a particular occupation, as Hall did, but on the
whole, there are connections between them.
Again, Form and Miller’s stable work stage may encompass
Fried’s last three transitional stages (work as a task, work as
an occupation, and work as a career); and Hall’s last two stages
(gaining and retaining a clientele, aund developing informal 
social relationships with colleagues) may engulf Fried’s final 
three stages and Form and Miller’s last work period.
Both Form and Miller’s work and Fried’s study examined 
’work’ in an evolutionary manner - each successive stage produces
improvement or progress in the worker*s situation. The 
implication of Hall's research is that his stages are not treated 
in an evolutionary way, that is, the crucial stage may be at the 
end of the career (unlike Form, Miller and Fried) or the smooth 
or stable stage may be at the beginning of the career (again, 
unlike Form, Miller and Fried).
I believe that the evolutionary approach (in the sense 
used by Comte) and implicitly used by Form, Miller and Fried 
is inappropriate and, because Corate believed that society always 
follows the 3 stages of development and can never regress, thus 
it would seem less scientifically valid.
INNOVATIVENESS
I have not found any sociological study on the innovative­
ness of the teacher as a member of his immediate social structure 
thus I will have to use the literature.in other areas.
A very early study on innovativeness was published in 1956 
by C.Paul Marsh and A.L.Coleman. They discovered that acceptance 
of innovativeness in farming varied by neighbourhood and norms 
relative to agriculture varied by neighbourhoods. They also 
found that the higher the adoption rate in a locality, the 
greater the use of all sources of farming information.
Marsh and Coleman indicated three kinds of neighbourhoods: 
( D  low adoption areas; (2) medium adoption areas; (3) high 
adoption areas. Their conclusion was that group norms, in one 
neighbourhood, retard change, while group norms in another 
neighbourhood, accelerate change.
Another contribution to the importance of neighbourhood 
norms in determining innovativeness among individuals, was made 
in a study by H. Menzel, published in 1960. Menzel argued
whether or not the individual who is emancipated from the norms 
of his native society (because the rewards of that society are 
not offered to him) with regard to accepting innovations, really 
does so in, so far that 'that innovation constitutes a deviation 
from existing norms'.
Menzel, in his study of physicians, contradicted this
hypothesis that innovations are most quickly accepted by
marginal men. Some of the findings' which suggested such a
conclusion were speedy acceptance of new drugs would need no
. emancipation from local, norms; rapid drug adoption was strongly
dependent on communication; and assurance was not a necessary 
\ .* ' 
factor in rapid drug adoption. So the emancipation from local
norms which may be necessary for the adoption of an innovation,
for those people (marginal men) who are deprived of their society's
rewards, has been shown by Menzel's research not to be a necessary
factor for drug adoption. The Indo-Guyanese teachers can be seen
as marginal men since they are a political minority, although in
a numerical majority. Would they contradict Menzel?
* In his study published 1958 of categorizing the adopters of 
agricultural practices, E.M.Rogers found five adopter categories:
(1) innovators; (2) early adopters; (3) early majority; (4) late 
majority; (5) laggards.
Rogers went on to mention 3 principles, suggested by Jahoda 
and others, as the conditions for the classification of adopters 
into categories: (1) exhaustive - all responses may be blassified;
(2) mutually exclusive - a response cannot be put in more than one 
category; (3) derived from one classificatory principle (time of 
adoption). This piece of research was very useful, to me, 
methodologically. . .
A remarkable study by E„ Raphael on community structure and 
acceptance of psychiatric aid, was published in 1964. For the
conceptual framework Raphael constructed four types of 
communities:
(1) tight structure - incompatible culture; in this community, 
there are low levels of migration and low levels of educat­
ional achievements; the residents are likely to make limited 
voluntary use of available psychiatric aid;
(2) loose structure - incompatible culture; here, there are high 
levels of migration and low levels of educational achievements; 
residents are likely to make greater use of available 
psychiatric aid than the residents from the 'tight structure
- incompatible culture* community;
(3) loose structure - compatible culture; this type is character­
ized by high levels of migration and high levels of educational 
attainments. Residents are likely to make great voluntary use 
of existing psychiatric aid;
(4) tight structure - compatible culture; this community has low 
levels of migration and high levels of educational attainments. 
Residents are likely to make limited voluntary use of available 
psychiatric aid.
Raphael argued that these communities represent a model of
response to the innovation (psychiatric aid) being examined. The
hypothesis that the distribution of examined cases at a child
guidance clinic may be understood as a consequence of diffusion
of social innovation, instead of the incidence or prevalence of
mental illness in the city's child population, was supported.
One of the findings which confirms this hypothesis was that rates
of examined cases of children at the clinic varied jointly with
4
the culture and social structure of.the community in which the 
children live.
This research finding is consistent with the finding in 
Marsh and Coleman's study: that acceptance of innovation in
rarramg varied by neighbourhood and norms relating to agriculture 
varied by neighbourhoods (social structure and culture). So 
social structure and culture may determine the rate of adoption 
of innovation in a community. This, I suppose, led Rogers to 
classify adopter categories, since some group norms may be more 
favourable to adopting innovations than others (this is the same 
thing as saying that neighbourhoods, or social structure, and 
culture vary with regard to adopting innovations).
J. Scanzoni, in his analysis of church-sect typology, rated 
clergymen with regard to whether or not they accept or reject the 
social environment. It was found that church-type clergy rejected 
traditional definitions and roles of the minister and minister's 
wife. Sect-type clergy accepted traditional definitions and roles 
of the minister and his wife. Scanzoni argued that the church-type 
clergy facilitated normative change, and they were seen as 
"innovating elites". They were regarded as the latter because 
they tended to be more liberal than their parishioners on 
political, social and economic issues.
So far, this is a new dimension in the literature on 
'innovativeness* - the role of innovating leaders as an essential 
instrument in producing change within a group (Scanzoni reported 
Eisenstadt as being the author of this view).
Fliegel and J.E. Kivlin discussed attributes of innovations 
as factors in diffusion in an article published in 1966. They 
argued that innovation perceived as being most rewarding, having 
least risk and uncertainty, and communicability, ought to be 
adopted most rapidly.
Finally, W.L.Flinn, from ,the data on 7 truck-crop-growing 
communities in Ohio, indicated that analytically constructed 
community values as well as perceived community values influenced 
farmers* innovativeness. With regard to the analytically construct­
ed community values, the data suggested that truck farmers with 
favourable attitudes toward innovators were more frequently innov- 
tive in their behaviour than others. The data also revealed that 
communities in which innovators are regarded most favourably 
were more likely, to be innovative than communities in which 
innovators were regarded less favourably.
Flinn’s study reinforced the other studies which argued that
the social structure and culture influence the adoption of
innovations. Also Menzel*s research reveals that the social 
structure and culture of the group were more important than
mere raarginality of men, in determining acceptance of innovations.
The review of the literature indicates that ’aspiration*
0
as a concept must be de-eraphasised because its influence* is 
practically nil; other more powerful variables like limited 
opportunities for social mobility and limited financial resources 
tend to reduce the impact of an individual’s aspirations; also, 
because an individual has to confirm to the conditions of his/ 
her work setting, it makes it difficult for his/her aspirations 
to supersede those working conditions and become a major 
influencing variable. However, Goldman found that aspirations 
can influence commitment to work, but what.must be made clear, 
here, as pointed out earlier, is that Goldman’s finding is only 
applicable when one is talking about intra-occupational aspirations 
however, this writer would argue that to conduct an investigation 
of ’aspirations’ and limit it to one occupational setting, would 
be unrealistic because an individual’s aspirations would more 
than likely incorporate more than one work setting. The current 
investigation is useful, in this context, in that it would throw 
light on the concept of aspirations as interpreted here, in the 
teaching situation in a third worl Society.
The concepts, aspirations, career movement, commitment, 
career stages, and innovativeness, are all shaped, largely, 
by the types ofppwer wielded in an occupational setting; for 
instance, why a worker complies with the goals of his/her work 
in one setting and not in-'another; why his or her desires are 
realised in one work situation and not in another; why the worker 
can be mobile in one setting and not in another; what the 
impediments are which are placed in the way of wanting to be 
involved. The answers to these questions are found in the work 
of Etzioni’s theory of compliance to which I now turn.
A THEORETICAL MODEL
With the colonial link politically severed, it became 
necessary in Guyana
to pursue a course of de-colonisation and 
total reconstruction of the new Guyanese society 
with the capacity to nurture a new Guyana man."
(BAIRD: PP.P-9)
In effect, this meant a redefinition of what education is now 
expected to achieve; how far can the new goals be realised is 
emphasised. This would mean keeping a close look at the 
performance of schools with regard to assessing how far the 
following goals have been achieved:-
”(i) equip the growing generation with a new outlook; 
(ii) produce citizens whose minds can grasp the 
reality of the .circumstances in which they live and 
whose hands can refashion raw' materials for the 
national good;
(iii) education is also expected to provide basic 
academic skills, as well as to ensure the develop­
ment of other types of skills that will interest 
and stimulate students through experiences that 
will prepare them for.occupational roles.”
(BAIRD: P.11).
This close watch can only be maintained by strong compliance 
structures in view of the fact that there is a high turnover 
of staff, given the racial conflict between the Indo and Afro- 
.Guyanese, the dual control system, and, moreover, the fact that 
the co-operative ideal is based on agriculture, it will be 
essential to find out how Afro-Guyanese view working the land
(after emancipation Afro-Guyanese drifted to the urban centre 
away from the sugar estates and villages),
, Etzioni defines compliance thus:
"Compliance refers both to a relation in which 
an actor behaves in acoordance with a directive 
supported by another actor’s power, and to the 
orientation of the subordinated actor to the power 
applied.” (ETZIONI: P.59)#
There are, therefore, two key elements in the definition of 
compliance: (i) appropriate behaviour of the subordinate person 
to the power wielded by the superordinate person; and, (ii) the 
attitude of the subordinated person to the power wielded.
The attitude of the subordinate person to the power wielded 
can be seen as positive, that is commitment, and negative, that 
is, alienation; and this positive and negative attitude constitutes 
involvement.
To really find out what forms the compliance relationships 
or structures, it is necessary to introduce, first of all, three 
types of power, and secondly, three types of involvement.
The combinations between power and involvement form the 
compliance structure or relationship. Etzioni argues that 
compliance structures are of two types:- compliance concerned 
with the control mechanism in the organisation, and the level 
at which the role incumbents are committed to the organisation’s 
goals, Etzioni, then, uses these two types as the basis for 
introducing three types of power:- coercive, remunerative, and 
normative. Coercive power is based on control through force, 
"remunerative power is based on control over-material resources 
and rewards through allocation of salaries and wages, commissions 
and contributions, "fringe benefits", services and commodities." 
(ETZIONI: P.61); the third type of pwer, normative, is based on
the control of symbolic rewards and penalties; normative power 
is divided into two types:- 
(i) pure normative power - control of esteem and prestige; and 
(ii) social power - control of acceptance and positive attitude. 
For each type of power, there is a corresponding level of involve­
ment, which is, either commitment or alienation. The three kinds
of involvement are as follows:- alienative, calculative, and 
moral. Alienative involvement connotes a negative orientation;
calculative involvement denotes either commitment or alienation
at a low level; and moral involvement indicates commitment at a
high level.
As stated earlier, the combinations of power and involve­
ment produce a compliance relationship. Etzioni indicates - that 
coercive power produces an alienative involvement; remunerative
power generates a calculative involvement; and normative power 
produces a moral involvement. These three types of power with
their corresponding levelgof involvement represent compliance
structures. By congruent is meant a situation whereby the
subordinate's type of involvement and the type of involvement
produced by the power wielded, sure similar. A diagram taken from
Etzioni*s work would illustrate the varieties of compliance
structures as follows:- v • *
A TYPOLOGY OF COMPLIANCE RELATIONS
KINDS OF POWER KINDS OF INVOLVEMENT
ALIENATIVE CALCUIATIVE MORAL
COERCIVE 1 2 3
REMUNERATIVE 4 5 6
NORMATIVE 7 8 9
The congruent compliance structures are seen as 1, 5 and 9. The
types of congruent compliance structures produced are as follows
coercive power and alienative involvement produce coercive
compliance; remunerative power and calculative involvement 
generate utilitarian compliance; and normative, power and moral
involvement produce normative compliance.
A word or two about incongruent compliance structures. 
Incongruent compliance structures represent a situation whereby 
the subordinate's type of involvement and the type of involve­
ment generated by the power wielded, are not similar. Examples 
are as follows:
INCONGRUENT COMPLIANCE STRUCTURES
KINDS OF POWER KINDS OF INVOLVEMENT
COERCIVE CALCULATIVE, MORAL
REMUNERATIVE ALIENATIVE, MORAL
NORMATIVE CALCULATIVE, ALIENATIVE
The essential point to remember is that incongruent compliance
structures do exist. For an organisation wielding coercive power
and generating calculative and moral involvement, the perception
of one's occupation as transitory, becomes an essential
characteristic feature; for instance, in the face of coercive 
power, the individual has a calculative involvement, that is, 
an involvement that shows mild commitment, because he/she is
waiting for the appropriate moment to leave the occupation and 
so as not to jeopardise the possibility of moving on to some­
thing better. In the face of coercive power, one may show a 
moral involvement because there may have been the promise of 
early release from one's current job into an organisation which 
d&es not exercise coercive power. An organisation which wields 
remunerative power and generates alienative involvement, may do 
so because the job provides an extremely poor wage, despite the 
fact that the job done pught to provide a reasonable wage; when 
such a power produces a moral involvement, it may be because the 
individual can only receive full job satisfaction from the high 
wage/salary' offered. Again, whenever calculative involvement is 
generated by a power in an incongruent compliance structure, the
indication is that the worker perceives his/her job as transitory; 
in this case, when normative power is exercised, the individual, 
not particularly impressed by the values projected, plays a 
waiting game until a better job is acquired; this case can be des­
cribed as one where there is a political minority group which 
feels that its values are threatened. Again, when the exercise 
of normative power generates alienative involvement, the indication 
is that the individual completely rejects the value system of 
society; again, this is an example of the presence of a political 
minority group which feels that its cherished values are 
threatened.
■« • *
\ At this stage, one needs to examine the Guyana school
system to find out where power lies.
LOCATION OF POWER IN THE SCHOOL SYSTEM •
The Guyana school system is centralised," which means that the 
relationship between the teachers and the education ministry 
(central body) is remote. The 1940 Education Code is concerned 
with control and management of schools, and since the system.is 
centralised, one would have thought that the education officers 
would be effectively exercising power; but the situation is the 
reverse; their task is very much of an advisory nature, and is 
made more difficult by the fact that the education officers/ 
teachers ratio is 1:490. The education officers are really the 
inspectors of schools, and in Guyana, there are 10 educational 
districts, with one education officer for each district. There­
fore, the central body, through its education officers, does not 
seem to wield sufficient power, in the sense used by Etzioni in 
this theoretical model, that is, the capacity of an individual 
to influence another individual to effect his commands or desires. 
Having said that, it is fair to remark that the central body has 
treraendous power in the recruitment process and in curriculum
planning, but not enough at the teacher level in schools so as 
to orient their attitudes in the direction of the central 
curriculum planners* If the central body via the education 
officers does not exercise sufficient power at the teacher 
level in schools, then who does? The only other person,= 
therefore, in a potential position to influence teachers is the 
school head.
Following Etzioni, then, it can be hypothesised that if 
the Guyana school has a congruent compliance structure (1) the 
more Coercive power is used by the school head, the more there 
will be a negative orientation or involvement (alienation) among 
the teachers; (2) the more remunerative power is used by the 
school head, the more will there be the likelihood of either 
'commitment or alienation present at a low level among the 
teachers; (3) the more normative power is used by the school 
head, the more will there be commitment at a high level among 
the teachers.
In addition, if the Guyana school has an incongruent 
compliance structure, such structure would be ineffective, and 
in this case, one could hypothesise that (1) the more coercive power 
is used by the school head, the more will there be mild or high 
commitment among teachers; such a compliance structure must be ■( 
ineffective because effective exercise of coercive power ought 
to be used on alienated teachers, and when it is used on teachers 
who are either mildly or highly committed then there will be 
serious repercussions on "morale, recruitment, socialization, 
and communication." (ETZIONI: P.68); (2) the more remunerative 
power is used by the school head, the more will teachers be 
highly committed or alienated; and (3) the more normative power 
is used by the school head, the more will teachers be mildly 
committed or alienated.
Etzioni acknowledges that incongruent compliance structures 
are ineffective, and describes the reason for such structures 
. thus,■
" .... organizations have only limited control 
over the powers they apply and the involvement 
of lower participants.... Involvement depends 
in part on external factors, such as membership 
of the participants in other collectivities...; 
basic value commitments...; and the personality 
structure of the participants...11 (ET2I0NI: P.69)
I turn now to the section that seeks to discover the types 
' of aspiration held by the Guyana teachers, and, indirectly, 
such analysis would throw light on who have subordinate and 
superordinate status, and at what levels; and which, in turn, 
would show whether compliance is likely to be positive or • 
negative, as discussed by Etzioni. . .
CHAPTER I 
ASPIRATIONS OF TEACHERS IN GUYANA
The first task, here, is to present the overall findings 
on teachers* aspirations in the sample; the second task is to 
find out the influence on these findings of each of the follow­
ing: type of locality, ago, type of teacher, graduate or non­
graduate teacher, marital status, sex, feelings of optimism and 
security and ethnic origin; the final task is to place the 
analysis in a theoretical perspective for interpretive purposes.
The career orientations, fouiid in the sample, are shown 
in Table I.
TABLE I i CAREER ORIENTATIONS OF TEACHERS -
CAREER ORIENTATIONS PERCENTAGE OF TEACHERS
UPWARD-ORIENTED ASPIRATION . 42.5
DOWNWARD-ORIENTED ASPIRATION^ 57.5
TOTAL 100.00
(N) (136)
Table I shows that only a minority of teachers aspire to the 
highest positions and this is consistent with Tausky and Dubin*s 
finding that only a minority of the managers were upward-oriented 
in their career orientations but inconsistent with Hughes* finding 
which was that teachers saw teaching as an avenue of social 
mobility - to improve their social position and economic security. 
The reason for this inconsistency can be explained* by the career 
stage reached by the two types of employees (managers and teachers) 
din their respective occupations; Tausky and Dubin*s managers 
had already achieved a certain .amount of upward mobility,
2
•Downward-oriented aspiration* is used in this thesis to mean 
•lack of upward-oriented aspiration*.
k»x:y. weie -luen Deiow xne level of vice-president and above 
the level of clerk" (TAUSKY AND DUBIN: P.726), so there was no 
strong drive to aspire upward; while Hughes' teachers were in 
the graduating class at the Chicago Teachers College. These 
teachers were not yet initiated as teachers and the fact that 
they had gone through the training college made it all the more
i
likely that they should see teaching as giving them rewards in 
the form of upward social mobility. Moreover, the high level of 
upward mobility in the United States of America might have been a 
crucial factor influencing their responses;'Robert J. Havighurst 
reported that 33 per cent of adults were upwardly mobile and 12 
per cent downwardly mobile (HAVIGHURST: P.106).
57.5 per cent, or a majority of the teachers in the sample, 
in Guyana, have downward-oriented aspirations, and as Tausky and 
Dubin would say, they
"... anchored their career perspectives on the 
starting point of the working life and can best be 
characterised as 'resters' in their mobility 
orientation, belonging to neither of Wilensky's 
categories of 'strivers* and 'skidders'."
(TAUSKY AND DUBIN: P.729).
Teachers' career orientations will now be cross-tabulated 
with types of locality to see what influence the latter have 
on the former. The findings are reported in Table II, and they . 
show that the urban/rural influence on teachers* career orient­
ations is not considerable. The tables generated in the next 
section will be found in Appendix III.
In establishing the level of career orientation, the 
teacher in the interview was presented with 2 answers to each 
question and he/she had to answer one only; in all, there are 
5 questions on career orientation.
Question (1): Which man do you feel is giving his son the
best advice?
(i) When you start your teaching (2) When you start your teaching 
career don't be satisfied career don't be satisfied
. until you reach the top in it. until ycu have gone just as
far as you can in it.
The first answer indicates upward oriented aspiration or career.
orientation, while the second represents lack of upward oriented
aspirations
In the second question, the teacher who feels that he has 
not been successful because he did not achieve a top position, 
has upward oriented aspiration; and the teacher who feels 
'successful because of the acquisition of an important position 
in school, suggests lack of upward-oriented aspiration.
The teacher who suggests that the trained-teacher-entrant to 
teaching would be a better choice than a pupil-teacher-entrant 
for headmaster/principal*s position, has upward oriented 
aspiration, while the" other view suggests lack of upward oriented 
career orientation. • *
In the fourth question, the teacher who resents lack of 
promotion has upward oriented aspiration while the teacher who 
does not,.is interpreted as lacking upward oriented career 
, orientation.
Finally those who place a greater emphasis on a university 
education than family life, seem to have upward oriented 
aspiration, and those who emphasisethe reverse are interpreted 
as lacking upward oriented career orientation.
These questions on aspirations were adapted from Tausky and 
Dubin's Career Orientations Anchorage Scale (COAS), with 
modifications to suit the conditions in Guyana.
Although the literature does suggest a de-emphasis on 
'aspirations' as a major influencing variable in an occupational 
setting, this concept ought to throw enough light on the compliance 
level (Etzioni*s theory) of the teacher. That is, for a teacher 
whose aspirations are unrealised, what would be his/her behaviour 
towards power wielded by the school head, or ministry officials?
This question can only be answered in the chapter on commitment, 
but tius cerves as a guide to the teacher's compliance level.
Table XI shows that with Q = -0.11 there is a low negative 
association between types of locality and career orientations 
of teachers; this may be due to these orientations being the 
product of the expectations created by the colonial school 
system.
The urban/rural dichotomy will now be analysed by the 
variables used to establish the levels of aspiration. When 
asked whether the best advice a man can give to his son (who 
decides to take up teaching) is to aspire to reach the top or 
to go just as far as you can, both urban and rural teachers 
favour the former. This finding would appear to mean that 
these teachers perceive teaching as a means of achieving a high 
financial status. But it is proved wrong when asked what 
success is; both urban and rural teachers do not view success 
in terms of a high status position, and thus higher salary.
This result is in line with Kevin Ryan#s finding on the teaching 
intern; the interns are from the professional and upper middle- 
class families, and who enter teaching not for achieving upward 
social mobility or financial security, but for altruistic reasons 
They enter teaching to teach English Literature, mathematics or 
History.
On the third variable, teachers were asked whether they 
prefer a trained teacher entrant or a pupil teacher entrant for 
the position of headmaster/principal. The urban and rural 
teachers differ in their attitude here; the former show a 
preference for the trained teacher entrant, while the latter 
favour the pupil teacher entrant. This difference in the urban/ 
rural teacher preferences may be explained by the distribution
of Strained teachers in the urban and rural areas. In Georgetown, 
the capital of Guyana, there are 602 trained teachers in 36 
schools, arid in  Corentyne, a rural area, there arc 276 trained 
teachers in 29 schools, with Georgetown having on average 9
3
trained teachers per primary school* The small number of 
trained teachers in the rural area, and the large number in the 
urban area, must have influenced teachers® preferences of a 
trained teacher entrant or a pupil teacher entrant for the 
position of headmaster/principal. On the basis of the findings 
for the previous two variables, it could be argued that the 
urban teachers prefer the trained teacher entrant not because ~ 
of their having a higher level of aspiration (as in this case),
4 _
but because of the distribution pattern of trained teachers.
On the fourth variable, the rural teachers show a high 
level of aspiration unlike their urh sa counterparts. When asked 
whether a teacher who resents lack of promotion has the right 
attitude or vice versa, the rural teachers express a strong 
attitude of resentment at non-promotion. Again, rural teachers 
show an upward career orientation by their expressed enthusiasm 
for educational training. Rural teachers,
3 SEE APPENDIX IV FOR THE SOURCE
637$ per cent, suggest unanimously the decision to pursue studies
at a university as the right decision, while only 36.2 per cent of
• that is
rural teachers suggest/deciding against the idea/the right decision. 
Their urban colleagues are equally divided in their decision:
50.7 for and 49.3 against.
There are two '; important conclusions, or more correctly, 
questions, here; (1) since both urban and rural teachers do not 
see success in terms of upward social mobility, then it is necessary 
to find out what criteria the teachers, (especially rural teachers
because they have an upward career orientation toward favouring
lack of
resentment at/proraotion and expressing the desire to do further 
. *
studies) use in measuring success. (2) It is reasonable to assume 
that rural teachers* career orientations can only materialise by 
their migration to the urban centres; the question is whether the 
rural teachers in Guyana do show a tendency to move to the cities; 
this question should be answered in the chapter on teachers* 
career patterns. *
Age is the next social factor to be analysed with teachers* 
career orientations; the results are summarised in Thble III.
The findings in Table III show a remarkable similarity with the 
results of Tausky and Dubin*s research on managerial mobility 
motivations. Teachers who have not been in the service of teaching 
for a long period of time, that is, those under 25, have the 
highest upward-oriented . aspirations; in this case, the proportion 
is 49.42 per cent. 21 per cent of Tausky' and Dubin*s managers 
under 30, also, had the highest upward career orientation. The 
proportions upwardly-oriented decrease with advancing age.
Professor Chinoy found that automobile workers* aspirations 
reduced with advancing age, and more importantly, Chinoy attributed
the decrease in aspirations to organizational conditions, which 
were limited upward mobility, seniority and age. Gerstl and 
Hutton, in their research on engineers, also discovered age as 
a crucial variable determining aspirations* But these 
researchers* finding with regard to the youngest age group’of' 
engineers (under 35) showed loyalty to the engineering profession
i .
amd more importantly, to their current employer, as opposed to
the difference In views expressed by the youngest age group
(under 25) of teachers in Guyana; clearly, the youngest age
group of teachers in Guyana is younger than the youngest age
group of engineers in Gerstl and Hutton*s study; and this may
*
serve as an explanation for the discrepancy in results.
When age is classified by each of the *aspirational• 
variables, it is found that all.the age groups favour the 
principle of aiming at the top of teaching, and that success 
is not measured by upward social mobility. Advancing age 
reduces the financial criterion of success, so the older age 
group, 47-57, with upward-oriented aspirations and seniority, 
see non-financial incentives as their motivations for upward 
social mobility. i
There is general consensus on the meaning of success, as
i. ' - ' :
shown in.Table VII• By and large, advancing age . among teachers 
in Guyana . shows that these teachers do not see teaching as 
improving their social position and economic security! advancing 
age reduces the upward-oriented characteristics of • success* which 
are mostly •financial1*
On the appointment of a headmaster/principal the under 25, 
the 36-46, and over 57 age-groups of teachers show a preference 
for a person who starts his career as a trained teacher, while the 
25-35 and 47 to 57 age-groups show a preference for a person who 
began his teaching career as a pupil teacherf see Table&VIII and 
IX* : - -
With 52*2 per cent of the teachers from the urban areas (and
in a majority^ indicating a preference for a trained teacher, it
can be said that the under 25, the 36-46, and the over 57 v age- 
groups, who show a preference for the trained teacher, are largely 
from the urban areas*
With 59.4 per cent of the teachers from the rural areas (and.
in a majority) showing a preference for the pupil teacher, it can
be said that the under 25, 25-35, and the 47-57 age-groups, who 
show a preference for the pupil teacher, are drawn largely from 
the rural areas* These findings suggest a younger age-group of 
teachers teach in the rural areas and an older age-group of 
teachers work in the urban areas*
The findings in Table X show that age has no inf luence on 
resenting a lack of promotion since all the age-groups suggest that 
resenting a lack of promotion is not the right attitude to have
GO
and/giv i u p w a r d  social mobility a low-key emphasis.
Again, the results in Table XI confirm the results of Tables 
VI and X, although it is the under 25 and 25-35 age-groups, with
proportions of 47,1 per cent and 33.3, respectively, who show 
any major resentment at not obtaining promotion; this is expected 
since it is the youngest age-groups that shc?v upward-oriented 
aspirations. However, just over 47.1 per cent, of the under 25 
age group, that is, 52.9 per cent, also see non-resentment of 
lack of promotion as the right attitude to have; also, Table XI 
illustrates that advancing age reduces promotional aspirations, 
and may involve, as Chinoy reported,/prolonged stay with the 
present employer.
Table XII suggests that all the age-groups place a high value
on university education, or more importantly, on academic
\ * * 
education.
* # ' • .
Although Table XIII is really a follow-up to the results of
Table XII, the 36-469 and the over 57 age-groups, seem to place
a slightly lower emphasis on studying at a university, and,
probably, on academic education. In fact, these two age-groups
show a preference for their families over a university education.
This finding is in line with the results of Tables II and VIII;
the former suggests that rural, unlike urban, settings favour
upward-oriented aspirations, while the latter indicates that the
36-46 age-group is drawn largely from the urban areas; the
conclusion, then, must be that since the 36-46, and over 57, age-
groups, illustrate a preference for their families over studying
at a university,, this is expected, as a result of the urban
areas favouring downward-oriented aspirations.
The analysis continues with trying to find out what influences
if any, types of teacher have on career orientations.
who are
Table XIV suggests that the proportions of teacher / upwardly- 
oriented increase with the movement away from a trained teacher 
status toward an untrained interim teacher status and the pro-
vAwiia| ^niwoiujiy w i e n t w ,  increase w i m  aavaneing status.
In fact, the untrained interim teacher have the highest upward- 
orient ed aspirations, next comes the untrained permanent teacher, 
and then the trained teacher. These are the overall findings 
for career orientations by types of teacher. Next comes the 
detailed analysis of each of the five sets of items by types of 
teacher. The sets of items are used to establish the career 
orientations of teachers.
Again it is the untrained interim teachers in Table XV, who show 
the highest upward-career orientation. When asked which man is 
giving his son the best advice, 83.3 per cent (5) of untrained 
interim teachers suggest aspiring to reach the top, while only
51.2 per cent (43) of the trained teachers, and 50 per cent (23) 
of the untrained permanent teachers subscribes-to it.
In Table XVI, only 16.7 per cent .untrained interim teacher 
suggested that the best advice a man can give to his son when he 
starts his teaching career, is to go just as far as you can, while 
40.0 per cent (41) of the trained teachers and 50 per cent (23) 
of the untrained permanent teachers subscribe to it, the latter 
two being considerably higher proportions thati that for the 
untrained interim teacher. The trained and the untrained perman­
ent teachers seem to express an indifference a© to what the best 
advice is; (Trained: 51.2 and 48.85?; untrained permanent 50.0 and 
50.053); it may appear that these two types of teacher do not see 
teaching in terms of upward or downward social mobility. Moving 
on to the next set of items may throw some light on this point. 
Table XVII suggests that the trained teachers do not see success
in teaching in terms of upward social mobility, while the untrained
*
permanent and interim teachers see successin teaching in terms of 
upward social mobility, as Table:V.T.Ilrall show. Here, 22.6 per
cent (19) of the trained, and 28.3 per cent (13) of the untrained 
permanent teachers express a non-upward social mobility view of 
success. In fact while only 19 out of 84 trained teachers, and 
13 out of 46 untrained permanent teachers express this view, as 
much as 2 out of 6 (33.3 per cent) of untrained interim teachers 
see success as achieving a top position.
While the trained and untrained permanent teachers show overwhelm­
ingly their ''orientation toward a *non-financial view of success, 
it is reasonable to say tha^.-the untrained interim teachers share 
this view, since 66.7 per cent (4) of them gave such responses;
but it must be pointed out that their (untrained interim) view of
' «•» 
success is not uni-dimensional.as that of the trained and un- .
trained permanent teachers, but two-dimensional, since it contains
a *non-financial* view of success plus upward social mobility.
Of the three types of teacher in Table XIZC,only the untrained
.permanent teachers (24 out of 46) show a preference for the
person who started as a trained teacher, but even so it is only
slight; the untrained interim teachers express an indifference
over the preference of. a trained teacher (3 of them out of 6);
the trained teachers (36 out of 84) or 42.9 per cent, a low
"proportion, do not seem to support considerably a 'trained teacher
applicantfor the post of headmaster/principal.
Table XXI shows that trained teachers would largely support a 
'pupil teacher* applicant (one who started as a pupil teacher)» 
while only 22 out of 46 untrained permanent teachers subscribe 
to this, and indifference on the part of the untrained interim 
teachers continue-.
Table XX seems to show that trained teachers have a low opinion 
of teacher-training; they do not see a person who started his 
.career as a trained teacher to be suitable for the post of
headmaster/principal | the teacher-training provided in Guyana 
becomes even more questionable when the overall responses in tables 
XT-and XXL arc considered: the untrained interim teacher is
indifferent9 the untrained permanent teacher scores almost as much 
for the •pupil teacher* preference as that given for the *trained 
teacher* pre£erence# and seems to egress uncertainty as to whether 
the pupil- teacher entrant or the trained teacher entrant would be 
the mo?2 e suitable for the post of headmaster/principal; while the 
trained teacher goes positively out for the pupil teacher entrant. 
It is right that only the trained teacher should be so positive 
because it is only he who knows what combinations contribute to 
make a trained teacher at the training college.
None of the three types of teacher in Table XXI, seetsfcto have 
an influence on teachers* upward career orientations; this result 
is expected for the trained and untrained permanent teachers who
do not see teaching in terms of upward social mobility; but the
interin -
result for the untrained/teacher is not expected. The latter may 
have been surprised that although the two teachers (Mr. A and Mr. B 
in the questionnaire) were hardworking and 'effective, yet they 
were not considered for promotion; the untrained interim teachers* 
responses may be an indication of the • reality shock* that 
Whiteside, Bernbaum and Noble reported on aspirations, reality 
shock and entry into teaching.
The trained andJthe>untrained permanent teachers in Table XXII. 
behave according to expectation, for they behave;as MrestersH 
(TAUSKY AND DUBIN: p. 729), with the_ trained teachers being more 
positively oriented as non-strivers and as such have downward- 
oriented aspirations. The responses provided by the untrained 
interim teachers can only be explained by the reality shock 
mentioned above.
Table XXIIIsuggests that the proportions of teachers who 
indicate a preference for pursuing further studies (upward career 
orientation), increase with the movement away from a trained 
teacher status position toward an untrained interim teacher status 
position. In fact, the untrained permanent and the untrained 
interim teachers show a remarkable desire to pursue further 
studies; this is more so of the latter. The question is, can 
this strong orientation toward pursuing further studies have 
implications for teacher recruitment and teacher turnover?
Only the trained teachers, in Table XXly, show a preference 
for family life over pursuing further studies, and so very much in
s .
line with Chinoy*s findings that heavy family responsibilities 
limited workers* intentions to leave; in the case of the Guyana 
sample, the intention to leave to do further studies.
Since the bulk of the sample conprises non-graduate teachers, 
112 in total, and the entire sample is only 136 cases, then one 
can be fairly certain that the results in Table XXVI, will more or 
less be similar to the results in Table XIV. The novel
result, here, is that the trained graduates exhibit similar 
characteristics as the trained non-graduate teachers; in fact, 
while 34.56 per cent trained graduates have upward-oriented career 
orientation, Just over that percentage (40.02 per cent) of the 
trained non-graduate teacher's show the same type of career 
orientation; again, while 65.44 per cent of trained graduates 
express downward-oriented aspirations, 59.98 jer cent of 
trained non-graduates exhibit downward-oriented aspiration; in 
effect, both the trained graduates and the trained non-graduates 
have, on the whole, downward career orientations. The other novel 
result is that the untrained graduates and the untrained non- 
graduates differ slightly in their behaviour pattern, as far as
expressing downward-oriented and upward oriented aspirations 
are concerned; in fact, these two types seem to be negatively 
related; . /. the untrained graduates show upward oriented 
aspirations (scores 52.3 per cent), while the untrained non- 
graduates exhibit downward-oriented aspirations (score: 53.84 
per cent)•
It would be interesting to see whether the similarity, 
and, difference, between trained graduates and trained non­
graduates, and untrained graduates and untrained non-graduates, 
respectively, are maintained when types of graduate and non- 
graduate teachers are analysed to discover what influences, if 
any, they have on career orientations.
The trained graduates and the un trained graduates, apart from 
their academic attainments, show a negative relationship to 
each other: 61.5 per cent of the untrained graduates suggest 
that the best advice a man can give to his son is to aspire to 
reach the top, while 27.3 per cent of the trained graduates 
think differently. The conclusion, here, is that once a graduate 
teacher becomes trained, he adopts a downward career orientation 
because of the period of his education - this period would 
involve time spent, firstly, pursuing a degree and then, 
secondly, pursuing a course to qualify as a trained teacher - 
and the scarcity value of his status - there are only 143 
trained graduates, out of a teaching force of 6 , 748 (ANNUAL 
STATISTICAL ABSTRACT, .1971). The argument is that there is no 
competition for trained graduate jobs, and as such, upward 
social mobility is realised without actually striving for it.
The fact that both trained and untrained graduates have achieved 
that level of education means that they perceive lengthy educat­
ion as a means of attaining upward social mobility; therefore,
it is expected that the untrained graduate would still be a 
striver because of his *untrained* status; the trained graduates 
are also expected to behave in a similar manner, but the 
peculiarity of the teacher job market precludes this, until a 
large number of trained graduates becomes the norm.
Table XXVII. when compared with Table XXVI shows that the 
trained non-graduates and the untrained non-graduates are static 
in their career orientations. 33 out of 73 trained non-graduates 
and 19 out of 39 untrained non-graduates express downward-oriented 
aspirations, and when compared with their scores in Table XXVI ',
40 out of 73 of the former and 20 out of 39 of the latter, seem to 
exhibit an indifference toward career orientations. These two 
types constitute about 6,449 of the total teaching force of 6,746 
(ANNUAL STATISTICAL ABSTRACT, 1971). C. Wright Mills defined 
•indifference* as the experience of people who are unaware of any 
cherished values and also are unaware of any threat to the values. 
The trained : non-graduate teachers do not
see teaching in terms of higher social mobility, and, as such, are 
unaware of upward social mobility as a value; the threat to upward 
social mobility comes from setting up the graduate status as a 
model for which to strive. Since, as Malcolm Cross would have it: 
”... curricula tend to reflect the 
perceived need to aspire to *Of or 
•A* level success rather than the 
more pressing need to excite creativity 
in land use or community living”
(CROSS: p. 8),
the use of a graduate status model only serves to reinforce an 
outdated and imported educational system. The graduate status
model excludes teachers trained at the teachers' training college 
from attaining a status parallel to graduates, only because they 
have not achieved the goal of 'graduate' status. It is paradoxical 
that an educational system that cries out continuously for trained 
teachers, itself operates to create indifference among the trained 
teachers, and, ultimately, alienation. This is not the place to 
discuss the theoretical context of alienation, but a brief 
theoretical view may provide more weight to the current discussion. 
R.D. Jessop argues that alienation is produced by a lack of control 
over the four principal means of power - economic, political or 
military, social, and, cultural. Although all four means would
v
certainly wield an influence over the trained non-graduate 
teachers, only the social form of power will be discussed here, 
because it has a direct bearing on the current discussion; the 
social power is concerned with control over the means of status 
attribution. Since the graduate status model was established by 
the political elite, who control status attribution, clearly, then, 
the graduates are instruments of the political elite and government 
officials. Although T.B. Bottomore; was referring to Asia and 
Africa, the following remarks about the political elite and 
government officials can be equally applied to Guyana:
”In most of the former colonial
countries of* Asia and Africa the middle
classes have been created largely by the
educational and administrative systems
which the ruling colonial powers —
introduced •••••• The main reason for
this predominance of the intelligentsia 
in the middle classes was the lack of 
opportunities for the formation of an
indigenous business class.....•
Within the 'white collar* middle class 
•••••• the most important group is that
of the higher government officials, who 
assume exceptional responsibilities and 
acquire exceptional power in conditions 
where economic and social planning is 
undertaken on such a large scale. In 
many respects, government officials are 
to the economic development of the new 
nations of the twentieth century what 
the capitalist entrepreneurs were to 
the economic development of Western 
societies, in the eighteenth and 
nineteenth centuries’’ (BOXTOMORE: pp. 97-99).
The resolution of this problem of indifference and alienation, 
as C. Wright Mills rightly stipulated,
•’will contain a view of the strategic 
points of intervention - of the 'levers' 
by which the structure may be maintained 
or changed; and an assessment of those 
who are in a position to intervene but 
are not doing so” (MILLS: p. 146).
By and large, the strategic point of intervention is already 
mentioned, namely, the graduate status model. Diagram I illustrates 
the graduate status model:
DIAGRAM I: THE GRADUATE STATUS MODEL
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GRADUATE STATUS — — — ^  SOCIAL CLOSURE AS EXCLUSION
The imperial power used graduate status to maintain social closure,
and the local political elite and government officials, in turn,
\
utilised the graduate status for perpetuating social closure.
Frank Parkin sees social closure as exclusion and 
”as the predominant mode of closure 
in all stratification systems. ‘The 
common element in these strategies 
is the attempt by a given social 
group to maintain or enhance its 
privileges by the process of *
subordination - i.e. the creation 
of another group or stratum of 
ineligibles beneath it” (PARKIN: p. 4).
The essential point is to abandon the graduate status model, not
by tampering with the curriculum, or increasing the number of
trained teachers at the government training college, but by
trained
conferring equal status on the/graduate and the trained non­
graduate, initially. This may be surprising to curriculum
t
advocates who see the curriculum of the school as one of the
principal levers by which society is tranformedj biit following
this argument would mean introducing, say, co-operative subjects 
in the school curriculum, onvthe existing graduate status model; 
this institutional model will have to go first* The conclusion, 
here, is bound to be the subject for discussion in the subsequent 
sections of this thesis*
For the moment, the writer will continue the cross-tabulation 
analysis of types of graduate and non-graduate teachers and career 
orientations* '■■X. : '
Although all the teachers in Table;>£yiilf°llow the general 
pattern established earlier, namely, that the trained teachers have
a •non-financial* view of success (uni-dimensional), the untrained
\
graduates, also, show a slight interest in the *financial* view of 
success* When TableKXVlIIis compared with Table the untrained
graduates share the same interpretation of success'with the untrained 
permanent and interim teachers, that is, a ^financial* view of success 
plus a desire to ascend the hierarchical ladder. This two- 
dimensional view of success, shared by both the untrained permanent 
and interim teachers and the untrained graduate teachers, is more 
characteristic of the 25-35 age group for the latter; 69.2 per cent 
of the untrained graduates are from the 25-35 age group. The 
trained graduates have confo rmed to the graduate status model, 
while the untrained graduates still have some way to go; the 
trained non-graduates are in a peculiar position - they are trained 
but not graduates; the path to achieve graduate status for the 
trained non-graduate is a divergent one, and makes it all the more 
difficult to confirm to the graduate status model, and, thus, 
attain upward social mobility. The untrained non-graduate figure 
combines the Untrained permanent and the untrained interim teachers; 
but it must be pointed out again, that the trained teachers have a 
fnon-financial* view of social mobility.
The trained graduates and the untrained graduates in Table XXX. 
are the only types of teacher who suggest that the trained teacher 
entrant to teaching is the best choice for the post of headmaster/ 
principal. In fact, 72.7 per cent of the trained graduates and
69.2 per cent of the untrained graduates opt for the trained teacher 
entrant, while only 38.4 per cent of the trained non-graduates and
46.2 per cent of the untrained non-graduates agree. Further, the 
proportion for the untrained non-graduates reflects the preferences 
of two types of teacher; and, in this respect, it was the untrained 
interim teachers who show an indifference, while the untrained 
permanent teachers show a slight leaning toward the trained teacher 
entrant.
In Table XXXIL gnly the trained non-graduates and the untrained 
non-rgraduates suggest a preference for the pupil teacher entrant, 
with percentages of 61.6 and 53.8 respectively. What the two 
tables, XXX and XXXI show, is that graduates seem to prefer a 
trained teacher entrant, while the nbn-graduates prefer a pupil 
teacher entrant, for the position of headmaster/principal. One of 
the implications here, is that the graduate status model works 
against the pupil teacher system, and for the trained teacher 
system (training college trained).
The only novel result in Table XXXII is that the graduates
do not see resentment at lack of promotion as the right attitude to
trained
the situation, and in so doing share the same view as they'non­
graduates. In Table XXXI?-, indifference is expressed only by the 
untrained non-graduates, as the division between seeing resentment 
and non-resentment at lack of promotion as the right attitude, is 
shared between 17 of them for the former and 22 for the latter.
The untrained non-graduates have the least status in the school,
and this may be a contributory factor in explaining their indifferent
behaviour.
V; It is expected that only 27.3 per cent of trained graduates 
see further study at a university as a means of achieving 
promotion as the right decision because they have reached •the* 
top; it is the non-trained teachers who support the decision to 
attend a university, while the trained graduates and trained non­
graduates show a preference for family life over further studies 
(see table XXXV .)
With Q = -0.06, marital status has a negligible negative 
association over teachers* career orientations. When marital 
status is cross tabulated with the *aspirational* variables, it 
is found that both married and single teachers are indifferent 
as to whether the best advice is to aim at the top or to go just 
as far as you can'; but these teachers are in general agreement 
as to what success is - success is’ not measured upward mobility 
However, since 43 out of 78 married teachers opt for the advice 
of aiming at the top, and 59 out of 78 see success as just 
reaching an important position, it is fair to say that their view 
of success is two-dimensional.(*non-financial* view of success 
and upward social mobility).
Married teachers show a strong preference for a pupil teacher 
entrant, while the single teachers express indifference as to 
whether the applicant appointed headmaster/principal should be a 
pupil teacher or a trained teacher entrant. Both married and 
single teachers think that non-resentment at lack of promotion 
is the right attitude to have; and while single teachers favour 
pursuing further studies to achieve promotion, married teachers 
favour their families over further studies. This finding raises 
the question then, of how married teachers would realise their 
desire of aspiring to reach the top; it is partly explained by the 
balance imposed on married teachers by their two-diraentiona.l view 
of social mobility, and partly by Chinoy*s finding: that married
teachers who did not achieve sufficient seniority had out-of- 
the-shop goals. So the married teachers who show an upward 
career orientation are those who have not achieved enough 
seniority, while those who exhibit a downward career orientation 
(such as preference for family as opposed to do further studies), 
are those who have acquired an adequate level of seniority.
The only item on which single teachers score very high is 
that of the decision to pursue further studies which they feel 
is the right decision a teacher can make; the single teachers 
are largely from the rural areas, since 63.8 per cent of rural 
teachers support this decision, and these teachers would be 
largely from the under 25 age group (73.5 per cent); also, the 
single teachers are mostly untrained permanent and untrained 
interim teachers (63 per cent and 83 per cent respectively), 
and, also, mostly are untrained graduates and untrained non- • 
graduates (76.9 per cent and 61.5 per cent respectively).
With Q S2 0.26 in Tabie XXXVII , there is a low positive 
association between sex and teachers* career orientations; in 
comparison with males, female teachers have a far higher downward 
career orientation; 30 out of 46 female teachers show downward- 
oriented aspirations, while only 16 out of 46 females have upward 
career orientation; 48 out of 90 male teachers possess downward- 
oriented aspirations, while almost as many, 42 out of 96 males have 
upward career orientation. In fact, female teachers have a 
definite downward career orientation, while male teachers seem to 
express, on the whole, a static career orientation, but with a 
small proportion opting for downward-oriented aspirations. The 
Mason-Dressel-Bain*s study reported that women perceived teaching 
as a contingent role because they emphasised homersaking; the 
study also found that men saw teaching, not as a terminal career,
buf as transitory because they aspired for non-teaching 
educational posts; however, this latter finding of the Mason- 
Dressel-Bain#s study is inconsistent with the finding in the 
Guyana sample, for the male teachers in Guyana see teaching as
a terminal career. Male teachers feel that the best advice a
8
man can give to his son when he starts his teaching career is 
to aspire to reach the top, while female teachers feel the best 
advice is to go just as far as you can. More females than males 
have a "non-financial" view of success, and since a substantial 
minority of males (32.2 per cent) have a financial view of 
success, it is reasonable to suggest that male teachers have a 
two-dimensional view of social mobility.
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While the female teacher expresses indifference on whether 
a pupil or trained teacher entrant should be appointed as a 
school head, their male counterparts opt for a downward career 
orientation, that is, their preference for a pupil teacher 
entrant. The rural teachers and the 25-35 age group also largely 
share the view that the pupil teacher entrant would make a better 
headmaster/principal, while the female teachers behave like the 
under 25 age group. Again, it is the female teachers who show a 
high level of passivity with regard to lack of promotion, that 
is, they believe that non-resentment at lack of promotion is 
the right attitude to have; male teachers feel resentment at 
non-promotion constitutes the right attitude. This female 
passivity is again detected’when they express indifference towards 
pursuing further studies, ’-hile males show a positive desire to 
realise the latter. The passive orientations expressed by female 
teachers may be explained by the finding in a study conducted by
Rapoport, Thiessen and Moeller:
•"...we have shown how a factor, very early 
•established and supported diffusely in the
culture (namely, sex-role stereotypes 
denigrating women*s intellectual abilities 
and interests) has remained extraordinarily 
persistent through the stages of development 
despite the presence in the culture of 
beliefs about equal opportunity and of 
institutions (universities a fortiori) which 
are meant to foster this in the scholastic 
realm” (RAPOPORT, THIESSEN, MOELLER: P.13. )
Tables XXJC/Ul and XXXIX v. indicate that the optimism and 
security indices have a negligible influence on teacher's career 
orientations, and which would suggest that teachers' concepts 
of teaching are not formed on whether the teacher feels optimistic 
or not, and secure or not. Of all the career orientatioh^in the 
questionnaire, the only one on which the optimism index seems to 
have an influence, is the choice of a trained teacher or pupil 
teacher entrant for the position of headmaster/principal. 
Surprisingly, the security index has no influence upon the 
teachers' aspirations, probably because the concepts teachers 
have of teaching are derived from the ideas established in the 
colonial school system, and they have become so consolidated 
that the ideas are now difficult to change.
When ethnicity is considered with career orientations, a 
picture of downward career orientation is discovered. However, 
if one makes a grading for the three ethnic groups (East Indians, 
Negroes, Mixed), one discovers that East Indian teachers have 
the highest level of aspirations, followed by the Negroes, and 
the Mixed teachers. This finding about East Indian teachers 
disproves Baksh's finding that mobility aspirational attitudes 
of Indo-Guyanese are not higher than those of Afro-Guyai:ese.
Again, it is the East Indian teachers who show the highest
upward orientation when each 'aspirational* variable is cross- 
tabulated with ethnicity, that is, they feel that the best advice 
a man can give to his son who decides to take up teaching is to 
aspire to reach the top. But their aspirational level is 
reduced when asked what success is - they express a *non- 
financial* view of success - thus, possessing a two-dimensional 
view of •  ^social mobility when the first 'aspirational*
variable is considered. The Negro teachers express a great deal 
of indifference, while the Mixed teachers, while not po sitively 
oriented upward, show a tremendous interest :in pursuing further 
studies.
The findings will now be placed in a theoretical perspective. 
As a starting point, Tausky and Dubin's unlimited success theory 
and limited success theory will be utilised, and explained as 
follows: .
"Sociological theories of occupational mobility 
have iiLCorporaiecltw o sets of assumptions about 
occupational aspiration. One position is that 
men are oriented toward career-long advancement; 
another views men as oriented to stabilizing or 
modestly improving their occupational rank. A 
career orientation anchorage model of mobility 
orientations treats different levels of 
occupational aspiration as outcomes of a single 
. mechanism, suggesting that different levels 
need not be treated as determined by separate 
processes" £lAUSKY AND DUB IN: P. 725).
Those who are oriented toward career-long advancement aspire to 
move to the highest positions in the system, while those who want 
to stabilise or modestly improve their positions, aspire to move 
some distance up from the starting point; these two alternatives - 
to move to the highest position, and, to move some distance - are 
represented by the five sets of items (mentioned in the preceding 
sections), used to establish teachers1 career orientations.
The limited success theory shows 'satisfaction• responses to 
incentives, and present 'dissatisfaction9 scores are represented 
by the unlimited success theory. Dubin sees 'incentives9 as being 
financial and non-financial, and stipulated three kinds of 
incentives:
”{A) those based on present satisfactions;
(B) those based on present dissatisfactions; 
and (C) those based on providing functional 
equivalents •••••• Incentives based on a
person's present satisfactions are those 
features of his work that he likes, and 
wants to see continued •••••• Incentives
based on a person's present dissatisfactions 
are focused on those features of his work 
that he likes but wants more of" (DUBIN:
pp. 226-227). :-*•
In order to classify teachers according to their respective career 
orientation, a classification scheme was drawn up: none or one
upward oriented response signifies a downward, career orientation; 
two, three, four or five upward-oriented responses would indicate 
an upward career orientation. This classification scheme differs 
from the one devised by Tausky and Dubin because their scheme 
relates to six sets of items, while this writer's relates to five
sets of items. On the basis of this scheme, East Indian and Mixed 
teachers each score two upward-oriented responses thus suggesting 
that each type has upward career orientation; the Negro teachers 
score no upward-oriented responses, indicating that they have 
downward-oriented aspirations.
According to Tausky and Dubin, the unlimited success theory 
can explain upward-oriented aspirations, and so those of East 
Indian and Mixed teachers. Present dissatisfaction responses are 
attributed to the unlimited success theory, and "Incentives based 
on a person's present dissatisfactions are focused on those 
features of his work that he likes, but wants more of". The two 
areas of work that East Indian and Mixed teachers like, but prefer 
more of them ares (1) aspiring to reach the top in teaching, and,
(2) the desire to pursue further studies to prepare for promotion 
(East Indian teachers); (1) preference for a trained-teacher 
entrant for the post of headmaster/principal; and, (2) the desire 
to pursue further studies to prepare for promotion (Mixed teachers). 
These teachers,
•• • •. with the unlimited success orientation 
value high rewards, and their behaviour is 
patterned accordingly..." (TAUSKY AND DUBIN: 
p, 734).
With regard to social mobility, it has been remarked in the 
preceding sections, that the graduate status model acts as a barrier 
to upward social mobility, especially, for the trained non-graduates. 
It is in the area of upward social mobility that the Bast Indian 
teachers show a preference for more. The graduate status model has 
to be abandoned to open up the way for more upward mobility; this 
task can be achieved by conferring equal status to teachers trained 
at the training college, and those trained at the university,
initially; the ultimate aim would be to create a uniformity in 
teacher-training by making only the training college a teacher- 
training institution; the implication, here, is that a •trained 
teacher status* cannot be given by a university institution after 
the establishment of a uniform teacher-training system; the 9trained 
teacher status* can only then be conferred by the teacher-training 
college. ' Some critics might argue that this system will retard the
growth in the numbers of trained teachers in the school system;
• n
this/need not be so, for there could be affiliated training colleges 
in all the main centres of population.
Mixed and East Indian teachers differ in their upward career
'ori^t^ti6n,-with regard to social mobility (which has been dis-
f o r n e r ' s
cussed) and the " ' preference for a trained-teacher entrant 
for the post of headmaster/principal. Mixed teachers appear to be
satisfied with their level of social “mobility and their preference
of
for more trained-teacher entrants, if they are to be/graduate 
status, only serves to reinforce the graduate status model. Mixed 
teachers have no quarrel with the level of social mobility offered, 
thus.their preference for trained-teacher entrants could be what 
Parkin calls
.accommodative responses to the facts 
of inequality and low status" (PARKIN: P.81).
These responses are characteristic of the subordinate
value system as distinct from the value system shared by the 
political elite and government officials. Mixed and East Indian 
teachers, both share the view that more opportunities for further 
education should be provided, in order to prepare for promotion; 
in effect, East Indian and Mixed teachers see education as a means 
of achieving upward social mobility.
the theoretical discussion, so far, shows that Mixed and East 
Indian teachers perceive the hierarchical reward system from a
•deferential* or * aspirations 1* point of view, as parkin would say. 
Parkin argues that it is the subordinate class which view the 
reward structure in terms of aspirations and deference:
"The dominant value system, the 
social source of which is the major 
institutional order. This is a moral 
framework which promotes the endorse­
ment of existing inequality; among 
the subordinate class*this leads to a 
definition of the reward structure in
. either deferential or aspirational 
\ * ' 
terms" (Ibid. p. 81).
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According to this theoretical viewpoint, the Bast Indian and Mixed 
teachers constitute the subordinate class, since they lean heavily 
on an aspirational model. On the origin of the dominant value 
system, parkin has this to say:
"The concept of a dominant value 
system derives from Marx *s 
celebrated statement that *the ideas * 
of the ruling class are, in every 
age, the ruling ideas* ...... the
social and political definitions of 
those in dominant positions tend to 
become objectified and enshrined in 
the major institutional orders, so 
providing the moral framework of the 
entire social system" (Ibid., pp. 82-83).
Mixed and Cast Indian teachers relate to the aspirational model 
which
"... endorses the class and status
system as it stands, but also 
represents it as a relatively open 
order in which men of talent and . 
ability can, with effort, rise above 
their present station ...... the
aspirational version allows for the 
social exchange of personnel between 
classes, while accepting the 
necessity for classes as such”
(Ibid., pp. 85-86)•.
Hen from the subordinate class with talent and ability cannot 
improve their status by effort alone; status improvement would 
also depend upon the amount of social mobility allowed by the 
political elite and government officials*
East Indian teachers express dissatisfaction with the present 
amount of social mobility offered; their efforts would only be 
frustrated, if the present level of social mobility continues, or, 
is reduced.
The dominant value system* theoretical perspective would 
produce a re-interpretation of Bacchus* finding that there were 
”•••• common aspirations for social 
mobility through educatign among 
East Indians and Africans'*
- (BACCHUS: p. 380, Fall 1969).
The East Indians and Africans had common aspirations when they
both constituted the subordinate class and shared a subordinate
\ -
value system, in a colonial society; these two races no longer 
share the same class, or the same value system, as the theoretical 
perspective suggests, since the Bart Indians still orient them­
selves to an aspirational tactic!t, while the Negroes (Africans),
seem on balance to place little emphasis on the aspirational 
model because they score no upward oriented responses; for them, 
on balance, the aspirational model seems to be less emphasised.
The behaviour pattern expressed by the Negroes can be explained
by the limited success theory; these teachers are satisfied with 
the incentives offered to work, and want these incentives to 
continue. Commenting on limited success career orientation,
Tausky and Dubin feel that ,
"Men with the limited success orientation 
find career satisfaction in their mobility 
up from a starting point .... Once he has 
moved up to a level that he feels provides
adequate rewards, a man may be relatively
uninterested in further advancement"
(TAUSKY AND DUBIN: P.734). * ‘
The Negroes* movement away from the subordinate class, with a 
subordinate value system, to the dominant class, with a dominant 
value system, even if this dominant class is represented only by 
Burnham and his political elite and government officiaTs, and 
mobilised under the People*s National Congress, alone would be 
sufficient to explain their (Negroes) satisfaction with the reward 
structure. These satisfactions with the reward structure need not 
be explained only in terras of achieving upward social mobility, as 
Tausky and Dubin would have it, but also in terms of the raeaning- 
systeras (dominant, subordinate) of the society.
It has been established that East Indian and Mixed teachers
relate more so to an aspirational model than Negro teachers, and
*
according to Parkin, this means that East Indian and Mixed teachers 
perceive themselves as having a subordinate status. In Etzioni’s 
definition of compliance, there are two key elements:
(i) appropriate behaviour of the subordinated person to the 
power wielded by the superordinate person; and 
(ii) the attitude of the subordinate person to. the power wielded 
over him/her.
Etzioni’s concept of compliance is relevant here, in that the 
subordinated teacher will either respond positively, that is, 
would show commitment to teaching, or negatively, that is, would 
show alienation to teaching. A crucial question is at what level 
the subordinate status is held; it appears that the lower the 
level of the subordinate status, the greater the tendency for the 
teacher to exhibit a negative compliance, and the higher the level
s * .
of the subordinate status, the lower the tendency for the teacher
to show a negative compliance.
Let us now try to ascertain the level of the subordinate 
status of the East Indian teacher. * ■
One of the findings of this chapter is that the East Indian
teachers place a great emphasis on desiring to achieve a higher
level of social mobility; because of the Indo/Afro Guyanese
rivalry, and the conscious effort of the current government to
bridge the economic gap between the two races (East Indians more
than Negroes have a higher level of economic wealth), it is
unlikely at this point in time that the government will provide
more opportunities to the East Indian teachers to,achieve a
higher level of social mobility. The implication is that the
East Indian teachers are likely to retain their current level of
social mobility which is lower than that of the Negro teachers.
Even if the East Indian teachers* level of social mobility is
not pushed further down, the fact that it will be kept at a
certain level for a fairly long period of time can only create
anxieties among them; one of which could be that they will not
be able to improve their social mobility level, interpreted as
low, and so implying.hypothetically that they, will show negative 
comp&iance to teaching.
CAREER PATTERNS OF TEACHERS
A fair degree of mobility, whether horizontal or vertical
can disturb a stable pattern; for instance, a fairly frequent 
movement of teachers between schools can make the achievement
of goals a difficult task, since the settling-in period for such
teachers will be short. Compliance, then, as discussed by 
Etzioni, will be at a premium due to the short settling-in
period which makes it difficult to control the behaviour of
teachers. Becker pointed out that teachers show a tendency to
exhibit inter-school mobility:
’’The teacher’s career is made up of a series of such
\
movements between schools in the system, each of them 
consituting a stage in the career. Looking at such 
a system at any given moment, we see a distribution of 
teachers at various stages of their careers among the 
schools making up the system. Systems tend to breed 
distinctive career patterns .... what kinds of 
teachers do schools of various types tend to get?”
(BECKER: P.99 ed. HALSEY, FLOUD, ANDERSON).
It is at this point that the findings on the teachers’ career 
patterns will be introduced. Also, it would be most interesting 
to see whether the teachers in the Guyana sample confirm to the 
American mobile career pattern model (see Peterson, Becker, Mason 
Dressel-Bain, C.N.Morris) or the English immobile career pattern 
model (see L.J.Jay). But apart from teachers’ mobility or 
immobility, this research also attempts to find cut whether or 
not, the teachers were early entrants, in-and-outer (those who
t
left and returned), and late entrants..
jflie table below shows, 76.5 per cent (104) were early 
entrants between the ages of 16 and 21.
TABLE XLI : AGE AT WHICH TEACHERS STARTED TEACHING
AGE GROUPS PERCENTAGE
13-15 2.2 (3)
16-18 35.3 (48)
19-21 41.2 (56)
22-24 12.5 (17)
25-27 3.7 (5)
28-30 3.7 (5)
31-33 .7 (1)
34-36 ' r •
37-39 .7(1)
TOTAL 100.0 (136)
C.N.Morris described the early entrant as the teacher who remained
' * ' ■ 
in teaching for most of his working life. This finding would be
a great boost to teaching in Guyana if the early entrants have
v*staying-on* capacity; but before any firm conclusion can be
drawn, it is necessary to know the types of teacher who constitute
the early entrant category.
The majority of teachers In Guyana are not in-and- outers, 
that is, began teaching, left and then returned; 13.2 per cent (18) 
constitute the proportion who left teaching and then returned to 
it, while 86.8 per cent (118) represent teachers who never ieft 
teaching. There is, however, a fairly high level of inter-school 
mobility; 55.1 per cent (75) of teachers left to go to another 
school and 44.9 per cent show immobility. The result suggests 
that teachers in Guyana follow the American mobile career pattern 
model. The 55.1 per cent are distributed as follows: 22.8 per 
cent (31) left to take up a similar position in a better area;
3.7 per cent (5) left to take up a higher position in a better 
area; 17.6 per cent (24) left to take up & similar position in 
their home area; 6.6 per cent (9) left to teach in a higher 
position in their home area; 15 pjar cent left to work in a 
similar position in a remote area, while 2,9 per cent left 
to teach in a higher position in a remote area; and 94.9 per cent 
show no vertical mobility. Of the 55.1 per cent who are mobile,
40.4 per cent exhibit horizontal nobility, with 22.8 per cent 
moving to a better area4 *this type of mobility was also discovered 
by Warren Peterson in the 1950*s; Peterson found that many of the 
teachers were born in rural areas, and acquired their first 
appointment in small towns; they then moved to Kansas City. So 
for Peterson, the teachers defined a 9better* area as urban.
Becker, in his study of the Chicago public school teacher found 
that the teachers exhibited horizontal mobility career pattern; 
the teachers in Beckers* study seem to see a 'better* area as a 
locality in which the parents were not highly educated; in fact, 
the study showed a movement away from the slum schools, upper 
middle-class area schools to areas in which parents were not 
highly educated. Horizontal mobility was also suggested in the 
findings of W.L.Warner and J.C.Abegglen*s research on business 
leaders; they indicated that men from lower status, occupational 
backgrounds tended to exhibit inter-firm mobility more frequently 
than those from business backgrounds. While Peterson and Becker's 
teachers were motivated to move by the desire to teach in a 
school of their choice, and not necessarily for vertical social 
mobility, Warner and Abegglen*s business leaders were motivated 
to move by their desire for upward social nobility. Of the 55.1 
per cent mobile teachers, 17.6 per cent move with the desire to. 
teach in their home area; the horizontal mobility pattern exhibited 
by the teachers in the Guyana sample shows two dimensions: (1) the 
desire to move to a better area, and (2) the desire to move to the 
home area.
4
•Better area* is used to mean Ea«t* Indian teachers * perceptions
of an area in which their aspirations can be fulfilled.
TABLE XLII: AGE OF ENTRANT TO TEACHING BY TYPE OF LOCALITY 
AGE OF ENTRANT TYPE OF LOCALITY (PERCENTAGE)
URBAN RURAL
13-15 1.4 > 2.9
.16-18 26.9 43.5
19-21 40.3 42.0
22?24 17.9 7.2
25-27 6.0 1.4
28-30 6.0 1.4
31-33 0.0 1.4
34-36
37-39 , • 1.5. 0.0
TOTAL 100.0 99.8
(N) (67) (69)
Table XLII illustrates the cross-tabulation analysis of age of 
teacher entrant by urban/rural locality,. Early entrants are
characteristic of teachers in the sample, but more so of rural 
teacher entrants; in effect, 85.5 per cent of rural teacher entrants 
and 67.2 per cent of urban teacher entrants are between the ages of 
16 and 21. These early entrants have the *staying-on* capacity, 
for J.Ben-David discovered that more of the early choosers believe 
that the selected career is the only satisfying one to them. But
why are there more early rural teacher entrants than early urban
' - /: 
teacher entrants? Malcolm Cross seems to have found the answer,
partially, when he pointed out that
*♦ educational provision may divide traditional
r,/ •
societies; it may draw people away from the 
land...” (CROSS, OP.CIT.,P.l.), 
and since, as Cross again pointed out, agriculture provides "the 
major area of employment" (Ibid, P.32), then the area which
provides non-land Jobs is the sugar estates* supervisory and 
clerical occupations. Jayawardena described the occupational 
structure of a sugar plantation as the following:
"SUPERVISORY CLERICAL LABOURING
Manager Accountant Pan-boiler
Overseer Book-keeper Electrician
Engineer Store-keeper Mill-hand
Housing Officer Typist, etc. Boiler attendant
Chemist Mechanic
Doctor Tractor-operator
Welfare Officer ( Carpenter
Field-Clerk . - Porter
Driver Cane-cutter
Foreman, etc. Shovel-man
.. v v. . .. . Fork-man
. Weeder
: . '  Watchman
Dock-worker, etc."
(JAYAWARDENA: pp. 29-30).
Jayawardena reported that
"In 1870 there were 157 plantations, .
but today these have been merged into 
16 controlled by two companies...."
(Ibid., p. 26).
"Increase of population and 
technological innovations have 
caused a scarcity of work on the 
plantations which is not compensated 
by the growth of new industries"
(Ibid., p. 27).
These references clearly suggest that with a total secondary 
school enrolment, including all-age schools, in 1964-65 of 
"49,756" (REPORT OF THE BRITISH GUIANA COMMISSION OF INQUIRY: p. 93) 
the plantations cannot adequately provide white-collar Jobs to the 
school leavers; teaching, therefore, becomes a viable occupation
for the teacher entrant to be. A second reason this writer would 
like to suggest for a greater number of early rural over urban 
teacher entrants is the almost total lack of senior government 
secondary schools to cater for pupils up to the G.C.E. •A* 
standard; in fact, there are only 4 in Guyana, 1 in Berbice, 2 in 
Demerara, and 1 in Bssequibo. This suggests that after finishing 
in a junior secondary school, there seems to be almost no scope 
for furthering education, especially in the rural areas; thus, it 
would appear that this scarcity is also responsible for school 
leavers seeking a position in teaching at an early age.
Malcolm Cross, in his discussion of the loss of interest in 
the traditional sector, believed that
responsible for the break-up of traditional societies, it has also 
provided urban man with a choice of several occupations, unlike 
his rural counterpart.
Those early entrants between the ages of 13 and 15 are only
V  . : • ^  '
found in the 25-35 and 36-46 age groups. The two major groups of 
early entrants, in the age groups, 16-18, and, 19-21, are more 
characteristic of the 47-57 and the under 25 age groups, 
respectively, while the 25-35 age group are characteristic of both 
principal groups of early entrants.
"The growth of urban service sectors 
tends to exacerbate this divisive 
process and helps to create a 
situation of apparent urban 
sophistication ....*• (CROSS, op. cit. ,• • • •
p. 32),
but'while the growth of the urban service sector may be
TABLE XLII I S AGE OF TEACHER ENTRANTS BY CURRENT AGE GROUPS
Ag e  OF TEACHER CURRENT AGE GROUPS (PERCENTAGE)
ENTRANT UNDER 25 25-35 36-46 47-57 OVER 5;
13-15 0.0 2.9 4.0 0.0 0.0
16-18 29.4 39.1 28.0 50.0 50.0
19-21 61.8 39.1 20.0 33.3 50.0
22-24 8.8 13.0 20.0 0.0 0.0
25-27 0.0 2.9 12.0 0.0 0.0
28-30 0.0 2.9 12.0 0.0 0.0
31-33 0.0 0.0 0.0 16.7 0.0
34-36
37-39 0.0 0.0 4.0 0.0 ' 0.0
TOTAL 100.0 99.9 100.0 100.0 100.0
(N) (34) (69) (25) <*) (2)
Table XLIII also suggests that the over 57 group are representative 
of both the 16-18 and the 19-21 age groups, and the 36-46 group 
also show a similar pattern for the 19-21 and the 22-24 age group 
entrants* But the major finding is that a large proportion, 61*8 
per cent of the Under 25 entered teaching between the ages of 19 
and 21* • ” 1 . •
The trained teachers are found in both the 16-18 and 19-21 
groups of early entrants; their proportions are static, 34.5 per 
cent and 38.1 per cent, respectively; the untrained permanent and 
untrained interim teachers are more likely to be in the 19-21 age 
group of early entrants. In Table XLIII, since the 25-35 age group 
have static proportions (39*1 per cent) each in the 16-18 and 19-21 
groups of early entrants, then the trained teachers must be largely 
drawn from the 25-35 age group.
TYPES PF TEACHER (PERCENTAGE)
AGE OF
ENTRANT TRAINED UNTRAINED PERMANENT UNTRAINED INTERIM
13-15 2.4 2.2 0.0
16-18 34.5 37.0 33.3
19-21 38.1 45.7 50.0
22-?24 14.3 8.7 16.7
25?27 3.6 4.3 0.0
28-30 4.8 2.2 0.0
31-33 1.2 0.0 0.0
34-36
37-39 1.2 0.0 0.0
TOTAL 100.1 100.1 100.0
(N) (84) (46) (6)
Table XLIV suggests a large proportion of untrained permanent and 
untrained interim teachers entered teaching at the far end of the 
early-entrant spectrum, that is, between the ages of 19 and 21.
It is too early to make firm conclusions, but following J.Ben~ 
DavdE&i, the 16-18 age group seems to .be the most suitable for 
recruitment to teaching. In Table XLIV, trained teachers refer 
to trained graduates and trained non-graduates. The trained 
graduates are found in small numbers in all the age of entrant 
groups up to the 28-30 age of entrant group, while the trained 
non-graduates are most likely to have entered teaching in the 
19-21 age group; this pattern of entering teaching in the 19-21 
age group is shared by the untrained graduates and non-graduates.
A major finding here, is that although the trained graduates seem . 
to have entered teaching at varying ages, it is the trained 
graduates who are most likely, of all the other types of teacher, 
to have entered teaching at 16-18 age group, and may be the ones 
to have the staying-on capacity.
35.9 per cent (28) if married and 50.9 per cent (27) of single 
teachers constitute those that entered teaching between the ages of 
19 and 21. 41.1 per cent (37) of male teachers are likely to be
in the 16-18 age group of early entrants, while 50 per cent (23) 
of female teachers constitute the proportion who entered teaching 
between the ages of 19 and 21.
The majority of the 16-10 age group of entrants are East 
Indian teachers, with a proportion of *40 per cent (32); in this 
respect, Negro teachers constitute a proportion of 35 per cent (14) 
and Mixed teachers, 13.3 per cent (2). The 19-21 age group of
early entrants are represented mainly by Negroes, 52.5 per cent 
(21) and Mixed teachers, 46.7 per cent (7). The 40 per cent of 
East Indian teachers in the 16-18 age group of entrants are ‘ 
largely from the rural areas; for the 16-18 group is characteristic 
of early rural entrant teachers
It has already been established that the majority of teachers 
in Guyana are not in-and-outers, so it would be a fruitless 
exercise to cross-tabulate in-and-outer teachers with each of the 
classification variables, as a large proportion of teachers would 
constitute those who have never left teaching.
64.2 per cent (43) of urban teachers show inter-school 
mobility, while only' 46.4 per cent (32) of rural teachers exhibit 
this career pattern; 53.6 per cent (37) of rural and as little as 
35.8 per cent (24) of urban teachers .suggest an immobility pattern; 
in fact, while inter-school mobility is a characteristic of urban 
teachers, immobility is a feature of rural teachers. This finding 
of rural teachers shows a marked contrast to the finding of Warren 
Petersons . that the teachers born in rural areas, obtained their 
first appointment in isnall towns, and then moved to Kansas City; 
the behaviour of rural teachers in the Guyana sample is also 
inconsistent with Becker»s analysi s of teacher s’ career movement s t 
"It may be, as in many places in the 
United States, that the teacher attempts 
to work her wav out of the poorer paying, 
socially constraining rural hinterland 
into the nearest big city; Kansas City 
examplifies this. ^In underdeveloped 
areas generally, living conditions, 
salaries, prestige and ease of teaching, 
all combine to draw teachers toward the
the "backwoods* areas" (BECKER: P.99,
ed. HALSEY, FLOUD', ANDERSON).
Both; Peterson and Becker are really talking about the drift of.
rural teachers to the urban areas; and in answering the question,
posed in Chapter I , whether the rural teachers in Guyana do show
a tendency to migrate to the urban centres, it must be firmly
answered in the negative; this answer raises another question of
how would rural teachers realise their upward aspirations, if it is
assumed that these upward aspirations can only materialise by
migration to the urban centres; it may be that the urban areas
are no longer the source for the realisation of rural teachers*
\ • 
aspirations in Guyana, just as industrialisation is no longer the
major objective of third world countries. The role of the urban 
centre must have changed from what it was in colonial times, that 
is, from a major centre from which external trade could have been 
conducted to a de-emphasis of this function; for after all,
Guyana is utilising co-operative principles, and agriculture is 
used as the base for economic take-off - a high emphasis given to 
rural areas, which may assist in fostering the realisation of 
aspirations. The under 25 is the only age group that show a 
high level of immobility, having 70.6 per cent (24). L.Broorn 
and F.L. Jones, in their study of career mobility in three 
societies, found that in Australia, the rate of immobility is 
high among the youngest interviewees because of the short length 
of their occupational careers, and also because few started their 
working careers as rural workers. Whether or not the under 25 in 
the Guyana sample began their ivorking careers as rural workers, is 
open to question, since it has not been researched in this study 
nor any study of which the writer is aware. But what is unquestion­
able is that a large proportion of the under 25 are from
the rural areas, since a high percentage of rural teachers
exhibit an immobility pattern. One of the reasons why the 36-46 
and the 47-57 age groups show an int^r-school mobility pattern may
wrc-jjiuifc: itimsiers raaae to senior appointments; this reason is
supported by Chinoy who found that seniority produced wage 
increases and transfer to upwardly mobile jobs.
Inter-school mobility is also demonstrated by the trained 
teachers, while the untrained permanent and untrained interim 
teachers show an immobility pattern. Trained non-graduates 
suggest inter-school mobility, while the trained graduates, 
untrained graduates and untrained non-graduates show immobility. 
Trained non-graduates*;high level of inter-school mobility suggests 
that they are largely from the urban areas, as a result of the 
urban teachers* high level of inter-school mobility.
Married teachers display an inter-school mobility pattern, 
while single teachers exhibit immobility. It is the male teachers 
who show an inter-school mobility pattern and the females 
demonstrate a stable mobility pattern. Broom and Jones pointed 
out that stability is highest in high prestige occupations; 
following .Rapoport, Thiessen and Moeller, the sex-role stereotype 
could explain that the female teachers perceive teaching as a 
high prestige occupation and, thus, their stable mobility pattern.
When one turns to the optimism and security indices, one 
finds that while non-optimism seems to be a pre-requisite for 
inter-school mobility, insecurity appears to bo a pre-condition 
for immobility. East Indian and Negro teachers exhibit inter­
school mobility, while Mixed teachers show immobility.
There are only two major areas of inter-school mobility 
found in the sample:
(1) those teachers who left to fake up a similar position in 
a better area; and
(2) those teachers who left to take up a similar position in 
their home area.
The analysis will, therefore, be restricted to these two
areas. Urban teachers are more likely than rural teachers to 
move to a better area, and which suggests that #better area* 
does not mean a move to the urban area; also, it is the 25-35 
age group who tend to move to a better area, and these are 
largely teachers who are trained non-graduates, married, males, in­
secure, and East Indians. More urban than rural teachers tend 
to show a movement into their home area, and they comprise mainly 
36-46 and the 47-57 age groups, females, and Negroes.
Teachers in the Guyana sample exhibit two career patterns:
(1) early entrant, (2) inter-school mobility (horizontal mobility) 
The two major age groups of teacher entrants are the 16-18 and the 
19-21. The former group is largely constituted of East Indian 
teachers, while the latter is mainly represented by Negro teachers 
The inter-school mobility pattern is demonstrated by both the 
major ethnic groups of teachers. The East Indian teachers exhibit 
the first dimension of the horizontal mobility pattern: movement 
into a similar position in a better area; and Negro teachers show 
the second dimension: movement into a similar position in their 
home area.
Since the early teacher entrants* finding has already been 
placed in a theoretical perspective, the writer will, therefore, 
turn to an explanation for the inter-school mobility pattern.
The East Indian teachers perceive themselves as the subordinate 
class and so relate to an aspirational model (as discussed in 
Chapter IV); thus, the East Indian teachers see the movement to 
a better area as a means of fulfilling their aspirations; and so
obtaining a higher status. The movement of Negro teachers into 
their home area can be explained by Landis* African defensive 
racialism; this means that Negroes* close attachment to their 
home area is perceived by them (Negroes) as a form of defence 
from the other major race; if they cannot achieve this attach­
ment to their home area, then the African defensive racialism 
will become operationalised. A word of caution, here, because 
the situation described by Landis, only applies to a context in 
which there is a more or less non-Negro dominated government; in 
that kind of context, the Negroes with very little economic wealth, 
must feel vulnerable to the other major race; and so movement to 
'their home area as a form of defence from the other major race will 
be given a great emphasis. Today the situation of the Negroes has 
been greatly transformed in that (i) there is a largely Negro- 
dqninated government, and (ii) they are given numerous opportunities 
to improve upon their .low level of economic wealth. With these 
two factors in evidence, one cannot place too great an emphasis 
on movement into their home area as a form of defence from the 
other major race, for the Negroes now constitute the dominant 
class. I think there is a general consensus that a person*s 
career movement is shaped partly by his/her aspirations and 
partly by the philosophy governing the current power elite. It 
is the latter which has greater bearing on compliance; for if 
career movement is shaped only by aspirations, then it is 
reasonable to assume that a person’s compliance (as used by 
Etzioni) will be positive. But this is not so in the real world, 
especially if one does not share the same philosophy or is of the 
same race, as the power elite. In the* case of the East Indian 
teachers their career movement will only be encouraged if it 
tends to be in the interest of the power elite; if it is not then, 
it will be severely curtailed. In the language of Etzioni,
compliance, in such a case, must be negative, if of the East Indian 
teachers, as shown in the previous chapter, are not provided with 
as many opportunities as the Negro teachers to increase their 
social mobility level.
CHAPTER III
THE INFLUENCE OF TEACHERS* ASPIRATIONS ON COMMITMENT
The Guyanese social structure is in the process of social 
transformation by means of co-operative socialism* Each major 
social, political, economic and cultural institution will have 
to play its role, not least by formulating and implementing 
policies on a co-operative basis. As far as education as a 
social institution is concerned, it has a particularly essential 
task in a non-transitional, but more so in a transitional society 
'The school, and more precisely, the teachers work in the dynamic 
process of fashioning the human product (pupils). The types of 
product the school produces will determine the success or 
failure of co-operative socialism; but there is a pre-condition 
for fashioning the human products towards their developing an 
open mind for the utilisation of the social philosophy, and that 
is, the teachers* level of commitment to teaching. Before 
examining the influence of teachers* aspirations on commitment, 
it is essential that the level of commitment is known*
TABLE XLVs LEVEL OF COMMITMENT TO TEACHING
LEVEL PERCENTAGE
COMMITMENT £3.4
NON-CCMMITMENT 19.9
UNINTERESTED 46.6
TOTAL 99.9
(n) (136)
The • uninterested* group of teachers is drawn from the work of 
Bennis, Berkowitz, Affinito and Malone on high turnover rates and 
mobility among nurses; the groups *uninterested* and *interested* 
were introduced as two further groups, in addition to the *locals
cosmopolitan theory. The uninterested group was simply satisfied
with a steady,secure job, and is similar to the 'job-holder* 
group, suggested by Gusfield and Riesman in their study of
faculty culture and academic careers; the job-holder group did
not see teaching or research as of any major importance.
The findings in Table XLV suggest a very serious situation
in so far as teachers facilitate the social transformation process,
for 66.5 per cent or more than half of the teachers in the sample 
pose a threat to the success of the co-operative effort, since
this proportion constitutes teachers who are not committed and 
not interested in teaching.
The general hypothesis to be examined in this chapter is: 
the higher the level of aspirations, the higher the level of 
commitment. 'Aspirations* will be used in terms of the career 
anchorage model, as suggested by Tausky and Dubin. 'Commitment* will 
be used as follows: an item which is perceived as being of consider­
able importance, will be interpreted as a teacher valuable; if 
this valuable is achieved, it will hold the teacher to teaching; 
'non-commitment* will be used as follows: if an item which is 
perceived as a valuable is not achieved, then the teacher may be 
inclined to leave teaching. Geer, referring to Becker, reported 
that
"In a ground-breaking paper, Becker suggests . 
that commitment to any consistent line of 
activity occurs when an idividual, confronted 
with an opportunity to depart from it, discovers 
that in the course of past activity he has, 
wittingly or not, accumulated valuables of a 
- kind which would be lost to him if he makes
a change" (GEER: P.223).
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tables on 'aspirations and commitment, one may-be inclined to 
feel that the data show that aspirations influence commitment; 
but this is not so.
The data produced by Tables XLVI to LXIV, in the next 
section, show that aspirations do not influence commitment.
They are only included in the thesis, merely, to indicate this 
finding, since aspirations and commitment are the key variables 
in the investigation. Having said this, I would like to make 
very clear at the outset, that as a result of .the lack of 
influence of aspirations on commitment, one still has to find 
out what factors influence commitment, that is, the social 
factors that foster or impede commitment. The quantitative 
aspects of the questionnaire were unhelpful in this respect and 
so X had to resort to the qualitative aspect of the questionnaire 
(question 44, precisely); under question 44. teachers were asked 
to give reasons as to why a particular item was not achieved.
The various answers given under question 44 constitute the main 
body of this chapter. For instance, when asked why they were 
not given an opportunity to use current teaching abilities or 
knowledge, the following reasons were given:-
"The junior secondary school level of education 
does not allow teachers to utilise their abilities 
fully.
Extra training above the training college level 
cannot be utilised due to the current curriculum 
content."
TABLE XLVI: RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ASPIRATIONS AND COMMITMENT
FIRST VALUABLE: OPPORTUNITY TO USE CURRENT TEACHING 
ABILITIES OR KNOWLEDGE.
PERCENTAGE
ASPIRATIONS . COMMITTMENT NON- COMMITMENT
UPWARD-ORIENTED ASPIRATIONS 42.0 39.0
DOWNWARD-ORIENTED ASPIRATIONS 58.0 61.0
TOTAL 100.0 100.0
(N) (101) (16)
Table XLVI suggests no relationship between aspirations and 
commitment, with regard to the first valuable. The question 
now is, if as is shown, aspirations are not associated with 
commitment on the first teacher valuable, then what would in­
fluence commitment; in effect, what factors facilitate the 
achievement of the first valuable, or, alternatively, what 
factors impede the achievement of the first teacher valuable, 
becomes the crucial question. This analysis seeks to find the 
factors which impede the opportunity to use current teaching 
abilities or knowledge; this will be done by analysing the teachers* 
reasons for not achieving the first valuable.
The first set of reasons can be subsumed under the following:
A. Teachers* perceptions of the restrictive scope of their 
current teaching position. A number of sub-headings emerges from 
A, as follows:
(1 ) the junior secondary school level of education does not 
require teachers to utilise their teaching abilities or knowledge 
fully;
(2 ) extra training above the training college level cannot be 
utilised due to the current curriculum content;
(3) teachers* qualifications are not used as a criterion for
allocating subjects to teach; one criterion used for the allocation*
of classes, and thus subjects, is seniority, that is, teaching 
service given at a particular school;
(4) the primary school level of education does not draw fully 
upon the teacher*s ability;
(5) subject desirous of teaching cannot be granted because the 
subject is already taught by another teacher;
(6 ) training acquired for teaching in the primary school section, 
is made obsolete because some of these teachers have to teach in 
the secondary division.
Three areas of concern emerge from the reasons, firstly, the 
need for more senior government secondary schools, secondly, 
allocation of teachers to classes/forms, and thus, subjects, and 
thirdly, the recruitment process.
As has been pointed out in Chapter XX, after leaving a junior 
secondary school, there is almost a total lack of facilities for 
furthering education, especially in the rural areas; there are 
only 4 senior government secondary schools in Guyana, and while 
this scarcity may justify the need for more, the increase in the 
number of such schools may require teachers to utilise their 
abilities or knowledge fully. From the reasons given, it appears 
that while recruitment is the responsibility of the education 
ministry, the allocation of teachers to classes/forms, and, thus, 
to subjects, is the responsibility of the schools; in effegt, 
then, while the recruitment process is centralised, the class/ 
form and subject allocation process is de-centralised. Since 
there are teachers teaching in the secondary division when they 
should be in the primary section, as a result of their training 
for the latter, it seems that there is a lack of co-ordination 
between the recruitment and class/form and subjecjr allocation 
processes; it is this lack of co-ordination which prevents teachers 
from achieving the opportunity to use their current abilities or 
knowledge. The evidence of this lack of co-ordination is, that 
although the education ministry, supposedly, maintains personal 
details of teachers, and this would include, apart from the 
really personal information, the teachers* strengths and weaknesses 
and which ought to provide a firm indication of the class/form, and 
thus, subjects, which would be most suitable to the teachers, yet 
there'is this absence of co-ordination, for the school, and most
likely, the headmaster, allocates the teacher to a class/form,
without a full knowledge or access to the personal information
on the teacher, thus, on some occasions, a teacher's training
or qualifications may not be properly utilised. However, a
close liaison between the authorities responsible for recruitment
and those responsible for allocating teachers to the various
classes/forms, may enable teachers to gain the opportunity to
use their abilities or knowledge fully. But the whole question
of the recruitment and the class/form and subject allocation
processes may have to be examined critically in the light of
the on-going transformation process in Guyana, namely, the social 
. > 
transformation of the social structure by means of co-operative
socialism.
B. Directive supervisory style of the headmaster; these are 
the subject headings:
(1 ) imposition of ideas and methods by the headmaster and senior
junior 
teachers on the/teacher;
(2 ) conflict of the teacher's ideas with those of the head;
(3) the headmaster's attachment to the colonial ideas;
(4) oppression of young teachers by the head;
(5) the deputy headmaster's confinement to a form restricts 
movement around the classes/forms, and,- thus, limits the aid 
such a teacher can give to junior teachers.
In B,- (1) to (5) clearly illustrate the factors which impede 
the opportunity to utilise current teaching abilities or knowledge. 
•Directive* is used to mean •
"(low rate of interaction and unilateral
t
decision-making by the. supervisor)"
(MILLER: P.508 in ed. GRUSKY AND MILLER).
Miller, reporting on the study by Baumgartel, showsthe rela­
tionship of supervisory types with work patterns:
research performance, job 
satisfaction, and positive attitudes 
toward the supervisor were highest 
for participatory, lowest for 
Directive, and intermediate for 
Laissez-Faire supervisors"
(MILLER: p. 508, in ed. GRUSKY AND 
MILLER).
Miller, in the study of scientists and engineers, found that, for 
both engineers and scientists, directive supervision is associated 
with high alienation. The problem facing teachers in Guyana, 
becomes, therefore, a dual one, for not only is the opportunity to 
use current teaching abilities or knowledge impeded, but there may 
also be a feeling of alienation, especially among those whose 
opportunity is restricted or even blocked by the headmaster's 
directive attitude.
The analysis can be further advanced by introducing the term 
•hierarchy of authority1 which is imported from the study on 
organisational alienation by Aiken and Ha go; hierarchy of authority 
is used as one of two dimensions of centralisation, and is used as 
follows:
**... organisations vary in the extent 
to which members are assigned tasks and 
then provided with the freedom to 
implement them without interruption from 
superiors" (AIKEN AND HAGB: p. 518. In 
ed. GRUSKY AND MILLER).
In a footnote on the same page, they mention that Bla^ and Scott
have used •hierarchy of authority1 to mean "closeness" or
"tightness" of supervision. Following thir line, ^l)-to (5) in B
will be categorised under hierarchy of authority. What should
emerge, at this stage, is that the directive supervisory style of
the school head incorporates the hierarchy of authority approach,
for the school head has a sharp control over teachers, as seen in
(1) to (5). Aiken and Hage introduced two types of alienation in
their research - alienation from work and alienation from
expressive relations -
"Alienation from-work reflects a
feeling of disappointment with career
and professional development, as well
as disappointment over the inability
to fulfill professional norms.
Alienation from expressive relations 
* . > 
reflects dissatisfaction in social
relations with supervisors and fellow
workers" (AIKEN AND HAGE: p. 517.
In ed. GRUSKY AND MILLER).
For teachers in Guyana, alienation from work, will, therefore, bo
represented by a feeling that expectations about teaching have not
materialised, while alienation from expressive relations may be
perceived as a strained relationship* with the school head. Aiken
and Hage discovered that
"Organizations that rely heavily on
hierarchical arrangements are likely
to be characterised by both work
alienation and alienation from
expressive relations" (AIKEN AND HAGE:
p. 523. In ed. GRUSKY AND MILLER).
TABLE XLVII : RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ASPIRATIONS AND COMMITMENT 
SECOND VALUABLE: FREEDOM TO CARRY OUT OWN IDEAS
ASPIRATIONS
PERCENTAGE 
COMMITMENT NON-COMMITMBNT
Inward-Oriented Aspirations 
Downward-Oriented Aspirations
43.0
57.0
42.4
57.6
TOTAL
(»)
100.0
(94)
100.0
(25)
In Table XLVII, the proportions who have achieved and who have not 
achieved the freedom to carry out own ideas, are more or less 
similar; these findings suggest no relationship between aspirations 
and commitment. What processes are, therefore, crucial and 
associated with commitment? Again, it is necessary to examine the 
teachers* reasons for not acquiring the valuable (second); this 
method ought to throw light on the social processes which influence 
the achievement or non-achievement of•teacher valuables, and, 
therefore, on commitment and non-commitment. Again, the school 
head's directive supervisory style is highlighted, as a reason for 
failing to achieve the second valuable, namely, freedom to carry 
out own ideas:
(1) the school head's consent is required before the teacher 
can carry out own ideas;
(2 ) the school and ecclesiastical regulations of the 
administrative group, presumably, with the school head 
as the leading person, act as a process to block the 
teacher's achievement of the second valuable; the 
administrative group encourages* pupils to report 
anti-views;
(3) exercise of control over teaching content;
<4) close alliance with a selected group of teachers 
to the exclusion of others;
(5 ) the school head's negative attitude due to insecurity 
and non-administrative knowledge;
(6 ) oppression of young teachers by the head;
(7) the 'rule observation' attitude of the head;
(8 ) conflict of the teacher's ideas with those of the 
■ head;
(9) the head's attachment to colonial ideas;
(1), (3), (4), (5), (6 ), (8 ) and (9), may be categorised under 
•hierarchy of authority'; (2 ) nay fall under both 'job codifica-
4
tion' and 'rule observation' y while (7) is explained by the latter. 
Again, the two new terns are taken from the work of Aiken and Hage 
who described them as follows:
"...job codification reflects the 
degree to which job incumbents must 
consult rules in fulfilling professional 
responsibilities; ... rule observation 
reflects the degree to which employees 
are observed for rule violations"
(AIKEN AND HAGS: p. 522. In ed.
GRUSKY AM) MILLER).
These two terms represent the two dimensions of formalisation, and 
so it appears that certain schools in Guyana are highly formalised 
’Where this is defined as '
"... the degree of work standardization 
and the amount of deviation that is 
allowed from standards" (AIKEN AND 
HAGE: p. 519. In ed. GRUSKY AND MILLER).
It is interesting to note th© kind of technique used for detecting 
rule violation in a particular school, namely, where the pupils 
as clients of tfco school system are encouraged to report to the 
administrative group, presumably, the school head, any acts of 
rule violation. This collaboration of the school head with 
pupils, is bound to undermine the authority of the teacher in the 
classroom, for
«Xhe teacher#s authority is subject 
to attack by pupils and may be 
strengthened or weakened depending 
on which way the principal throws the 
weight of his authority. Teachers 
expect the principal to throw it 
their way, and provide them with a . 
needed defense” (BECKER? p. 159),
Wlmt would be the feelings of a teacher who perceives that 
the school and pupils are acting in an alliance against him or 
her? Not only would the teacher find it extremely difficult to be 
creative, but there is a feeling that he or she is constantly 
watched. Aiken and Hage found that Job codification is strongly 
correlated with alienation from expressive relations. In schools 
in which Jobs are codified, teachers, in this case, not acquiring 
an opportunity to carry out their own ideas, may feel that 
teaching expectations have not been realised, and it is likely 
that these teachers would be inclined to leave teaching5 in 
schools in which there is a constant watch to see that rules are 
not violated, there may be a strained relationship between the 
teachers concerned and the school head.
At tliis stage, the directive supervisory style of the school 
head incorporates 3 approaches: (i) hierarchy of authority,
(ii) job codification, and, (iii) rule observation.
Other reasons given for the non-achievement of the second 
valuable are as follows t
Ci) the illegitimacy of pupils; these live with relatives and 
not parents;
(2 ) the junior secondary schoolj level of education;
(3) the examination form seen as a source of creativity;
(4) competition for limited organisational resources;
(5) examination-oriented schools seen as a threat to creativity.
TABLE XLVIII x RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ASPIRATIONS AND COMMITMENT 
THIRD VALUABLE s OPFORILINXTY TO ACQUIRE NEW 
ABILITIES OR KNOWLEDGE.
PERCENTAGE
ASPIRATIONS COMMITMENT MON -COMM ITM RNT
UHSARD-ORIENTED ASPIRATIONS 43.0 ’ 48.0
1X3WHWARD-GRIENTED ASPIRATIONS 57.0 52.0
TOTAL 100.0 * 100.0
(N) (95) (15)
In Table XLVIII, a difference of 5 per cent separates those who 
have not achieved and who have achieved, the opportunity to 
acquire new abilities or knowledge (third valuable).
A 5 per cent difference may not be large enough to Suggest a 
relationship between aspirations and commitment.
Differences in the perceptions of new abilities or knowledge 
may explain the result in Table XLVIII, namely, that aspirations 
do not influence the acquisition of new abilities or knowledge. 
The two perceptions of new abilities or knowledge are (1 ) per­
ception of workshops, seminars and conferences of teachers, and 
libraries, as the source of gaining new skills; and (2 ) percep­
tion of academic qualifications as the source of achieving new 
skills. Teachers seem to think that there are two limitations 
on (#)} firstly, that the selection process is not based on
universalistic criteria, thus there is a high level of particu­
larism in the selection process; secondly, limited public finance 
available, presumably, for scholarships, and grants. Both 
limitations would serve to check the rate of social mobility, 
since the latter thrives on education; for
♦’Education being at the same time a symbol 
of social position and a means by which 
a higher position may be achieved, the 
amount of access to it is one of the keys 
to the amount of mobility possible in a
society.  .....
It must be said immediately that in many 
areas of the world this whole question 
of mobili.ty and education may be 
irrelevant.... education is not often 
sufficient in itself to make mobility 
possible” (BECKER :P. 93 IN ED. HALSEY,
FLOUD, ANDERSON).
TABLE XLIX: RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ASPIRATIONS AND COMMITMENT
FOURTH VALUABLES KNOWLEDGE OF SALARY AND PROMOTIONAL 
PROSPECTS AT TIME OF ENTRY INTO TEACHING.
PERCENTAGE
ASPIRATIONS COMMITMENT NON-COMMITMSNT
UPWARD-OR IENTBD ASPIRATIONS 44.0 41.0
DOWNWARD?* ORIENTED ASPIRATIONS 56.0 59.0
TOTAL 100.0 ' 100.0
(N) (34) (35)
Again, aspirations do notwield any influence on commitment, 
that is, the achievement of the fourth valuable. This may be 
due to the fact that a knowledge of the salary and promotional 
prospects at the time of entry into teaching, depends not on the
individual initiative or ability, or on an aspirational model, 
but upon the authorities in the recruitment process; it does not 
rest on the aspirational model because the results in Table 
XL IX show that the recruitment personnel decide in favour of 
applicants without a knowledge or consideration of the applicants* 
career orientations; so appointments to schools are made on the 
basis of inadequate assessment; on the basis of this argument, 
placement to an initial teaching post may create dissatisfaction 
about teaching, and which may culminate in the teacher leaving 
teaching. The reasons teachers gave for not achieving the fourth 
valuable, suggest a *poverty of prospects9; teachers feel that 
' the. recruitment personnel are not inclined to describe the salary 
and promotional prospects to an applicant because of a poverty of 
prospects, since as one teacher put it, namely, that there are 
limited avenues for promotion due to the availability of a 
limited number of positions* Consequences of the poverty of 
prospects, as perceived by teachers, are that the recruitment 
personnel are embarassed to reveal the prospects, and their fear 
that the potential recruits would not be attracted to teaching; 
the teacher believes that the recruitment personnel are aware of 
his or her de spar ate need for a Job, and so this provides them 
with sufficient power to withhold information on prospects; 
knowledge of Job prospects for the potential recruit increases 
or loses its value in accordance with the level of need expressed 
for the Job; the higher the need for a Job, the less the value 
placed on wanting to have a knowledge of Job prospects, at the 
time of entry into a Job; this is so because the potential recruit 
expresses indifference to the Job; he or she Is only Interested in 
obtaining a Job, any Job; the lower the need for a Job, the greater 
the value placed on wanting to acquire a knowledge of Job prospects.
a nose wno pxace a nxgn vaaue on a desire for a knowledge of Job 
prospects would be those perceiving the Job as a career Job, 
while for those who place a low value on a desire for such know­
ledge, their perception of the Job may be one of indifference.
Some teachers believe that information on teaching prospects 
were withheld from them because they were unqualified and un­
trained, at the time of entry into teaching; when a person is 
unqualified, choice of a Job becomes restricted, and with many 
persons competing for a particular Job, knowledge of Job prospects 
loses value, since the unqualified person•© main motive may be to 
secure a Job; so the power of the recruitment personnel increases, 
not only when the individual is desperate for a Job, but, also, 
when the candidate is unqualified. Since
•‘The majority of teachers in Guyana are 
untrained (i ,947 out of 5,255 at the 
primary level and 80 out of 283 at the 
secondary level are trained)...« (CROSS:P.29), 
it is reasonable to suggest that a large proportion of potential 
recruits to teaching is untrained, and which provides increasing 
power to the recruitment personnel to withhold information on 
teaching prospects; for since the large percentage of potential 
recruits may be untrained, their main concern may be only to 
secure a teaching position; this suggests that the recruitment 
personnel in teaching wields enormous power overthe potential 
recruits, with one of the major consequences being that *teaching 
prospects* remain unquestionable. Some teachers feel that they 
had not achieved a knowledge of the salary and promotion prospects 
because promotion rested and continues to be rested on a strong 
alliance with the church; so the church school personnel, also, 
withhold information on salary and promotion prospects to 
potential recruits. Because a reasonably large proportion of
what teaching holds for them, there can be no evaluation of 
what the recruits1 attitudes to the teaching prospects are, 
and it is difficult to know whether the recruits
M... will fit the existing work culture 
and institutions and those who will help 
on the other hand to innovate” (SOFBR: P.16).
Turning to the next teacher valuable, one finds that the 
aspirational model does not wield an influence on the achievement 
of a teaching allowance (fifth valuable) - 83 teachers have not 
acquired it, while only 4 teachers claimed to have done so. The 
analysis of teachers* reasons for non-achievement of an allowance 
suggests a number of explanations; some teachers are apologetic 
on behalf of the education ministry because they feel that there 
is insufficient public finance. There may be insufficient public 
money for providing an allowance for a number of reasons:
(i) it may be that there is indeed a limited amount of public 
revenue for all the government departments;
(ii) government priorities are not right, as some teachers 
suggested, thus there may be overspending in one or more 
departments to the virtual exclusion of others;
m /    uuiusxry is unaware of the usefulness of a
teaching allowance, as teachers indicated, especially in view of 
the fact that the government seeks to transform the social structure 
which, inevitably, would require the teachers to play a major role; 
in effect, the education authorities may be unaware of the provision 
of a teaching allowance* as an incentive to secure the commitment 
of teachers to the •transformation* role;
(iv) again, as teachers remarked, the non-achievement of a teaching*
\
allowance may be due to the education authorities • stress on self- 
help, that is, teachers providing themselves with books and 
magazines from their own money;
(V) the Guyana Teachers* Association has not recommended to the 
education ministry, the need for a teaching allowance, for one 
teacher feels that the association cannot perceive the signifi­
cance of the teachers* role with regard to the transforraatiqn 
process; this constitutes another suggestion of teachers;
(Vi) some teachers believe that the education authorities perceive 
that teachers* salaries are sufficient.
The message is that 83 teachers consider the provision of a 
teaching allowance to be of immense value, but have not achieved 
it; it is imperative that the education authorities consider such 
an allowance against the background of the social transformation 
process and the major and necessary role's teachers can play.-
TABLE L, : RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ASPIRATIONS AND COMMITMENT
SIXTH VALUABLE: FREE CHOICE OF SCHOOL WHICH IS DESIRED
PERCENTAGE
ASPIRATIONS * COMMITMENT NON-CCKMITMENT
UPWARD-ORIENTED ASPIRATIONS 41.0 44.0
DOWNWARD-ORIENTED ASPIRATIONS ‘ 59.0 56.0
TOTAL 100.0 100.0
<N) (43) (30)
Table L indicates that a larger proportion, 59,0 per cent, of 
those who have achieved the sixth valuable have downward- 
oriented aspirations; 41,0 per cent of those who have achieved 
the sixth valuable, have upward-oriented aspirations; also, 56,0 
per cent of those /{iave not achieved the sixth valuable, have 
downward-oriented aspirations, while the 44 per cent who have 
not achieved it have upward-oriented aspirations; these findings 
suggest that there is no association between upward-oriented 
aspirations and commitment/non-comraitment, and also no relationship 
between downward-oriented aspirations and commitment/non-commitment. 
It is the recruitment process which is called into question, for 
teachers feel that teaching appointments are made to any area or 
school where there is a vacancy; what is left out of the process, 
as the results of Table L show , is consideration of teachers* 
aspirations. It is true that vacancies are advertised (BRITISH 
GUIANA COMMISSION OF INQUIRY: P.8 8), and so teachers may respond 
to such vacancies wherever they are, especially, if the potential 
teachers are desperately in need of a Job, but to appoint teachers 
only*on the basis of the school referred to. in the advertisement, 
is to take a limited view of recruitment. On the basis of this 
perception of the recruitment process, it is hardly surprising 
that there is such a rapid turnover of staff; Bacchus reported 
the findings of the UNESCO REPORT as follows:
**one school with a total staff of 16 had 
had 18 changes within the last 18 months,
10 of the staff who had left had gone to 
the United Kingdom, mostly for higher 
studies, while the other 8 had taken up 
posts in the Civil Service since they-
could command a better salary there 
than in the schools, following a 
recent salary revision for civil 
servants* A school with a staff of 
44 lost 28 of its staff in the 
course of 1961-62” (BACCHUS:
UNPUBLISHED Ph.D THESIS: p.355).
The potential recruits* aspirational model must form part and 
parcel of the recruitment process, for only then can the recruit- 
nent personnel learn whether or not the candidate is suitable for
the current work culture and institutions, as Sofer would say*
\ +
Discovering what the .applicants* career intentions are may also 
ease the pressure on race relations; in a society which has had its 
share .
**•.. of racial and political strife*.•**
(CROSS: p. 29),
it is very easy for one ethnic group to blame the other ethnic 
group, when there is a crisis at the personal and societal levels; 
for some East Indian teachers feel that the appointment of teachers 
to various schools is based on particularism; if the establishment 
is a church school, particularism takes the form of being in close 
and acceptable association with the manager, and a similar pattern 
exists for the government schools; and there may be some who feel 
that appointment to a government school may involve not only 
•knowing the right person* network at the education ministry level, 
but also at the governmental level* What the writer is saying is 
not that appointing teachers to schools of their choice will remove 
the problem of race relations, but that it may go a long way to 
improving it, and also reducing the
**•■•• crisis in legitimacy..,**
(GREENE: p* 197),
of the government.
TABLE LI . 5 RELATIONSHIP BEIWBEN ASPIRATIONS AND COMMITMENT 
SEVENTH VALUABLE: OPPORTUNITY TO LEARN HOW THE
SCHOOL IS GOVERNED
PERCENTAGE
ASPIRATIONS COMMITMENT NON-OOMMITMBNT
Upward-Oriented Aspirations 41.9 49.0
Downward-Oriented Aspirations ,58.1 51^0
TOTAL - 100.0 100.0
(N) (84) (23)
Q “  -0 .1 4
In Table Lli, 41.9 per cent of those who have achieved the 
opportunity to learn how the school is governed, tend to have 
upward aspirations, while as large a proportion as 49.0 per cent 
who have not acquired such an opportunity, also have upward career 
orientations, and with Q » -0.14, there is a low negative 
relationship between upward-oriented aspirations and commitment; 
this low level of negative association may be explained by the 
behaviour of those who have upward-oriented aspirations and are 
not from the dominant class.
Teachers feel that the directive supervisory style of the 
headmaster is responsible for their non-achievement of the seventh 
valuable. The reasons, in connection with the school head*3 
directive supervisory style, are as follows:
(1) the school head believes that authority must originate 
from the top of the hierarchy;
(2 ) close alliance with a selected group of teachers to 
the exclusion of others;
(3) the school head*s belief in. his or her own ideas or 
knowledge;
(4) the head9 s stress on M s  or her superordinate 
authority over the teachers and which is used 
exploitatively;
(5) the school head9 8 aspiration for a perpetuation 
of his or her superordinate power;
(6 ) the head9s attachment to colonial ideas;
(7) the school head prevents teachers from gaining 
access to administrative records and documents;
(8) teachers think that the head perceives himself 
or herself as a boss;
(9) the head9s limited interaction with teachers.
\ .
(1), (3), (4), (5), (7), (8 ) and. (9) may be subsumed under
the 9mechanistic® dimension of the directive supervisory style, 
while (2 ) and (6 ) are subsumed under the 9hierarchy of authority9. 
The mechanistic dimension is defined as roles which 
"...are broken down into specialisms 
within which each individual carried 
out.his assigned, precisely defined, 
task. There is a clear hierarchy of 
control, and the responsibility for 
overall knowledge and co-ordination 
rests exclusively at the top of the 
hierarchy. Vertical communication 
and interaction (i.e. between superiors 
and subordinates) is emphasised, and 
there is an insistence on loyalty to 
the concern and obedience to superiors’1 
(PUGH, HICKSON, MININGS: p. 44).
It is reasonable to suggest that if authority originates from the 
top, then ideas must come from the top, too, in order to give
legitimacy to the authority of the superordinate role incumbent*
The school head’s stress on his or her authority and an intention 
to perpetuate the authority can only materialise if there is 
insistence on loyalty and obedience to superior person or the 
school head; no wonder, the latter sees himself as a boss; the fact 
that the school head prohibits teachers from examining administrative 
documents'is a clear indication that he perceives the teacher’s 
role as being confined to teaching, that is, teaching is the 
teacher’s specialism; the head maintains a social distance with 
teachers
” ... in order that the control 
function should not be relaxed ...”
(FOOC, op. cit., p* 133).
So the directive supervisory style of the school head incorporates, 
not only the ’hierarchy of authority’, ’job codification*, and 
•rule observation* approaches, but, also, the mechanistic approach* 
Some teachers, also, believe that they have not achieved the 
opportunity to learn how the school is governed because the 
provision of such an opportunity depends on seniority; one teacher 
reported that the staff is divided into junior staff and senior 
staff, with the latter given the chance to achieve the seventh 
valuable; another highlighted the ’seniority’ pre-requisite by 
declaring that .there are many trained graduates on the staff; in a 
school which has both trained graduates, untrained graduates, 
trained and untrained non-graduates, the desire for wanting an 
opportunity to learn how the school is governed, may result in 
conflict, probably, due to the scarcity of resources available for 
the realisation of such an opportunity; this is put forward by Beck 
and Bet^z as follows:
M ... intra-stratum conflict*..
is defined as conflict occurring 
among organizational units of equal, 
or nearly equal, authority within 
the organizational structure . ....
. .. intra-stratum conflict arises \
from demands placed on limited 
organizational resources ••••••”
(BECK AND BETZ: p. 61).
Such a conflict, if materialised, can only be resolved either by 
modifying the recruitment process whereby the number of trained 
graduates, and, probably, untrained graduates may have to be kept 
at a minimum in some schools where there are already high 
proportions of non-graduate teachers, or eliminating the 
•seniority* pre-requisite and replacing it by a system based on 
current merit, or, non-replacement of it. The • seniority * pre­
requisite does not seem to apply to church schools, for to gain 
such an opportunity would depend, as some teachers think, on close 
affiliation with the church.
Apart from the behaviour of the under 25 teachers, the
head
directive supervisory style of the school/which incorporates an 
added dimension, ’mechanistic*, the,seniority pre-requisite, and 
close affiliation of the church, all influence
(1 ) the relationship between'upward-oriented aspirations and non­
commitment j and
( i) the relationship between downward-oriented aspirations and 
commitment.
TABLE LII : RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ASPIRATIONS AND COMMITMENT 
EIGHTH VALUABLE: EVALUATION OF TEACHER * S WORK BY 
PUPILS AND TEACHERS TOGETHER,
PERCENTAGE
ASPIRATIONS COMMITMENT NON-COMMITMENT
UPWARD-ORIENTED ASPIRATIONS 41.0 38.0
DOWNWARD-ORIENTED ASPIRATIONS 59.0 62.0
TOTAL 100.0 100.0
(N) (72) (23)
There is no relationship between aspirations and commitment, as 
shown by the results of Table LII. . In effect, the evaluation of 
the teacher*s work by pupils and teachers together, is not correlated 
to the types of teachers* aspirations; on what, then, does
4 ~
it depend? A more relevant question is: what processes affect the 
achievement of the eighth valuable? Teachers* reasons for non- 
ev their work by pupils and themselves together ,
suggest, the perpetuation of the colonial framework which encom­
passes two dimensions: v *
(i) teachers* perceiption of their super-ordinate status over 
their pupils who have a subordinate status; this type of perception 
enables the teachers to view their pupils as follows:
(i) their young age is an inhibiting factor in any assessment of 
their teachers* work;
<ii) another inhibiting factor is a teacher*s perception of pupils* 
limited intelligence for evaluation work;
(iii) pupils* critical comments on teachers* work will be resented 
by teachers;
(iv) pupil-prejudice against some teachers;
(v) pupils* lack of a questionable approach to their teachers* 
work due to pupils* lack of exposure to a ’discovery* teaching 
method;
(vi) pupils* deprivation of the type of socialisation in cnildhood,
relevant to assessing teachers* work in schools; what is, probably 
meant is that this lack of the right type of socialisation in 
childhood, postpones the pupils* maturity, so that they are not 
matured to take up the assessment task in schools*
(2) The mechanistic approach utilised for the operationalisation 
of the curriculum; this approach involves the following analysis 
of the teachers* views;
<i) the teacher*s role is limited to elucidating the syllabus 
content, due to the pervasiveness of the latter in the time­
table; it is reasonable, then, to suggest that the curriculum is,
largely, prescribed and
*
"Prescribed content tends to be given more 
emphasis in such traditional types of schools 
as most public and grammar schools than in 
the so-called progressive schools. In the 
latter, content covers a wider range of 
topics from whiph the pupil may choose and, 
though facts are still on the whole important, 
it is the processes involved in thinking 
upon which the main emphasis is put. Thus, 
the aim may be that ultimately the child 
shall be a questioning and creative being,
...... . ** (MUSGRAVE: P.196).
Undoubtedly, pupil-participation in the evaluation of teachers* 
work, constitutes a process involved in thinking; from (v) in (1 ), 
it is seen that pupils do not experience a *discovery* teaching 
method, so as to enable them to become questionable, and which 
may be due to the strongly prescribed content of the syllabus or 
curriculum; for such a curriculum requires a teaching method which 
is conducive to elucidating the facts and not to incorporate 
processes of thinking.
(ii) the inevitable consequence of the strongly prescribed 
curriculum content is the repetitiveness of teaching tasks.
The evaluation of the teacher*s work by pupils and the teacher 
together, depends on a transformation of the colonial framework still 
used in schools to a framework which is conducive to the promotion 
of co-operativism. Since some sections of teachers still use the 
colonial framework as a model for teaching, transformation becomes
an immediate problem; it is immediate because of the transitional
tiie
state of/society and so the longer the colonial framework is used
as a model in schools, the longer will the transitional stage last.
The necessity of transforming teachers * use of a model incompatible 
\ *
to a change in the curriculum, is exemplified by Musgrave: -
•*... any curricular change implies a 
change, great or small, in the role of the 
teacher ................ The process of
changing teachers who already have fixed 
ideas of how they are expected to behave 
is one of adult resocialization, and to 
be successful must be undertaken in 
favourable conditions. One recently 
developed method is the establishment 
of teachers* centres where peer groups 
of practising teachers, all presumed to 
be motivated towards change, support 
each other*s efforts to learn a new 
role" (Ibid., p. 198).
In an underdeveloped country, such as Guyana, the establishment of 
teachers* centres may not be feasible, due to limited public ' 
finance; however, a feasible idea is to motivate the teachers*
training college toward this end, by emphasis in its curriculum 
on adult resocialisation. . •
The analysis of teachers* reasons for non-achievement of the 
opportunity to involve their pupils with themselves in the 
evaluation of their work, also, suggests that the non-achievement 
is due to the inability of the teachers to innovate; the non­
tendency to innovate, as one teacher putsit, may be due to the fear 
of introducing the idea to the school head because of further fear 
of what the school head may. think.
TABLE LIII: RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ASPIRATIONS AND COMMITMENT
NINTH VALUABLE: THE SCHOOL HEAD MUST RECOGNISE
TEACHER*S ABILITY AND WHAT 
TEACHER IS ABLE TO DO
PERCENTAGE
ASPIRATIONS ’ COMMITMENT NON-COMMITMENT
Upward-Oriented Aspirations 42.0 34.0
Downward-Oriented Aspirations 58.0 66.0
TOTAL 100.0 100.0
<N) (101) (10)
Q = 0.17
In Table LII 1,42 per cent who feel and 34 per cent who do not 
feel, that the school head recognises their ability and what they 
are able to.do, tend to have upward aspirations; the 66 per cent 
who feel and 58 per cent who do not feel, that the school head 
recognises their ability and \trhat they are capable of doing, tend 
to have low aspirations. These findings suggest a low positive 
relationship between aspirations and commitment. From She^cL&t a* , 
it is learnt that the 36-46 and 47-57 age groups of teachers ' .
*,« perceive tne school head as one who recognises
their ability and what they are capable of doing; in effect, these
two groups may explain the relationship between aspirations and
commitment. These age groups consist of teachers who have invested
years of service in teaching, probably, intending now to achieve
returns from the investment; at this stage, these teachers are
likely to be characterised by
M .». organizational dependability.
\ *• 
Specific examples would include all
of the things which over the years
had reinforced the steady growth of
commitment: interesting work,
signals of personal importance,
rewarding colleague relationships,
and the like" (BUCHANAN II, op. cit.,
p. 538).
This organisational dependability allows these two groups of 
teachers to have a favourable attitude, toward the school head; 
after all it is the head who oust recognise the teachers* skills 
and work capacity; therefore, such an attitude toward the school 
head enables them to perceive the head as a person who recognises 
their skills and work capacity. Besides this, the 47-57 age group 
is a special group, since 66.6 per cent (see Chapter 1 ) of its 
teachers have attained seniority; in fact, 50 per cent have attained 
the position of deputy headmaster, and 50 per cent have achieved 
the position of senior master/mistress (see Chapter I ); also, in 
Chapter IV, it was discovered that the older age group of teachers 
who have attained seniority show a tendency to have upward- 
orient ed aspirations. It is reasonable, then, to suggest that the 
36-46 and 47-57 age groups of teachers* favourable perception of.
the school head
l,.«. Is largeljr Instrumental* Its 
goal is to attain high office in the 
work organization” (GOLDMAN: p. 124),
Those in the two groins who show an unfavourable perception of the 
school head, that is, who do not feel that the head recognises 
their skills and work capacity, may be due to their perception of
work and career as means to 
an end work and career
as a means to success in other 
institutional settings” (Ibid,, p,125).
\
In spite of this, it would be wrong to assume that teachers
with upward career orientations, will perceive the head as a person
who recognises their skills and work capacity and those with
. * doec not
downward career orientations perceiving the head as a person who/
recognise their ability and what they are able to do 5 it would be
wrong because, the relationship established, is, for a start, not
strong, and, secondly* it is largely confined to the 36-46 and
47-57 age groups. The teachers who have not achieved the ninth
valuable, according to their reasons, seera to be affected by the
directive supervisory style of the school head; the large number
who have achieved it, may be due to the fact that they are teaching
the subjects of their choice, since the sample is drawn from
secondary .schools and post-primary divisions.
TABLE tXV: RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ASPIRATION AND COMMITMENT
TENTH VALUABLE: TEACHERS OUGHT TO BB HAPPY WITH
THB RUNNING OF THB SCHOOL
ASPIRATIONS
Upward-Oriented Aspirations 
Downward-Oriented Aspirations 
TOTAL 
(N)
Q « 0.14
In Table liy,46 per cent who are happy and 39 per cent who are not
happy with the running of the school have upward aspirations; 54
per cent who are happy, while as large a proportion as 61 per cent
who are not happy, with how the school is governed tend to have
a *
downward career orientations. These findings indicate/low 
positive relationship between aspirations and commitment.
There are as many as 48 teachers in the sample who are not 
happy with the running ef the school; the directive supervisory 
style of the school head seems to be one of the major factors here 
responsible for the attitude of the 48 teachers; some new 
dimensions of the directive supervisory style, as discovered in 
teachers* reasons for not being happy with how the school is 
governed, are as follows:
(i) one-sided communication of informations this is a
situation whereby teachers communicate information to 
the head, but who does not reciprocate; in effect, 
there is a breakdown of the reciprocal process, caused 
by the school head; this reciprocal process is only 
• maintained by the head when the latter feels that 
personal gain can bo achieved;
PERCENTAGE 
COMMITMENT NON-COMMITMENT
46.0 39,0
54.0 61.0
100.0 100.0
(72) (48)
(2) the school head*s policy not to offend the education
> not
ministry by making decisions /contradictory to the
education ministry's objectives; this policy may be
due to (i) the head’s intention to secure a senior
appointment with the education ministry; and (ii) the
making of senior appointments based on political
patronage.
The directive supervisory style of the school head now
\
incorporates non-reciprocityt referring to (1). (2) is not 
included* here, because it appears.that it only applies to certain 
types of school head; in effect, it is applicable only to a school 
head who is aspiring for a higher position than the one currently 
occupied.
A second category which may explain why some teachers are not 
happy with the running of the school, is ’poverty of colleague 
relationship*; the sub-categories constitute the analysis of 
teachers’ views:
<i) greater power of the deputy head over the head; this is 
a confiictua! relationship and it i$ described by Beck 
and Betz as intra-stratum conflict, which may adversely 
affect colleague relations among staff members, in the 
sense that division and conflict at the top of the 
hierarchy may result in some teachers going out of their 
way to achieve personal gains, even at the expense of 
the values of the school system. The greater power of 
the deputy head over the head is due to the former’s 
favourable position to draw upon political patronage.
With division and conflict between the head and deputy, 
it means that the rest of the staff are deprived of 
guidance and authority from the top of the hierarchy;
guidance as to what constitute the objectives of the 
school system, and authority as to the enforcement of the 
laathods to be utilised for the realisation of such 
objectives;
(2 ) laissez-faire heads: these are heads
”who allowed their groups to do what 
they wanted, made no suggestions and 
were neither critical nor helpful”
(MUSGRAVE, op. cit; pp. 206-207). <
In the process of pursuing a.laissez-faire policy, some 
teachers feel satisfied, while others take advantage of 
the low-key authority in the school; in such a situation, 
the head may be a head only on record, but in practice 
one teacher or a group of teachers, may have the real 
authority or may be really in command ?•or as one teacher 
puts it, senior teachers may push through their views and 
strategies on the lesser grade of teachers? or as another 
teacher puts it, namely, the teachers may have their own 
method of performing their role; or .as how another teacher 
feels, namely, that every teacher perceives himself or 
herself as playing the role of the head? or, as how another 
teacher sees it, namely, that some senior teachers are not 
on conversant terms with some senior and junior teachers, 
and some junior teachers are not conversant with some 
junior teachers;
(3) a large proportion of graduates in a school is perceived as 
a cause of a ’poverty of colleague relationships’; this 
may be due to the attitude of graduates that they have 
reached the top, as one teacher sees it.
An interesting point ie the consequence of the ’poverty of
colleague relationships* which could lead to a deterioration or a 
breakdown in pupil discipline; some teachers attribute the latter 
to the fact that the children are not living with their parents, 
but relations, due to the illegitiiaacy of their births. This lack 
of pupil discipline constitutes another factor which is 
responsible for teachers not being happy with how the school is 
governed.
The church, also, seems to raake teachers feel not happy with 
the school administration; at one secondary school, one teacher 
reported that non-church-affiliated teachers are deprived of 
participation in decision-making on crucial decisions; in effect, 
the principle of co-operativiam applies only to a selected group of 
teachers - the church-affiliated teachers.
It would be wrong to construe from the results of tfable iCif: 
that the higher the aspirations, the more will teachers be happy 
with the running of the school, and the lower the aspirations, the 
less will teachers be happy with the school administration;, it is 
wrong because the analysis of teachers* reasons for not being 
happy with the running of the school, shows other and more important 
processes, other than the aspirational model, to be central to 
boing happy or not being bappy with how the school is governed.
TABLE LV : l RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ASPIRATIONS AND COMMITMENT
‘ ELEVENTH VALUABLE: INTER-SCHOOL TEAQ-IER-VISITING
SHOULD BE PERCEIVED AS NORMAL 
CURRICULUM ACTIVITY
PERCENTAGE
ASPIRATIONS ' COMMITMENT NON-COfFITMENT
Upward-Oriented Aspirations 41.0 . 42.0
Dovmward-Orieniod Aspirations 59.0 53.0
TOTAL 100.0 100.0.
(N) (26) (58)
In Table LV , the aspirational model fails to influence 
commitment (that is, achieving the eleventh valuable). It is 
important to note that a large number (53) of teachers feel- that 
inter-school teacher visiting is of immense value, but have not 
achieved it.
Why is inter-school teacher-visiting not seen as normal
curriculum activity? The first factor that seems to bear
relevance to this question, is the education authorities*
perception of what constitutes teaching; a supplementary factor,
here, is their emphasis on the prescribed curriculum content. In
spite of efforts going on to transform the social structure, or to 
\ * * 
decolonise the society, it is interesting to see that the schools
4 _
are still operating within a colonial framework. The authorities* 
perception of what constitutes teaching and their emphasis on the 
prescribed curriculum content, are determined by the examination 
system; one teacher believes that the school heads perceive 
classroom teaching as being of greater value than inter-school 
teacher-visiting because the school heads exhibit examination- 
orientations. The emphasis on teaching toward examinations 
produces a substantial teaching load and so leaves little time for 
other activities; also, suggested is that school heads perceive 
the teachers * role as limited to classroom teaching; in effect, 
the teacher’s role is seen as involving only teaching pupils.
What is clear from an.analysis of teachers’ reasons for non- 
achievement of the eleventh valuable, is that both the school 
heads and the education ministry officials perceive the teacher’s 
role only in terms of classroom teaching; teachers’ perceptions of 
the former’s views on teacher-visiting are as follows:
(1) teachers will not utilise the visiting time profitably; (2) 
teachers may see these visits as a chance to be evasive froi?
classroom work which may be due to the view that as soon as the 
teacher leaves the school premise ;, then that teacher does not 
perceive .'himself or herself as being in a teaching work 
situation; (3) the school head offers no inducement to Initiate 
teacher-visiting probably, either, because it is not initiated from 
the education ministry, or, the head does not perceive such an 
activity as being advantageous, or, there is an Absence of rapport 
among the heads of the area, or, lack of organising skills, or, 
there might develop a conflict on methods on how schools ought to 
be administered, among heads, or, teachers are expected to be
community-oriented or locally-oriented, or, teachers
•A . 1
perceive themselves as self-sufficient.
Teachers’ perceptions of the latter*s position on teacher- 
visiting are as follows: (1) the officials do not -think that
teacher-visiting Is necessary; (2) the officials feel that teachers 
may not utilise their visits profitably; (3) it is perceived as a 
minor item; (4) the officials are not innovative; (5) classroom 
teaching is perceived as being of greater value than teacher- 
visiting.
As the reference to Musgrave, earlier in this chapter, 
indicated, a change in the curriculum requires a change in the
teacher's role; but as is shown, in spite of the transformation 
taking place in the social structure, the role of the teacher has 
remained unchanged, that is, teaching pupils in the classroom.
What is significant, too, is that the education ministry officials 
and the school heads, all maintain views which reinforce the 
unchanged roles of the teacher. It would appear that in a period 
of transformation or decolonisation, that not only the teacher’s 
role has to be changed, but also the roles of the education 
ministry officials and the school heads.
; i|Inter-school rivalry, also, prevents the realisation of inter­
school teacher-visiting; the reasons teachers suggested for this 
rivalry is competition in sports, developed from inter-school 
rivalry to a personal level- teacher-hostility among teachers in 
the schools concerned; this hostility reaches its peak when 
examination results are known,
TABLE LVI : RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ASPIRATIONS AND COMMITMENT
; TWELFTH VALUABLE: OPPORTUNITY TO HOLD EXTRA CLASSES
WHEN LOW STANDARDS PREVAIL IN 
THE FORM
\ J \ ’ . PERCENTAGE
ASPIRATIONS ' ' COMMITMENT NON-COMMITMENT
Upward-Oriented Aspirations *45,1 39.0
Downward-Oriented Aspirations 54,9 61,0
TOTAL 100.0 100.0
<N) (82) (15)
In Table LVI , although the aspirations of teachers do not 
.seem to influence commitment, it is heartening to observe that a 
large number (82) of teachers have achieved the twelfth valuable. 
But since the aspirational model does not explain the high level of 
achievement for this valuable, then one has to seek out the factor 
or factors that may explain why the 82 teachers have achieved the 
valuable and not the 15 teachers. The analysis of teachers* 
reasons for not achieving the valuable is resorted to. The first 
relevant factor is that consent from the school head is necessary 
before the teacher can hold extra classes; the reasons teachers 
suggest for this consent are? (1) the school head feels that 
holding extra classes is not needed; (2) it is a school regulation;
(3) /the school head believes that the full employment of teachers 
during school hours does not necessitate holding extra classes.
The head*s consent required before teacher can hold extra 
classes refers to the ^hierarchy of authority* approach in connec­
tion with the head*s directive supervisory.style. Whether or not, 
there is a feeling of a gradual movement away from examination- 
oriented activities, such as the holding of extra classes, the fact 
remains that 97 out of 136 teachers in the sample place a high 
value on it, and 82 teachers have actually achieved the opportunity 
to hold extra classes, so the policy is not so successful.
However, if teachers are prevented from holding extra classes
because of the move to do away with examination-oriented activities
4
it is a rather odd way of going about .it; for it must be pointed 
out that the holding of extra classes may not only be oriented 
toward an examination; there may be non-examination purposes, too, 
and, probably, not so much connected with the academic and 
technical school work, as showing practical demonstrations of a 
close liaison between the community and the school, with the 
principle of co-operativism underlying the liaison, if it is 
acceptable that extra classes ought to be oriented more to 
community activities and less to examination purposes, then the 
location of the teacher*s residence is crucial to this issue; for 
some teachers pointed out that they cannot hold extra classes 
because they reside.out of the school area. The recruitment 
process is, again, called into question, for by not considering 
the teachers* aspirational model in the process, teachers may 
become dissatisfied if placed in an area in which the achievement 
of the twelfth valuable cannot be realised.
TABLE LVI I : RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ASPIRATIONS AND COMMITMENT
THIRTEENTH VALUABLE: CHANCE TO EXPRESS CONCERN
AT BAD TEACHING
PERCENTAGE
ASPIRATIONS COMMITMENT NON-COMMITMENT
IJpward-Oriented Aspirations 
Downward-Oriented Aspirations
41.0
59.0 
100.0
(65)
39.3
60.7
100.0TOTAL
(N) (29)
Table LVII suggests that teachers* aspirations are not 
correlated with commitment and non-commitment (that is, an
processes which may aid in explaining why some teachers acquire a 
chance to express concern at bad teaching and some do not, are:
(i) ,the school head controls the opportunity structure relating to 
voicing concern at bad teaching;
(£) feeling of colleagueship;
(3) pre-occupation with classroom teaching;
(4) the 'know-it-all* feeling of graduates*
(i) The school head controls the opportunity structure 
(relating to teachers expressing concern at bad teaching); the 
teachers suggest that the head's control takes the following forms: 
<i) the reduction or even stagnation of inter-form mobility of
to their respective forms, do not acquire a chance to see 
other teachers teaching;
(ii) the head perceives the expression of concern at bad teaching 
as belonging only to the head's jurisdiction;
(iii) no staff meeting is held, thus there is no chance for
teachers to air their views on teaching methods and problems 
in the form;
opportunity to express concern at bad teaching). The social
teachers within a school, so that teachers by being confined
(lv') there is no conplaints • committee to which concern at bad 
teaching can be expressed;
(v) at the face-to-face interactional level, the head does not 
entertain the views expressed by teachers;
(vi) non-allocation of time to discuss expressed concern at bad 
teaching.
(2) Feeling of colleagueship; from the analysis of teachers'
reasons for non-achievement of the opportunity to express concern
at bad teaching, the feeling of colleageship among teachers takes
the following forms:
(i) teachers' perception of their colleagues' inability to take 
% *
critical evaluations of their work from their fellow
teachers, probably, because the teachers (to whom critical
evaluations are levelled) think that they are all teachers
together; or, probably, because they are young and untrained
(ii) the desire to maintain a good relationship with the other
teachers; this may be achieved by being inactive in the
work of the school;
(iii) feeling of embarrassment if seme teachers have to discuss
another teacher's bad teaching. One teacher summed up
colleagueship appropriately when the teacher said that he
had consideration for other teachers' feelings. Teachers
who refrain from expressing concern at a teacher or
teachers' bad teaching may be those who feel that
"... they ought to co-operate to
defend themselves against authority
attacks and to refrain from directly
endangering the authority of another
teacher. Teachers, like other work
groups, develop a sense that they
// share a similar position and common
dangers, and this provides them with 
a feeling of colleagueship that makes 
them amenable to influence in these 
directions by fellow teachers”
(BECKER: p. 161).
A high level of colleague relationship may improve 
teachers' feeling about the running of the school, for 
some teachers suggested that they are not happy with how 
the school is governed because of a 'poverty of colleague 
relationship'; this would depend, largely, on (a) how many 
teachers refrain from expressing concern at their
4 -
colleague's bad teaching; it is not suggested that a 
teacher's bad teaching should not be remedied, only that 
the person pointing out the area of bad teaching should 
not be a colleague; and (b) on the school head who should 
formulate a social process, whereby a teacher who has a 
teaching problem, should be able to have the problem 
discovered and rectified in an informal environment; this 
process could take the form of informal discussions among 
a small group of teachers of equal status; where each 
teacher would be able to review their work over a 
. specified period; this process would have the effect of 
alloitfing the teaching problems to be shared and resolved 
collectively, instead of having a teacher facing the music 
all alone.
(3) pre-occupation with classroom teaching; this takes the 
form of the teacher being solely involved with teaching pupils 
because of the latter needing help in some parts of a subject; in
effect, the teacher's role is seen, here, as being, not only 
subject-centred, but also concerned with the teaching of pupils in 
the classroom.
(4) The 'know-it-all' feeling of graduates may be due to the 
scarcity of graduates in the society; 143 trained graduates and 154 
untrained graduates, out of a teaching force of 6,748 (ANNUAL 
STATISTICAL ABSTRACT, 1971).
TABLE LVXI1:RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ASPIRATIONS AM) COMMITMENT
FOURTEENTH VALUABLES PAI^TAL PARTICIPATION IN
THE RUNNING OF THE SCHOOL
; • PERCENTAGE
ASPIRATIONS CO?#!ITMBNT NON-COMMITMENT
Upward-Oriented Aspirations 40.4 46.0
Downward-Oriented Aspirations 59.6 54.0 *
TOTAL 100.01 100.0
(N) (49) (41)
» ' . • * ’
40.4 per cent of the teachers who feel that there is parental 
participation in the running of the school, and the 46 per cent who 
feel that there is no parental participation, have high aspirations 
59.6 per cent of those who feel that the fourteenth valuable has 
been achieved, and 54 per cent who do not think so, have downward- 
oriented aspirations. Only 49 teachers out of 136 in the sample 
believe that there is parental participation in how the school is 
governed, while 41 out of the 136 think that the fourteenth 
valuable is not achieved. The findings suggest no association 
between aspirations and commitiacnt, because for those who have 
achieved the fourteenth valuable and those who have not, the 
difference is only 5.6 per cent. What is clear is that the 
aspirational model cannot explain why there 5.s more or less
parental participation in the running of the school. It must also 
be pointed out that 90 out of 136 teachers in the sample feel that 
parental participation in school government is of immense value, 
contrary to the situation in Britain which
” is summed up by the feeling 
so often expressed in staffrooms 
that *we could do so much better 
a job if only the parents would
I
not interfere’" (MUSGRAVE, op. cit., 
p. 173).
This difference in teachers* perception to parental participation, 
may be due to the differences in the degree of urbanisation,
**In a small village or town the 
teacher may well live in or near 
to the school. Most of the parents 
of the children that he teaches 
will meet him in the street and can 
easily talk to him about the school 
and their children. In the 
contemporary large urban area this 
is not often the case" (Ibid., p. 171).
Why, then, do 41 out of the 90 teachers feel that there is no 
parental participation in the running of the school, especially, 
as they think it is of immense value? It is the attitude of the 
school head which constitutes the first factor, explaining why 
there is no parental participation, some teachers suggest; the 
school head’s attitude takes the following forms:
(1) the school head opposes parental interference in school 
work, which may be due to fear;
(2) the head offers no inducement for the establishment of a 
parent-teachers* association;
(3) desire by the head to protect the superordinate position 
he or she holds;
(4) the programme for parent-teachers* meeting is devoid of 
stimulus;
(5) the head detests a sharing of work with parents;
<6) the head believes that he alone lias the capabilities 
necessary for the running of the school;
(7) the head’s fear of the Lutheran Church losing its 
influence on the administration of the school;
(8) parents are only invited by the head to discuss extra­
curricular activities, not to talk about curricular work.
V *
(i) to (8) suggest . a defence against external forces; in this 
case, the external force is the parents. Becker suggests that 
’’Teachers and administrators find most 
satisfaction in their work 
when there is no interference by the 
layman. They erect such barriers of 
secrecy and mutual defense”
{BECKER, ed. HALSEY, FLOUD, ANDERSON,' 
p. 101).
It is interesting to note from an analysis of teachers* reasons for 
non-achievement of the fourteenth valuable, that it is not the 
teachers who erect barriers of defence, as Becker suggests, but it 
is the school head who does it to perpetuate his power in the 
school. This attitude of the headGmay be due, largely, to their 
attachment to colonial ideas, (already established) which, in turn, 
emanates from the origins of the educational system,
**••• established or dissenting, it was 
the churches who developed elementary 
education in Britain. In the Caribbean
colonies it was the same* It would 
seem therefore sufficiently true to 
say that the development of elementary 
education in Guyana was not merely a 
process similar to the course of events 
in Britain; indeed it was a part of the 
same movement . *.” (ANDERSON: p. 43)#
In effect, the school system originated from the ruling group, as
t
shown by Baron and Tropp, in their reference to Sir Fred Clarke,
”... the mass of the English people 
have never yet evolved genuine schools 
, of their own. Schools have always
been provided for them from above, in 
a form and with a content of studies 
that suited the ruling interest”
(BARON AND TROPP; in ed. HALSEY, FLDUD,
ANDERSON: p. 546).
In effect, the headmaster/headmistress represents the interests of 
the ruling group, and it can only continue to perform that function 
by perpetuating a colonial work situation. In a situation in which 
the school system originated from the top, those who would reflect 
national values would be the teachers, (BARON*AND TROPP: p. 546).
What is interesting to note, here, is that the school head does not, 
largely, reflect the values of co-operativism, but the values of 
the group which still persists in wanting to preserve a colonial 
framework. Also since the educational system is really an imported 
British model, and the head persists in perpetuating it, then it is 
not surprising that the head may be expressing the feeling 
associated with the model, which is being
”... convinced that he must be the
centre of that community and 
exercise his influence on every 
individual member of it”
(BARON: p. 185).
No wonder that the head resents parental interference in school 
administration. Another factor explaining why there is no parental 
participation is parents* perception of the tea-cher's role -
responsibility for the child of pupils during the school session;
\
reasons teachers suggest for this parental image of the teachers* 
role are (i) it is the teacher's duty to educate pupils; (ii) 
teachers are qualified to manage the pupils; (iii) teachers are 
paid to manage the pupils; (iv) parents are uneducated; (v) pupils 
presenting a financial burden on parents at home, so that a child 
attending a government secondary school is perceived by their 
parents as relieving the financial pressure, since attending such 
a school does not require high finan^ce^ The parents* perception 
of the teachers* role, namely, responsibility for the pupils 
during the school session, may suggest that parents would not 
place a high emphasis on parent-teachers* association; a 
contributory factor for the low stress on the latter is, as 
teachers suggest, that the programme at such meetings are 
professional, so that the parents experience alienation. Domestic 
commitments, that is, working at a gob, also, prevent parents from 
participating in the school administration. It is necessary to 
consider this factor when arranging parent-teachers* meetings; but 
this factor is of lesser importance compared to the 'preservation 
and defensive* role of the school head.
Political divisions within a community due to a changing of 
political allegiance, may also prevent parents from participating 
in the school administration; this is a powerful external factor
which could either promote an.acceptable relationship between the 
community and the school, or sever such a relationship; in this 
case, it has done the latter. In one particular school, the 
executive of the old parent-teachers* association, has switched 
political allegiance, while those who have remained faithful in 
their political allegiance, have refused to participate in the 
life of the school.
FIFTEENTH VALUABLE: THE SCHOOL HEAD MUST ALLOW TEACHERS TO USE
THEIR OWN TEACHING METHOD.
sTeachers* aspirations have no influence on the fifteenth valuable 
81 teachers feel that they have achieved it, while only 2 teachers 
feel that they have not acquired it. There is, therefore, no 
crisis in terms of achieving the valuable; the Guyanese' teachers 
seem to have an absolute independent choice in the election of a 
teaching method. One teacher who has not achieved it, attributed 
the non-achievement to insufficient teaching experience; the 
emphasis does seem to be on training, because those who have 
achieved it are all trained teachers (trained graduates and 
trained non-graduates). Those who are
imtrained tend not to place a high value on choosing their own 
teaching method without the intervention of the head, probably, 
because the directive supervisory style of the head stifles, any 
choice on the part of the untrained teacher;
> - - , ^ the untrained teachers may be experiencing a feeling of
self-denigration which is exploited by the school head; with only
2,076 trained qualified teachers out of a total of 5,749 in
primary schools (ANNUAL STATISTICAL ABSTRACT 1971), then there is
a large number of untrained teachersin primary schools, which
would pose the question of how long these untrained teachers would
bear self-denigration, and how the head's role may be adjusted to
*
meet the needs of the untrained teachers*
TABLE LIX : RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ASPIRATIONS AND COMMITMENT
SIXTEENTH VALUABLE: TEACHER-PARTICIPATION IN
CURRICULUM PLANNING
• PERCENTAGE
ASPIRATIONS COMMITMENT NON-OC5MM ITMENT
Upward-Oriented Aspirations 39*0 42*0
Downward-Oriented Aspirations 61.0 58.0
TOTAL 100.0 100.0
(N) (35) (42)
In Table LIX , 77 out of 136 teachers In the sample feel that 
teacher-participation in curriculum planning is of immense value, 
but only 35 teachers think that they have been given some' level of 
participation, while as many as 42 feel that they have not achieved 
it. The aspirational model has no influence on the achievement or 
non-achievement of the valuable, as there is only a 3 per'cent 
difference between those who have achieved the valuable and those 
who have not. According to some teachers, responsibility for
curriculum planning is centralised at the education ministry, 
while some feel that participation is dependent on high status; 
the former group feel that the officials of the education ministry 
perceive teachers as being incapable to discuss or participate in 
curriculum planning; some teachers do feel that teachers are 
incapable to participate because they have no training in this 
area; some teachers also pointed out that the Guyana Teachers* 
Association has never put forward such a proposal, probably, 
because teachers have accepted the centralisation of curriculum 
planning. Participation is also prevented in schools which work
with a fixed syllabus, such as those used for the G.C.B. *0* and
\
•A* level examinations.
As has been pointed out in Ch&pterl , the school system is 
based on a graduate status model, whereby the outdated and imported 
educational system is reinforced; In effect, the school system has 
to be, largely, examination-oriented; an examination-oriented 
system means that the curriculum will be, largely, prescribed, not 
by teachers, but by the ruling group, thus teachers can have no 
say in curriculum planning; this has been the pattern throughout 
the colonial era, with the effect that teachers know no alternative 
Guyana is no longer a colonial dependency; it is a co-operative 
republic, using a co-operative philosophy to transform its social 
structure; for this programme to be successful, every social, 
political, economic, and cultural institution will have to play 
its part, not least, education as a social institution. The 
philosophy of co-operativism will have to be inculcated into the 
school system and thus transforming the existing colonial framework 
into a co-operative one; the effect of such an inculcation would 
have consequence for all the areas of the school structure, but 
the one area to be dealt with now, is, curriculum planning.
The introduction of the co-operative philosophy into the 
school system, would mean, for -the curriculum process, a trans­
formation of teachers* role, in the sense of teachers actually 
participating in the curriculum planning process, especially as, it 
is the teachers who have to implement any change in the curriculum 
to suit the transformation of the social structure. Teacher- 
participation in curriculum planning would, certainly, be an 
improvement in the discretionary content of the teacher's role;
Fox perceives the discretionary content in a work situation as one 
"... which gives its.occupant the
opportunity to express his decisions,
\ • 
choices, preferences, Judgements.....
We shall assume that the occupants of
high-discretion roles perceive
themselves as the recipients of .high
trust #*••••** (FODC, op. cit«, pp. 63, 69)•
Therefore, an improvement in the discretionary content of the
teacher's role would be an improvement in the amount of trust
attributed to the teacher. In a society plagued by poor race-
relations, and teachers are no exceptions, this would be a great
step forward for the reconciliation of differences among teachers;
also, and more importantly, showing or attributing more trust to
teachers in their roles, would by improving race-relations among
them, create an incentive to facilitate the development task of
transforming the social structure, by playing their part within the
school system; for they would be participating in the process of
curriculum formation. If teachers are allowed to participate in
the curriculum planning process, then training in this area would
have to be considered; this would mean that the curriculum of the
teachers® training college will have to incorporate this in the
training programme.
TABLE LX , t RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ASPIRATIONS AND COMMITMENT
SEVENTEENTH VALUABLE: THE SCHOOL HEAD OUGHT TO
UNDERSTAND THE TEACHERS *
NEEDS AND DIFFICULTIES
PERCENTAGE
ASPIRATIONS COMMITMENT NON-COMMI TMENT
Inward-Oriented Aspirations 42.0 42.4
Downward-Oriented Aspirations 58.0 57.6
TOTAL 100.0 100.0
(N) (98) (25)
In Table LX , a large number, 98, of teachers in a sample of 
136 feel that the head understanding teachers* needs and 
difficulties, is of considerable importance and they have achieved 
it; while 25 teachers believe that it is also of immense value, 
but have not achieved it; in effect* 18.0 per cent (25) have not 
acquired the seventeenth valuable; why? The aspirational model 
does not explain it, since there is only .4 per cent difference 
between those who have achieved the valuable and those who have 
not, for both upward-oriented and downward-oriented aspirants.
The directive supervisory style of the school head would 
explain why some teachers do not feel that the head understands 
their needs and difficulties. Teachers perceive the directive 
supervisory style as embracing the following:
<i> the head's limited interaction with teachers, probably, 
because of fear of encountering the teachers•' views; or 
involvement in heavy administrative work;
(2) the school head prevents teachers from gaining access to 
administrative records and documents;
<3) lim ite d  number o f s ta f f  m eetings;
(4) strained relationship between the head and the teachers;
(5) the bead's attachment to colonial ideas;
(6) conflict of the teacheaSs ideas with those of the head;
(1), (2), (3) and (4) may be subsumed under the 'mechanistic*
dl&ension of the head*s directive supervisory style; (5) and (6) 
may be subsumed under the * hierarchy of authority* approach.
" -7r; ^  ■ V - % e  teachers who feel that the head*
understanding of their needs and difficulties is of a high value 
and have achieved it, are more likely to be rural, trained 
graduates, trained'non-graduates, married, optimistic, and Negroes
TABLE LXI s RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ASPIRATIONS AND COMMITMENT
EIGHTEENTH VALUABLE: TEACHERS OUGHT TO MAKE
THEMSELVES AVAILABLE TO VISIT 
THEIR PUPILS* HOMES
PERCENTAGE
ASPIRATIONS COMMITMENT NON-COMMITMENT
Upward-Oriented Aspirations 41.0 44.0
Downward-Oriented Aspirations 59.0 56.0
TOTAL 100.0 100.0
(N) (62) (38)
In Table LXI 9 100 teachers place a high value on a close 
liaison, involving teacher-visits, with pupils' homes; of this 
number, 62 do make visits to .their pupils' homes, while 38 
teachers do not. Since there is only a 3 per cent difference 
between those who have achieved the eighteenth valuable and those 
who have not, then the aspirational model has no influence on 
commitment and non-commitment. According to teachers, there are 3 
areas of concern for the explanation of why some teachers do not 
visit their pupils* homes; this explanation ought to throw light 
on the social processes which facilitate those teachers who visit
pupils* homes. The 3 areas of concern are: 
a )  location of the teacher*s residence outside the school 
district; this location becomes a crucial factor, now that 
co-operative values are introduced in the social structure, and 
which may suggest a close liaison between the community and the 
school; in such a case, it is imperative that the recruitment 
process considers the appointment of a potential recruit on the 
basis of what contribution, if any, can the recruit make in 
facilitating the consolidation of co-operativism, by being 
appointed to a particular school; such a consideration will place 
a limitation on making appointments wherever vacancies occur.
This type of appointment may entail keeping teachers in their home 
area; the emphasis on •contribution* in the recruitment process 
ought not to prove too difficult a job for Negro teachers who 
exhibit a movement into a similar position in their home area, 
contrasted with East Indian teachers who show a movement into a 
similar position in a better area (established earlier in this 
thesis); as shown earlier in the thesis, inter-school mobility is 
characteristic of urban teachers, while immobility is a feature of
rural teachers; this means that Negro teachers would pose less of
\
a problem than East Indian teachers, since the former are 
community-oriented, probably, because of a higher proportion of 
Negroes than East Indians living in the urban areas, with 49.00 
per cent for the former and 22.13 per cent for the latter in 1960 
(ROBERTS IN REPORT OF THE BRITISH GUIANA COMMISSION OF INQUIRY: 
p. 164). With an increase from 8.44 per cent in 1891 to 22.13 per 
cent in 1960, of East Indians who populate the urban areas (Ibid.) 
it may be reasonable to suggest that the movement of Bast Indians 
into a similar position in a better area, is really a movement to
a home area; so the East Indians and Negroes, both, may be 
community-oriented in the urban areas, and so incorporating the 
principle of the 'potential contribution of the teacher' in the 
reco:tiltment process, that is, when appointments are made, may not 
pose, after all, a difficult problem. The rural teachers are 
immobile which, following Jay's findings, may suggest that these 
teachers have strong regional affiliations; what follows from this 
is, that the teachers who present living outside the school 
district as a reason for not being able to visit pupils' homes, may 
not constitute the immobile category and, thus, may not have strong 
regional affiliations; it is this kind of situation that the 
recruitment process must seek to prevent from occurring; if a 
consideration was given in the recruitment process to what 
potential contribution a potential recruit can make not only.to the 
school, but to the community as well, then the teachers involved 
may have had strong regional affiliations, which facilitate strong 
school-community links.
(2) alternative high priority engagements: these involve the
following:
<*) additional teaching and administrative duties; duties can 
be perceived, according .to Aubert,
” ••• either as a demand or as a 
prohibition ...” (AUBERT: p. 22);
in this case, the extra teaching and administrative duties 
may be seen as demands which, Aubert suggests, means that 
the teacher concerned
”... is under an obligation ...”
(Ibid., p. 21).
Presumably, the demand that the teacher performa additional
te a ch in g  and a d m in is tra tiv e  ta s k s , o r ig in a te  from  th e  
school head; so th e  teach er concerned is  under an o b lig a tio n  
to  th e  head fo r  th e  perform ance o f h is  d u tie s . In  a  way, 
i t  is  reasonab le to  suggest th a t th e  school head p reven ts  
th e  teach er from  v is it in g  p u p ils ' homes.
( i i )  r o le  o b lig a tio n s  to  th e  fa m ily  -  dom estic commitments and 
p la y in g  th e  ro le s  o f w ife  and m other;
( i i i )  a tte n d in g  th e  U n iv e rs ity  o f Guyana and an in -s e rv ic e  course; 
th is  means th a t some teach ers  work fu l l- t im e  and study p a r t -  
tim e . ■
Three c o n s tra in ts  a re  p laced  on te a c h e r -v is its  to  p u p ils ' 
homes: th e  demands o f th e  school head, th e  demands o f  th e
fa m ily , and th e  demands o f ach ie v in g  upward s o c ia l m o b ility ;  
fo r  th e  la t t e r ,  teach ers  p la c e  a  h igh  emphasis on pu rsu ing  
fu r th e r  education  which may suggest th a t th ey  p e rc e iv e  
education  as
”... a symbol o f social position and 
a means by which higher position may 
be achieved ...” (BECKER, in ed.
HALSBY, FLOUD, ANDERSON, p . 9 3 ) .
(3 ) com m unity-oriented c o n s tra in ts s  th ese  in v o lv e  th e  fo llo w in g :
( i )  fe a r  o f th e  community, due to  a  breakdown o f d is c ip lin e  
o u ts id e  the school;
( i i )  in tru s io n  o f p a re n ts ' p riv a c y  is  p e rc e iv ed  as a  consequence 
o f teach ers* v is i t s ;  th is  is  a p p lic a b le  to  p aren ts  re s id in g  
in  Georgetown.
TABLE LXII : RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ASPIRATIONS AND COMMITMENT
NINETEENTH VALUABLE: SPECIAL T i m  SHOULD BE SET
ASIDE FOR GUIDANCE AND 
COUNSELLING
PERCENTAGE
ASPIRATIONS COMMITMENT NON-COMMITMENT
Upward-Oriented Aspirations 41.4 45.0
Downward-Oriented Aspirations 58.6 55.0
TOTAL 100.0 100.0
(N) (86) (29)
In Table tXIi, 115 out of 136 teachers in the sample feel that 
the setting aside of special time for guidance and counselling, is 
of immense value, and a large number, 86, feel that it is achieved; 
while only 29 think the opposite. Since there is only a difference 
of 3.6 per cent between those who have achieved it and those who 
have not, then there is no influence of teachers* aspirations oh 
typecof commitment. Teachers* reasons for perceiving that special 
time is not set aside for guidance and counselling, indicate 
a )  the increase in the size of the curriculum; the new-subjects 
are co-operatives, traffic education, and, agriculture; this increase 
in the number of subjects in the curriculum, has increased the 
teaching load substantially, and, also, leaving no time for guidance 
and counselling;
(2) emphasis is given only to the 3 R*s and academic subjects; this 
is not surprising, since It has already been established in this 
chapter that the school system is operationalised within a colonial 
framework, and, so the continuing emphasis on examinations and the 
graduate status model; the educational authorities can do what they 
like with the curriculum; they can introduce as many-new subjects 
as they desire, for they would have-no carry-over effect to the
transformation process because the new subjects in the curriculum 
are still operationalised within a colonial organisational structure 
it is the latter that has to be rooted out, first, from the 
schools;
(3) the directive supervisory style of the school head is, again, 
seen at work: permission is required from the head before some
teachers can give advice to pupils; teachers, on the whole, may be 
deterred from even providing their own'time if permission has to be 
sought, first, from the head; the latter, according to some 
teachers, may feel that providing special time for guidance and 
counselling is not needed, probably, because of their favourable
v
attitude toward the increasing emphasis on the 3 R fs, and academic 
subjects in the curriculum;
(4) lack of provision for guidance and counselling may, also, be 
due to a lack of trained personnel;
(5) a community which is hostile to some teachers, detersteachers 
from discussing pupils* personal problems; the community may be 
able to be hostile to the teachers concerned, probably, because the 
head fails to defend the teacher in front of the parents; for the 
head
is expected to "back the teacher 
up” - support her authority « in all 
cases of parental ”interference””
- (BECKER: p. 157),
Failure to do this, means accepting
’**••• the parents into the power 
structure of the school” .
4
(BECKER, in ed« HALSEY, FLOUD,
ANDERSON, p. 101)*
It is argued in this chapter that parents ought to participate in
the government of the school, probably, through a parent-teachers * 
body, and not through exploiting a failure m  the head's role. 
Following teachers* reasons for not advising pupils on their 
personal problems, the consequences of the failure of the head to 
defend a teacher, may be as follows: (1) loss of respect from
pupils; (ii) teachers maintaining a social distance from pupils;
(iii) feeling of uncertainty by the teacher as to what parents*
i
reaction will be;
(6) mixed classes prevent the discussion of pupils* personal 
problems by teachers; so that some teachers pointed out that male 
teachers are expected to provide advice to male pupils, while 
female teachers are expected to give advice to female pupils; it 
is also pointed out that pupils may feel shy to talk about their 
personal problems to male teachers because they perceive the latter 
as a *father* figure in the school.
The presence of a counselling teacher in a school means not 
only that the ordinary teachers will be freed from their role of 
helping pupils with their personal problems, but, also, the role of 
counselling will have become a formal role; this may involve it 
being part of the curriculum and also part of the time-table; the 
' formalised aspect of counselling may be unsuitable for the 
discussion and the solution of personal problems, for this setting 
may represent an unfamiliar one, one in which pupils may feel 
uneasy, and it seems that the discussion of such personal problems 
. is best' left to the classroom teacher.
TWENTIETH VALUABLES UNIFORM COURSE AT THE TEACHERS* TRAINING COLLEGE
Since only 1 teacher felt that the valuable has been achieved, it 
would be misleading to accept any relationship between aspirations 
and the twentieth valuable. Teachers* perceptions of why there 
is no uniformity in the course provided at the teachers* training 
college will now be discussed.
(1) The first factor that teachers put forward as working
' '
against a uniform curriculum is the emphasis on specialisation, 
probably because (i) the education officials feel there is 
need for specialist teachers; (ii) the education officials 
feel that appointments can be made quicker; (iii) the 
organisers feel that it produces better results; (iv) the 
primary school curriculum is increased in size; (v) different 
teaching methods are required for different divisions of the 
school• <
(2) Confusion of goals at the training college; James M. McLean 
describes such a situation as
**..• a role identity problem. I 
could not determine whether the 
college saw its primary function 
as part of higher education, leading 
students to academic distinction,
or as a staff training centre, 
supplying skilled workers for 
the education industry. This 
ambiguity was reflected in the 
organisational structures, the 
functions of tutors, and both 
the content and method of college 
courses” (McLEAN: EDUCATION
GUARDIAN, TUESDAY, - MAY 6, 1975).
McLean argued that this role identity problem of the college is 
part and parcel of the lecturers*
” ... unshakeabie belief in the _
impossibility of training teachers 
at all” (Ibid.).
The confusion of goals is intensified, for it i s ’suggested that the
college
training/is still experimenting with various types of course, thus 
the role identity problem will also be intensified! this identity 
problem may be reduced when the experimentation with courses rcaclP 
a successful stagef this is not surprising since the society is in 
a transitional state, with the co-operative principle being used 
as the philosophy for tlie transformation process? in effect, the 
society has moved from a colonial dependency, to an independent 
state, and then on to a republican status;
(3) providing teachers with a choice of courses at the training 
college;
(4) lack of ability of trainee teachers to teach in both primary 
and secondary departments; this may have been. Judged on the basis
■ 1 4
of the current differentiated training oourse.
The idea of having a uniform training course 5.s that #one
qualification* would only bo required for anyone desiring to become 
a trained teacher in any school - primary and secondary; in effect, 
this proposed reorganisation may
” ... upgrade teachers in the primary 
and less academically orientated secondary 
schools by putting them on an equal level 
with their hitherto privileged grammar 
school counterparts” (KLG3S: THE TIMES
HIGHER EDUCATION SUPPLEMENT, 24th JANUARY 
1975, p. 11).
The unification of the training course curriculum can be achieved 
” ... \>y practical professional training
4 "
and more academic instruction into one 
integrated ”one phase” programme..
(Ibid.).
Such a unification will have more merit than a training course based 
on specialisation: no need for^specialist teachers - teachers can
teach in any school; there will be greater fluidity of appointments 
based on a greater choice, to the type of school or even division 
for which a teacher is trained.
TABLE LXiii: RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ASPIRATIONS AND COMMITMENT
TWENTY-FIRST VALUABLE: A TEACHER MUST SPEND FIRST
YEAR IN TEACHING AS AN INTERN
PERCENTAGE
ASPIRATIONS COMMITMENT NON-CO^ ITMENT
Upward-Oriented Aspirations 42.0 32.0
Downward-Oriented Aspirations 58.0 68.0
TOTAL 100.0 100.0
(N) (48) (27) •
Q a 0.21
In Table LXiii ,the 42 per cent who were interns, while 32 
per cent who were not have high aspirations; the 50 per cent who 
were interns, while 60 per cent who tend to have low aspirations 
were not; these findings do suggest a low positive relationship 
between aspirations and commitment.
This relationship may be explained by the number of trained 
and untrained teachers who have not achieved the twenty-first 
valuable; of the 27 teachers who have not achieved it, 19 are 
trained, while only 8 are untrained; this result may suggest that 
teachers with upward-oriented aspirations who had achieved the 
status of an intern at the beginning of their teaching career, are 
most likely to be those who are untrained, while those with 
downward-oriented aspirations who did not achieve the status of an 
intern, are most likely to be trained. Becker argues that those 
who decide to take up teaching as a career may be those with low 
aspirations, and this argument would fit/ the trained teachers 
with downward-oriented aspirations.
"Starting as a teacher, where can one 
go, and are these prospects attractive 
enough to those who might enter the
profession?   From these, it
appears that teachers are drawn largely 
from the ranks of those of limited 
ambition, who prefer the relative 
security of the school teacher9s 
restricted occupational horizon to the 
risks of occupations which allow for 
more movement up and down1* (BECKER? p. 98).
But.there is a danger, there, namely, to apply this description to 
all downward-oriented aspirants or who appear to show downward-
oriented aspirations, for as pointed out in Chapter I ’, the 
aspirational model 'is less-, emphasised,/. - c‘>, as far as Negro 
teachers are concerned; for they gave no upward-oriented responses
and it would be misleading to interpret their aspirational position
%
as downward-orlented since their behaviour can only be explained by 
the meaning-systems of the society*
The reasons teachers give for not being an intern are as 
follows: (1) shortage of teachers; (2). shortage of trained and
experienced teachers; in spite of this overall shortage, yet 
internship was provided for teachers with upward career 
orientations; (3) qualifications emphasised on a greater scale than 
experience; and, (4) Joining the staff as a specialist teacher 
iexftiapts teachers from working under an experienced teacher in the 
first year*
A uniform course at the training college \sould produce one 
type of teacher, •general types9 which would destroy the distinction 
between the trained teachers who did not achieve the status of 
intern at the initial stage, and the untrained teachers who have 
achieved such a status, with the former perceived as having a high 
status, while the latter being seen as having a low status; for
«
trained or untrained, all teachers would be subject to internship*
TABLE LXIV l RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ASPIRATIONS AND COMMITMENT
TWENTY-SECOND VALUABLE: PROMOTION SHOULD BE BASED
ON DUTIES PERFORMED BY 
TEACHERS
PERCENTAGE
ASPIRATIONS COMMITMENT NON-COMMITMENT
Upward-Oriented Aspirations 43*0 45*0
Downward-Oriented Aspirations 57*0 55*0
TOTAL 100.0 100.0
(N) (22) (40)
*** tauxe i^xv, since xnere is oniy a z per cent difference 
between those who have achieved the twenty-second valuable 
and those who have not, then there is no relationship between 
types of aspiration and types of commitment. 62 teachers feel 
that promotion based on duties performed by teachers, is of 
immense value, but only 22 have actually achieved promotion 
based on this criterion, while as many as 40 have not. The
reasons advanced by the latter group for not achieving promotion
\
based on duties performed by teachers, are as follows: they 
claimed that the current promotion system is based on the following 
criteria:
. a )  seniority and service;
(2) qualifications (mostly in secondary schools);
(3) training and 5 years experience following training;
(4) political affiliation, that is, teachers have to keep in 
line or conform to governments policies;
(5) sponsorship by the school head;
(6) age;
(7) church affiliation, that is, teachers,' in order to gain 
promotion, have to be a member of the church; this criterion 
applies to a school whereby promotion is decided by a 
church body.
In the next section, it is intended to introduce the items 
considered by the teachers to be of major importance; these items 
would bB grouped under *interested9 which would have 3 dimensions; 
<a ) those items considered to be of immense value and 
have been achieved;
<B) those itora3 considered to be of a high value, but have not 
been achieved;
(C) those items which are of great importance, but which have been 
achieved only by some of the teachers.
The first group contains items which facilitate teachers to 
be committed to teaching; the second group consists of items which 
would facilitate commitment to teaching, if they are introduced 
into the school structure; the third group comprises of items 
which are hot fully incorporated into the school system. In 
effect, the first group suggests items which are part and parcel 
of the school system, and this study suggests that it is desirable 
to maintain themj the second group produces items which are not 
part of the school structure, and this research suggests that it 
is desirable to incorporate these items into the school structure; 
the third group consists of items which are only partially 
incorporated into the school system and it is desirable for them 
to be fully introduced.
The items in the first group are as follows:
(A) The first group:
(1) opportunity to utilise current teaching 
abilities or knowledge;
(2) opportunity for originality and creativity;
(3) opportunity to acquire new abilities or 
knowledge;
(4) knowledge of salary and promotional 
prospects at the time of entry into 
teaching;
(5) free choice in the selection of schools in 
which to work;
(6) opportunity to learn how the school is 
administered;
(7) pupil-teacher evaluation of teachers1 
performance;
(0) the school head*s recognition of teacher*s 
ability and what teacher is able to do;
(9) teachers must be happy with how the school 
is governed;
(10) opportunity to hold extra classes when low 
standards prevail in the form;
(11) opportunity to express concern at bad 
teaching;
<12) there must be parental participation in 
the running of the school;
(13) the teacher’s selection of teaching 
methods, independent of the headmaster;
(14) the school head must understand the 
teacher*s needs and difficulties;
(15) teachers should visit pupils* homes;
(16) special time should be set aside for 
guidance and counselling;
(17) a teacher must start teaching as a 
teaching intern.
The second group:
< D  teachers must be given a personal 
allowance every month;
(2) inter-school teacher-visiting must be 
seen as normal curriculum activity;
(3) teachers must participate in curriculum 
planning;
(4) there should be a uniform training 
course at the teachers* training college;
(5) promotion should be based on teacher- 
duties.
The third group:
a )  knowledge of salary and promotional 
prospects at the time of entry into 
teaching;
(2) free choice in the selection of 
schools in which to work;
(3 ) teachers must be happy with how the 
school is governed;
(4) there must be parental participation 
in.tfy? running of the school;
(5) teachers should visit pupils* homes•
The areas that hinder commitment to teaching, that is,
those item or items which are of immense value, but have not
\
been achieved by teachers, are as follows:
(1) knowledge of salary and promotional prospects at time of 
entry into teaching; the mechanism involved is the 
recruitment process; -
(2) the provision of a teachers* allowance: government initiative 
is required in terras of a high vote for education;
preference for a free choice in the selection of a school 
in which potential recruits would like to teach; the 
mechanism involved is the recruitment process; 
teachers ought to be happy with the running of the school: 
the mechanisms involved are: (i) the school head’s
directive supervisory style which is concerned, here, with, 
the breakdown of the reciprocal relationship between the 
head and teachers, and which is caused by the school head;
(ii) the head’s major priority of pursuing policies which 
find favour with the education ministry; (iii) poverty of 
colleague relationship; (iv) church-affiliation as a pre­
requisite for participation in decision-making in church 
schools;
inter-school teacher-visiting. should be perceived as normal 
curriculum activity: the mechanisms involved, here, are
. (i) .whether the authorities and the heads* perception of 
what constitutes teaching and their emphasis on a 
prescribed curriculum content,*can be less explained by 
the examination system; in effect, the roles of the school 
head and the education ministry officials require 
transformation from their more colonially-rooted outlook;
(ii) the conciliatory role of the head with regard to 
reducing, or, eliminating inter-school rivalry;
chance to express concern at bad teaching: the mechanisms
involved are (i) control cf the head over the opportunity 
structure which provides avenues for voicing concern at 
bad teaching; (ii) feeling of colleagueship among teachers;
(iii) the pre-occupation with classroom teaching; (iv) the 
•know-it-all* feeling of graduates;
(7) parental participation in the running of the school: the
no n-
instruments of relevance are, (1) the/erection of barriers 
of defence by the school head against parental participa­
tion;
(ii) parents• perception of the teacher#s role, namely, 
responsibility for the pupils during the school session;
(iii) domestic commitments of parents;
(iv) political divisions within a community due to a 
switching of political allegiance*
(8) teacher-participation in curriculum planning: the 
centralisation of curriculum planning and high status as a 
pre-requisite may have to be da-emphasised;
(9) teachers ought to make themselves available to visit their 
pupils1 homes: the areas of concern are (i) location of
the teacher*s residence outside the school district - this 
involves consideration of the recruitment process;
(ii) teachers involved in alternative high priority 
engagements;
(iii) community-oriented constraints;
(10) special time should be set aside for guidance and
counselling: the areas that will need re-organisation are
(i) the increase in the size of the curriculum;
(ii) emphasis on the 3 R*s;
(iii) permission required from school head before teachers 
can perform this activity;
(iv) lack of trained personnel in guidance and counselling;
(v) a hostile community may deter teachers from helping 
pupils with personal problems;
(vi) mixed classes, that is, of both sexes, prevent 
discussion of personal problems;
(Tl) a uniform course at the teachers* training college is 
desirable: areas that may require reform are
(!) the emphasis on specialisation;
(ii) confusion of goals at the training college;
(iii) the present arrangement at the training college 
provides teachers with a limited choice of courses;
(iv) lack of trainee teachers* ability to teach in both 
primary and secondary departments;
(12) a teacher must spend the first year in teaching as an 
intern; the teachers who were not interns are likely to be 
trained teachers, as opposed to the untrained teachers who
s . *
have achieved the intern status; the implication seems to 
be that those who have achieved an intern status are 
perceived as having a lower status than those who have not; 
so the area of concern is the distinction between the 
teachers who are interns and those who are not;
(13) promotion should be based oh duties performed by teachers; 
the area of concern is that of the current promotion 
system which is strongly regulated by particularistic 
criteria (see the analysis in the chapter).
As pointed out, these items are valuables to the teachers who 
have not achieved them, and it is this non-achievement which makes 
commitment to teaching difficult; what would be interesting to 
learn is what social factors facilitate non-achievement of these 
valuables? In effect, what stage In the teachers* career is 
commitment made /jcfficult? In 7 out of these 13 *crisis* valuables, 
or valuables that have not been achieved, the school head*s 
relationship with the teachers is a crucial in^eding factor,, so it 
is reasonable to suggest that as far as commitment to teaching is 
concerned, the major *crisis* ctago for teachers is the relationship
of the school head with teachers and following Etzioni, this 
crisis stage could be interpreted as a situation whereby, heads 
are wielding coercive power, and if there is a congruent compliance 
structure, then this type of power would yield alienative involve­
ment of teachers; on the other hand if there is an incongruent 
compliance structure, then coercive power will be wasted since 
it will produce calculative or moral involvement.' In 3 of the 
6 remaining ’crisis* valuables, the recruitment process has been 
the impeding factor, while for the final 3 ‘crisis* valuables, two 
distinctive retarding factors are involved: (i) the centralised
curriculum planning process, for schools and the teachers* training
\ *
college; and (ii) non-provision of a teacher’s allowance; in fact, 
the recruitment process, the curriculum planning process, and the 
responsibility for providing an allowance, are all under the 
centralised function of the education ministry, so what teachers 
really desire is a de-centralisation of these responsibilities.
In summing up, the major ^crisis* stage for teachers with regard to 
commitment to teaching, is, the school head’s relationship with 
teachers; the other ’crisis* stage is the centralised relationship 
between the education ministry and teachers.
The hypothesis that the higher the level of aspirations, the 
higher the level of commitment is rejected because the aspirational 
model is more likely to be held by the subordinate class, while 
the provision/non-provision of teacher valuables (which are used 
to establish the level of commitment) in the school system is 
the responsibility of the dominant class; how, then, can the 
aspirational model influence commitment to teaching? This finding 
is consistent with the literature which indicates that ’aspiration* 
is not a major influencing variable. The crisis stages with regard 
to commitment to teaching are (1) the school head’s relationship 
with teachers; and (2) the centralised relationship between the 
education ministry and teachers* How can these two crisis stages
would suggest a transformation of the centralised school system 
into a co-operative school system; Reeves in ”The Role of the Principal” 
spoke of a central co-ordinated structure which could be a model, 
initially, for the introduction of co-operative principles; in the 
same article, Reeves described this structure as follows:
"Within this structure which recognises 
provincial regulation and district policy, 
the principal, in conjunction with his 
staff, develops the educational program 
of his school. Each member of the ’
educational team, superintendent, inspector, 
principal, special supervisor, and teacher 
functions within a framewprk that is 
clearly understood and appreciated. For 
only in this way can the teacher be properly 
assisted in the intelligent conduct of his 
work” (REEVES: P.36).
This central co-ordinated structure represents a situation Whereby 
the individual teachers, the individual school, the central body 
and the community work together. The gradual introduction of 
co-operative principles, using the central co-ordinated structure 
as a model, should consitute a radical transformation of the 
school systen in a way that ought to remove the two crisis stages 
in a teacher*s career; the r.emoval of the latter would enable 
teachers to make a contribution to the general transformation 
programme because they would, then, achieve their valuables.
But this model is incomplete, for it is devoid of the 
concepts of *congruent and incongruent compliance structures#, 
although all the appropriate people or group may work together, 
it does not follow that the two crisis stages of teachers will
be removed, and thus allow teachers to make an effective
contribution to the transformation programme* The working of
these groups in close unison will produce different results in
a congruent and incongruent compliance structure, as used by
Btzioni, In a central co-ordinated structure which is congruent,
if the power wielded by the group over the teachers (teachers
will be the subordinate group among groups as the community,
the school head, and the central body because they will have
to carry out directives) is coercive, then the teachers*
involvement will be alienative; if the power exercised is
remunerative, the involvement will be calculative; and if the
power displayed is normative, the involvement will be moral*
In a central co-ordinated structure which is incongruent, the
kinds of power wielded and the types of involvement produced
will be as follows:-
coercive power calculative, and moral involvement
remunerative power- Alienative, and moral involvement
normative power alienative and calculative involvement.
According to Etzioni, in incongruent compliance structures, the ,
power wielded is either wasted or is ineffective*
So if a central co-ordinated structure is to be introduced,
then two objectives must be established in accordance with
Etzioni * s ideas:-
(&) aim for a congruent compliance structure; and
(ii) try to find the optimum cofabination, that is,
the most feasible type of power to produce the
most feasible type of involvement among teachers*
--X) CHAPTER IV.-:
INNOVATIVENESS
Innovativeness occupies a central place in any programme aimed 
at transformation, for the successful implementation of any such 
programme requires innovative people. In Guyana, the transforma­
tion of the social structure by means of the philosophy of 
co-operativism, constitutes a transformation programme which needs 
people who are able to adopt the co-operative values which would 
replace the old colonial values. Since this research investigation 
is concerned, mainly, with the educational system, innovativeness 
will be discussed with reference to teachers in Guyana* It is 
intended to find out how innovative the teachers are, and this is 
secured by placing teachers in 5 categories - innovators, early 
adopters, early majority, late majority, and, laggards. The 
following interpretations are given for each of the 5 categories: 
a )  innovators: those who would ado.pt a new idea immediately;
(2) early adopters: those who would adopt a new idea very early;
(3) early majority: those who would adopt a new idea early;
(4) late majority: those who would adopt a new idea late;
(5) laggards: those who would not be keen to adopt a new Idea.
i s
The innovative potential of the teacher/ reduced in a movement 
downward, that is, from (1) to (5), while a movement upward, that 
is, from (5) to (1), increases the innovative potential of the 
teacher.
TABLE LXV * INNOVATIVENESS OF TEACHERS
LEVELS OP INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE OF TEACHERS
Innovators 
Early Adopters 
Early Majority 
Late Majority 
Laggards
54.0
22.0 
16.0
3.0
5.0
Total 100.0
(N) (136)
In Table LXV 54 per cent of the teachers in the sample 
show a desire to adopt a new idea or .value immediately; but as 
large a proportion as 24 per cent suggest that they would take a 
long time before they adopt £fae new values; the explanation is due 
to a .small proportion, 22 per cent, of early adopters; for
and information about the innovation.
The early adopter is considered by many as 
ttthe man to check with1* before using a new 
idea” (RCXJERS AND SHOEMAKER: p. 184).
The role of the early adopters is seen as a source of advice 
and information about the new values or new ideas for those who 
are likely to adopt them; thus, the small proportion of early 
adopters may mean a limited provision of advice and information on 
the co-operative values. But why is there such a small proportion 
of early adopters? The explanation may be due to the prevalence of 
traditional norms in the school system which .are deterministic 
for teachers* behaviours; this is well illuminated by Rogers and 
Shoemaker,
”This adopter category, more than
any other, has the greatest degree
of opinion leadership in most
social systems. Potential adopters
look to early adoptors for advice
"Opinion leadership is earned and 
maintained by the individual*s 
technical competence, social 
accessibility, and conformity to 
the system*s norms. Several 
researches indicate that when the 
social system is modern, the '
opinion leaders are quite 
innovative; but when the norms are 
traditional, the leaders also 
- reflect this norm in their
' ; .. behaviour ... These influential
persons can lead in the promotion 
' of new ideas, or they can head an
active opposition" (ROGERS AND 
SHOEMAKERS P.35).
The persistence of traditional.norms in the school system 
and thus, the reduction of the proportion of early adopters may 
be, partly, due to the head*s attachment to colonial ideas, 
resulting in the operation of the school system within a colonial 
framework.
The Tables generated in the remainder of the chapter are 
located in Appendix V.
The overall analysis indicates that (1) rural teachers 
suggested that they would implement 12 of the 17 innovative 
items, immediately, compared with urban teachers who indicated 
that they would do so for only 2 items; (2) the 36-46 and 47-57 
age groups of teachers would implement 14 of the 17 innovative 
items immediately compared with the proposed
immediate implementation of 9 by the under 25, 11 by the 25-35, 
and 10 by the over 57 age groups;
(3) the trained non-graduates suggested that they would adopt 16 of 
the 17 innovative items, immediately, while the trained graduates 
would adopt only 5 items, immediately, and in this period of time, 
the untrained graduates would adopt 4 items and the untrained non­
graduates would adopt 9 items.
(4) married teachers show a desire to implement as many as 15 
innovative items, immediately* while single teachers have no desire 
to adopt any of the innovative items, immediately;
(5) male teachers indicated that they would adopt 10 innovative 
items, immediately, compared to only 1 by female teachers;
(6) teachers who feel optimistic would implement 4 items, 
immediately,, compared to the non-optiraistic teacher's who would 
inclement 6 items, right away; therefore, the feeling of optimism/ 
non-optimism has no influence on those teachers who would be 
classified as innovators;
(7) teachers who feel secure indicated that they would implement 8 . 
items, straight away, as opposed to those who feel insecure who 
would not adopt any item, immediately; the feeling of security/ 
insecurity wields no influence on teachers who would carry out 
curriculum changes, immediately;
(8) East Indian teachers suggested that they would implement 13 items 
immediately, while the Negro teachers indicated that they would adopt 
14 items, right away; this finding suggests that both East Indian 
and Negro teachers would be highly enthusiastic about the implementa­
tion of the proposed curriculum changes, as set out in the 
questionnaire; the only ethnic threat would come .f rom the Mixed 
teachers who indicated that they would adopt only 1 item, immediately
(a) would facilitate the implementation of curriculum changes 
immediatelys - *
(i) rural;
(ii) the 36-46 and the 47-57 age groups;
(iii) the trained non-graduates;
(iv) married.
The following types of teacher (B) would constitute a threat to the
immediate implementation of curriculum changes:
(i) urban;
(ii) graduates (trained and untrained);
(iii) single;
(iv) female;
(V) insecure;
(vi) mixed.
Following Etzioni, no teacher would want to effect any curriculum
change without paving, at best, a moral involvement, and, at 
worst, a calculative involvement; these rural teachers would
immediately effect any curriculum change in Guyana, probably,
because of their awareness of the strategic location of their
residential' environment, with regard to the social transformation
programme, namely, the use of agriculture in the transformation
process; or as Faye Wilson puts it,
**• • • the Government has identified agriculture
: as the base for economic take-off11 (WILSON: P.36). *
With agriculture identified as the base, not only will a
greater part of the agricultural self-help or co-opferative activities
be located in the rural areas, but the school curriculum will have
to recognise and incorporate its strategic role. In these
circumstances, it is, therefore,* not surprising that rural teachers
would be very enthusiastic about the curriculum transformation.
Another explanation for teachers* proposed intention to carry out
outticujium cnanges, immediately, could be due to the socially 
integrated relationship of the teachers in A, as Coleman, Menzel, 
and Katz would have it| to explain socially integrated relation­
ship, it is necessary to refer to the latter three writers, who 
did a study of how a new drug diffused among doctors,
' ; ^Doctors who maintained a variety
of contacts with a large number 
of colleagues, the socially 
; 1 integrated doctors, typically
introduced the new drug into their 
practices months before their 
v relatively isolated colleagues*
The degree of a doctor*s integra­
tion was measured by the number of 
; his colleagues who named him
as an advisor, frequent discussion 
partner, or frequently visited 
friend" (COLEMAN, MENZEL, KATZ:
V , : ' • p. 454). ' ' • - ‘
It is likely that teachers in the A group would have frequent 
contacts, especially, as the 47-57 age group represent a very senior 
group and the 36-46 group constituting those who have spent a long 
time in teaching (104 out of 136 teachers in the sample were early 
entrants), and may be on the verge of promotion or have achieved it)
in effect, the 36-46 age group would be the group closest to the
47-57 group, in age, seniority, and length of teaching service, and 
these three variables should encourage frequent contacts between 
the two groups* The reference to Coleman, Menzel and Katz should 
throw light on the proposed behaviour of teachers in -the B group,
in so far as these teachers are relatively isolated from the other 
teachers; also, the urban teachers would feel less inclined than 
their rural counterparts to implement curriculum changes, immediately 
probably, because they are aware of the non-strategic location of 
their residential environment, since agriculture is used as an 
economic base for social transformation; a further explanation 
which may throw light on the rurai and urban teachers* discrepancy 
in their innovative behaviour, is what Nunes and Kerr found, namely, 
that the rural sector desires a societal-based curriculum, and the 
urban sector desires a subject-based curriculum.
This distinctiveness in innovative behaviour in the urban and 
rural areas, may provide essential information on the community 
Structure of the two areas* Raphael in attempting to explain 
differences in the acceptance of psychiatric aid, utilised four 
types of communities as a conceptual framework; two of these four 
types of communities seem to explain the differences in innovative­
ness of the urban and rural teachers. Teachers in the rural areas 
may implement the curriculum changes immediately, probably, because . 
these areas may have a loose structure and a compatible culture; 
the loose structure and compatible culture characterise areas 
which have high levels of migration and high levels of educational 
attainments; it is in these areas, Raphael found, that people 
accept psychiatric aid in greater numbers. Teachers in the ^ b ^  
areas may not implement curriculum changes immediately, probably, 
because these areas have a loose structure and an incompatible 
culture; the loose structure and incompatible culture, according to 
Raphael, are characterised by high levels of migration and low 
levels of educational attainments. In these two community 
structures, the essential factor that wields an influence on 
innovativeness is the level of educational attainments, for the
level of migration is the same in both community structures;
on balance then, the higher the level of educational achievements,
the higher the level of innovativeness. Therefore, what has to be
aimed at in the school system would represent two goals as far as
innovativeness is concerned:
<*) the recruitment of teachers with high educational 
attainments; <
(2) provision of resources for teachers to be trained 
at a high level in relation to the needs of the 
* : social transformation process.
Next, the opposition to innovation will be discussed.
Following Etzioni, the high level of involvement required of
teachers to implement innovative programmes cannot be secured,
4 - 
as in the case of these teachers who are faced with responding
to the exercise of the school head’s coercive poiver. Etzioni
would argue that in a congruent structure, the power wielded
by the head should, at best, be normative, and at worst, be
remunerative; such types of power are bound to increase the
level of involvement of teachers, and thus innovativeness.
Or as M.D. Shipman would have it,
"The practical implication of overcoming
'resistance to change is that innovation
must not be presented on a plate to schools.
The successful organization of planned
curriculum change may depend more on mobilising
teachers into planning and implementation than
on getting schools to accept packaged materials11
(SHIPMAN: P.190).
To make teachers part of the decision-making process in the school 
system would mean putting an end to the centralisation process, 
while a decentralised process would contribute to the successful 
implementation of an innovation; again, this writer-wi11 refer to
Shipman who said that,
"Centralised projects may not be able to 
influence or even detect the actual 
extent of innovation. The strength of 
the Keele project was its local nature 
and the appointment of local co-ordinators 
to link project and schools" (Ibid., P.190).
However, although a decentralised school system may be an 
improvement on the current centralised system, it would still 
be inadequate against a background of the co-operative philosophy. 
What must be aimed at, initially, is a centrally co-ordinated 
school system with a congruent compliance structure where the 
teachers, the school, and the community can work in a 
co-operative setting.
comiaunalisra: the East Indian teachers show a movement into a
similar position in a better area, while the Negro teachers 
exhibit a movement into a similar position in their home area.
These movements are indicative of communal orientations; for as 
Landis found, East Indians exhibit superordinate racial orientations, 
while the Negroes show defensive racial orientations; in this contest, 
East Indian teachers perceive the movement into a better area as a 
means of improving their, status, and so maintain their super­
ordinate racial posture towards the Negroes; the- latter perceive 
the movement into their home area as a means of defence against 
the East Indians. These communal orientations can be reduced or
even eliminated by a policy whereby, teachers teach in Idieir home
3-1 e a
area, that is, appointment of a recruit to his or her home/must 
constitute a structural part of the recruitment process; as 
already pointed out, this kind of recruitment is in keeping in 
line with the implications of co-operativism, that is, liaison
4
between the school and the community. This recruitment policy
will end the conscious efforts made .by the two major teacher
groups to display superordinate and defensive racial orientations
towards each other. However, it may be argued that such a policy
would create parochialism, and, probably, sectionalism; but this
thesis shows that teachers place a high value on inter-school
teacher-visiting; it is felt that teacher-visiting must become
part of the curriculum; if this happens, then there would not
only be liaison between a school and its community, but liaison
between schools and their communities; a-nd such a liaison may
break down the barriers of sectionalism and parochialism. The
view expressed by Landis, must be interpreted with caution, for
it can only be applied to a context in which there is a non-
Negro-dominated Government which is not the case in Guyana.
Negroes have no reason to be defensive, they are the dominant
group (see conclusion at the end of Chapter II). Speaking in
the vein of Etzioni, it may be useful to add that in a state'of
communalism, there could be excessi e or abusive exercise of
power by the superordinate person to the subordinate person, 
the
thus sustaining^subordinate status of the subordinate group.
(3) Striking a balance between the growth of occupations and 
acquiring a committed teaching force: early teacher entrants are 
more characteristic of:teachers in the rural than the urban.areas.
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS 
■ ■ PART I
In this final section, it is intended to point to the problems 
likely to be encountered in the course of the transformation of the 
social structure. The problems which may be presented by the school 
system, and recommendations are as follows:
i
(1) The perception of East Indian and Mixed teachers as 
constituting the subordinate class; in effect, they see their 
value systems as being subordinate to the values of the ruling group. 
As pointed out in the thesis, a subordinate group relates to an 
aspirational model in order to reduce and even eliminate their 
subordinate status. But status cannot be achieved by effort alone;
' the initiative for* transforming the minority status of a group will 
have to come from'the dominant group. The problem in the-school 
system, therefore, is that while the dominant group will be 
oriented towards the full implementation of co-operative principles, 
the subordinate group may be more Involved in attempts to achieve a 
higher status; these two groups of teachers’ orientations are, 
therefore, in disharmony as far as the transformation is concerned. 
This writer feels that co-operativism cannot succeed without the 
full support of all the groups'in society, and so the orientation 
problem becomes doubly complex and requires an urgent solution in 
view of the fact that East Indians are not only numerically greater 1 
than the dominant group, but also wield a great deal of economic 
power; the latter, according to Cross
"... accounted for 42 per cent of the value of 
exports from Guyana in 1Q68" (CROSS: P.7, MRG).
If this group continues to perceive itself as having a subordinate 
status, especially, as it seems to be in the numerical majority and 
has a fair level of economic power, its level of compliance may be . 
at a premium in so far as appropriate behaviour is required when 
power is wielded over this group by a superordinate person/group,
andtfiere3^ 61apgreat°^ a Pos^*^ve attitude to the power exercised. 
Therefore / n e e d  to provide a higher level of upward social 
mobility, as required by the East Indian teachers. Such provision may 
Xemoyc; their subordinate status.
. (2)- Inter-school mobility pattexh as an expression of
C.N. Morris described this type of teacher as one who remained in 
teaching for most of his working life; J. Ben-David supported this 
idea by saying that more of the early choosers believe that the 
selected career Is the only satisfying one to them. In effect, 
early entrants have the staying-on potential which could mean a 
high level of commitment to teaching. What must be pointed out, 
however, is that this thesis indicates that the rural teachers 
may have chosen teaching at an early.age, not merely because of an 
appreciation for teaching, but because of no other occupation to 
turn to. The urban teachers are not largely early entrants because 
a school leaver has a choice of several occupations. The problem 
of lesser and lesser people joining teaching at an early age would 
be presented if more occupations are developed and established in 
the rural areas, and this would create serious problems for the 
school system in so far as commitment ‘to teaching is adversely 
affected. But since the creation of more occupations must become 
a reality for the further development of the country, it is 
essential, therefore, to strike a balance between the growth of 
occupations and the maintenance of a committed teaching force. To 
achieve this balance would require a very effective careers service 
in the schools; as far as teaching is concerned, pupils from form 
III in the Senior Department of theprimary school and the secondary 
school, who through the careers service show intentions of wanting 
to take up teaching, must be facilitated in terms of training, and, 
recruitment. In effect, it should be Government’s policy to 
recruit would-be teachers at an early age, but a policy which must 
also make provisions for a limited number of people who decide to 
take up teaching late, or who decide to return to teaching late.
(4) Problems facing commitment to teachings one of the 
findings of this research is that only 33.4 per cent of the teachers
 .t   -w-iLuuj.u10 xeacning; in effect, then, 66,5 per
cent or more than half of the teachers in the sample are not
committed and not interested in teaching. It is essential, 
therefore, that this serious situation be rectified quickly. One 
way to start is to find out teachersf views on the school system, 
and these are incorporated in the followings
<i) can more money be voted for public education? Teachers
place a high value on a monthly personal allowance; at the moment,
this provision is not a reality, and which may be one of the
^ • • •
factors responsible for the low level of commitment to teaching; it 
would seem meritorious, then, to recommend the provision of a 
monthly personal allowance, which would enable teachers to make a 
positive contribution to the social transformation process; also, 
such an allowance would enable teachers to buy materials to keep up 
with the latest advances in teaching methods; this allowance could 
become a powerful supplement to the Curriculum Centre.
(ii) A high value is placed by teachers on inter-school teacher 
visiting, but, again, they have not achieved it. Teacher-visiting 
will not become the norm if it remains outside the curriculum. A 
structural change in the curriculum is required, in order to effect 
a change in the teacher*s role, but more importantly, changes in the 
curriculum must be planned and discussed in conjunction with teachers 
and not by a central body alone; this brings one to
(in) the non-participation of teachers in curriculum planning; 
in fact, teachers express a desire to play a role in the curriculum 
planning process. If teachers are given this role, then this would 
mean an improvement in the discretionary content of the teaching 
role, and this would result in the attribution of a higher level of 
trust to the teacher; in a society where coramunalism exists, teacher 
participation in curriculum planning would be a great step forward.
Also, in any xransrorraaxxon process, m e  impicmeiartiiyn ui av*v;oo 
could prove a setback, if people are not keen to carry them out; 
and the latter may be people who are in a peripheral position to 
the power system of society; if their peripheral status is 
improved, so they can participate in the decision-making process, 
then implementation no longer becomes a problem.
(iv) Promotion should be based on teacher-duties, especially 
as teachers feel that the cureent promotion system is based on 
particularistic criteria. Teacher-duties as the basis for 
promotion would foster better race relations, as it would create 
more social mobility.
(v) Teachers feel that there should be a uniform course at 
the teachers* training college; this course would have the effect 
of producing teachers who can teach in any school - primary and
\ secondary; also, as referred to earlier in the thesis, Kloss thinks 
that a uniform course would place less privileged teachers on an 
equal footing with their more privileged colleagues*
(5) .The school head*s relationship with teachers: this poor 
relationship constitutes a barrier, to teacher commitment, and, to 
the school making a positive contribution toward the social 
transformation process. The school head has a directive supervisory 
style which results in a breakdown of the reciprocal relationship 
between the former and the teachers. This relationship is poor, 
too, because of (a) the head’s patronising attitude towards the 
education, ministry; (b) the head’s role is rooted in a colonial 
framework; (c) control of the head over the opportunity structure 
which enables teachers to air complaints against bad teaching;
(d) the head’s erection of barriers of defence against parental 
participation in school government; (e) special permission is 
required from the head before a teacher can give guidance and 
counselling. According to Etzioni, if the school system has a 
congruent compliance structure, that is, where the type of 
involvement of the subordinate person and the type of involve­
ment generated by the exercise of power, are similar, the school 
head’s relationship with teachers can be described more or less 
as coercive, which produces alienative involvement. If the 
compliance structure is incongruent, the head.’s coercive power 
would yield moral or calculative involvement, and the person 
woulbd see his role as transitory because he/she would be waiting 
for the appropriate moment to leave as a result of coerdion.
In the meantime, he/she would show raild involvement.
To combat these areas which are responsible for the 
poor relationship between the school head and teachers may require 
a two-.phase programme s
<*> an orientation programme for school heads to introduce 
them to the principles on which co-operative socialism rests, and 
what such principles would mean for the 'structure of the school 
system; and,
(ii> assessments after the orientation programme, the school 
heads will be put on placements for short-terras for purposes of 
assessment; during this period of assessment, they will be under 
supervision. When they return to their own schools* they must feel 
free to re-enter the*orientation programme should they so desire.
This two-phase programme would involve the establishment of 
an Orientation Centre. Emphasis is placed on school heads because 
of their directive supervisory style in running the school and 
their non-awareness of the unsuitability of the present school 
structure making a mean5.ngful contribution to the transformation 
process; and, also, the emphasis is not placed on teachers here 
because they have to pass through a training college, which one 
feels VTOuld at least incorporate some of the values of co-operative 
socialism in its training programme; while most of the school heads 
must have attended a training college which presented a set of 
colonial values to them.
(6) Bringing the co-operative agricultural principles to 
the urban areas: the teachers in the urban areas would have no
desire of implementing curriculum changes, immediately, probably, 
because they feel that their environment has been neglected in the 
transformation programme; for agriculture, as pointed out earlier, 
is the basis of the co-operative, and agriculture is characteristic
of rural areas; also, because the urban areas were more greatly
developed than rural areas in the colonial er a,«» ' ' the former
are now still highly entrenched with colonial values; Cross 
remarked about the indenture period that
•’The fact that agriculture and 
mining were oriented towards
<
escorts meant that there was 
little need for internal trade 
but a great demand for one 
central location through which 
external trade could be carried i
on with Britain and in which 
administration could be 
centralised. Thus market or 
regional towns did not expand, while 
the capital city became the focus of 
development” (CROSS: p. 5, MRG).
This continuing existence of deeply-held colonial values in 
the urban areas may also explain why the urban sector desires a 
subject-based curriculum as opposed to a societal-based curriculum 
desired by the rural sector. The continuing existence of this 
situation in the urban areas make Git all the more urgent to bring 
the co-operative agricultural-principles to such areas. One way of 
removing this colonial value-system in the urban areas, and so bring 
the co-operative values there, would be
”... to organise the population in ~
co-operative societies (LENIN, OP.
CIT., p. 36) ... in which really 
large masses of the population 
actually take part (italics begin at
W  really and end at part) ... Strictly speaking, 
there is ”only" (in italics) one thing we have
left to do and that is to make our people so
’’enlightened” that they understand all the 
advantages of everybody participating in the 
work of the co-operatives, and organise this 
participation .. • But to achieve this ’’only”, 
there must be a veritable revolution - the entire people 
must go through a period of cultural development”
(Ibid., PP 38-39).
The urban areas are emphasised more-than the rural areas, because
the co-operative principles seem, initially, to have more bearing 
on the latter, especially as agriculture is recognised as the basis 
Nfor economic take-off; and to bring co-operative principles tolhe
urban areas would ipvolve, as Lenin pointed out, the formation of
co-operative societies, participation by the co-operators and 
cultural development, and not Just the development of few such 
societies:in some areas to the virtual exclusion of others; 
co-operative societies must engulf every social, political  ^
economic and cultural institutions; the principles of co-oper-
ativism must be reflected in the structures of all such 
institutions in order to make the transformation a reality.
It is essential to point out that the school system cannot 
make a meaningful contribution to the transformation of the 
social structure without itself being incorporated with 
co-operative principles, and, thus, acquiring a co-operative 
structure; in this respect, a central co-ordinated school system, 
incorporating a congruent compliance structure could be utilised 
as a model (as pointed out earlier), initially, for the introduction 
of co-operative principles into the educational system.
Following Etzioni, the low level of commitment to teaching 
in general and to the co-operative ideal (33.41^), ought to assist 
in the discovery of whether the school system has a congruent or 
incongruent compliance structure.
The type o f power w ie lded  and the type o f involvem ent
»
generated produce* a compliance relationship. In order to 
discover the kind of power that is used, it is necessary to find 
out the social factors which impede commitraent, and this requires 
an examination of the hypothesis. The hypothesis, namely, the 
higher the level of aspirations, the higher the level of commit­
ment, is rejected because the aspirational model is, on balance, 
more likely to be held by the subordinate than the superordinate, 
as the provision/non-provision of teacher valuables (which help to 
determine the level of commitment).is .the responsibility of the 
dominant class. Therefore, one has to turn to the reasons 
teachers gave for not being able to achieve the valuables.
These reasons can be subsumed under two headings:
(1) the school head’s relationship with teachers; and
(2) the centralised relationship between the education ministry 
and teachers.
The directive supervisory style of the school head and the 
centralised school system in the manner described in this 
investigation, suggest that the type of power used in the 
school system is coercive, and since the level of commitment found 
is not very high, or very low, then it is reasobable to express 
the teachers* involvement as calculative which indicates an 
incongruent compliance structure. The incongruent compliance 
structure in the school system in Guyana can now be seen as 
follows:
coercive power is used and it produces a calculative involvement.
According to Etzioni, coercive power should have produced
in order for the school system 
an alienative involvement/to be classified as a congruent
compliance structure.
In effect, the research indicates that in an incongruent 
compliance structure as the Guyana school system, the more
I
directive the supervisory style of the school head, the more= 
will there be an increase in the level of involvement (moral and 
calculative) to teaching and the co-operative ideal; and the 
more centralised the relationship between the education ministry, 
the more will there be an increase in the level of involvement 
(moral and calculative) to teaching and the co-operative ideal.
On first examination, it appears that it might be useful to 
perpetuate the coercive power exercised by the school head and 
the central relationship of the education ministry with teachers, 
since they generate a fair level of teacher involvement. But as 
Etzioni would have it, in this incongruent compliance structure, 
the teacher perceives his occupation as transitory, and only 
shows the fair level of involvement due to the coercion exercised; 
in the Guyana situation, such a teacher would wait for the 
appropriate moment in order to leave teaching. Waste is produced 
when there is an incongruent compliance structure.
One can say to the policy makers that an immediate aim to 
tackle in the school system is to remove, the incongruent 
compliance structure, the directive supervisory style of the 
school head, and the education ministry’s centralised relation­
ship with.teachers. The starting point to deal with these problems
♦
is in the area of ’structures’, that is, by establishing a 
congruent compliance structure. The policy makers*could provide 
a great service to the school - system if they could remove the
sehpol head’s directive supervisory . style; the introduction of 
co-operative ideas in schools, in the form of a social partner­
ship between the school head, teachers, education ministry 
officials, parents, and pupils in the administration of the 
school, might remove the school head’s directive supervisory 
style. Next, the introduction of these co-operative ideas in 
the school could also be incorporated in the education ministry, 
in the form of a social partnership between senior officials, 
lower officials, and regional school representatives in the 
administration of the department'and which might sever the 
centralised relationship between the education ministry and
teachers. Thus, the establishment of a congruent compliance
# - 
structure could become a reality. In a congruent compliance structure,
the research findings point to the following axe a s of -
(1) the less the school head’s directive supervisory style is 
exercised, the more will there be an increase in the level 
of commitment to teaching and to the co-operative ideal; and
(2) the less centralised the school system becomes, the more will 
there be an increase in the level of commitment to teaching 
in general and to the co-operative ideal.
The initiative for change must come from the education 
ministry.
The indicators used in this study are as follows:
(1) aspirations
(2) career patterns
(3 )  commitment
(4) stages of the teaching career {•crisis* stage)
(5 ) the innovativeness of the teacher
(6 )  optim ism  index
(7) security index 0
OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS -
ASPIRATIONS: the desires teachers have to achieve some
future state for themselves; two types' of 
aspiration are used: (1) desires expressing 
intended movement some distance up from a 
starting point (Tausky and Dubin * s limited 
success theory); (2) desires expressing 
intended movement to the highest positions 
in the system (Xausky and Dubin*s un­
limited success theory).
CAREER PATTERNS: the adjustment made by the teacher to each
stage in his career
CQi-iMITMENT: accumulated valuables w hich would be lost
to the teacher if he decides to leave 
teaching (GEER REFERRING TO BECKER).
•CRISIS* STAGE: the stage at which the teacher*s cherished
accumulated valuables are threatened.
INNOVATIVENESS: •••.. the degree to which an individual is
relatively earlier in adopting new ideas 
than the other members of his social 
system” .(ROGERS: P.19)
OPTIMISM INDEX; Kandiyoti sees it as perceptions or leceiu
upward or downward mobility, expectations 
of future mobility (this definition is 
slightly modified) (KANDIYOTI: P.53).
SECURITY INDEX: again, Kandiyoti sees it as perceptions of
future security (this definition, again, is 
slightly modified to that used by Kandiyoti)
Ib id :  P.54).
In the construction of the questionnaire, questions on
»
aspirations were used from Tausky and Dubin*s Career Orientations 
Anchorage Scale (COAS), with slight' modifications. The career 
patterns of teachers were* discovered on the basis of the following 
variables: early entrants, in-and-.outer, late entrant, (the three
out of five career patterns suggested by C.N.Morris), immobility,
\ .
and inter-school mobility; the latter is sub-divided into
(i) horizontal mobility, and (ii) vertical mobility. For 
establishing the level of commitment, the following variables were 
used: (i) Bennis, Berkowitz, Affinito, and Malone*s local-
cosmopolitan scale (with slight modifications) was used;
(ii) professional self-government; (iii) pre-entry information on 
salary and promotional prospects; (iv) allotvance; (v) appointment 
to desired school; (vi) movement away from., the highly-prescribed 
and low-discretion task; (vii) teacher-pupil evaluation;
(viii) attitude toward the headmaster/principal; (ix) a contract- 
based recruitment; (x) an audience of colleagues; (xl) self- 
awareness; (xii) community participation; (xiii) attitude toward 
inspectors; (xiv) acceptance of counselling; (xv) a uniform 
training course; (xvi) interning; (xvii) teacher-responsibility: 
the basis for promotion. These variables used to establish the 
level of commitment represent the teacher valuables; these are 
valuables cherished by the teacher and which hold him/her to 
teaching. . . .
The level of commitment to teaching and to the co-operative
ideal is measured as follows:-
(1) the teacher is asked whether the valuable is of considerable 
of some importance,
importanceJ and oi' little importance to him/her. This gives 
an indication of the strength/weakness of the valuable to 
the teacher;
(2) for those valuables that are perceived as being of considerable 
importance to the teacher, that is, those valuables that have ' 
some meaning to the teacher, he/she will be asked whether such 
a valuable has been achieved in the school;
(3) those valuables which have been achieved by the teacher would 
hold him/her to the teaching profession for after all these 
valuables are perceived as being meaningful to the teacher; 
the achievement of such a valuable is used in this study to 
indicate commitment to teaching and to the co-operative ideal;
(4) those valuables not achieved by the teacher wo.uld not hold 
him/her to the teaching profession, for after all these 
valuables are perceived as being meaningful to the teacher; 
the non-achievement of such a valuable' is used in this 
study to indicate a lack of commitment to teaching and to the 
co-operative ideal.
Teachers had a free hand in the determination of the ‘crisis 
stage; they were asked to give reasons as to why they did not 
achieve what they value.
The innovativeness of teachers was established by placing 
teachers in 5 categories, and they were asked to say when they 
will implement the changes based on the following:
(i) emphasis on the usefulness of technical subjects; (ii) pupil 
participation in classroom decision-making; (iii) pupil awareness 
of their common origin; (iv) less emphasis on examination subject 
(v) discouraging rote learning; (vi) discouraging vast amounts of 
blackboard notes; (vii) preparing pupils to serve their society; 
(viii) more stress on the Caribbean; (ix) classroom discussions 
on racial interdependence; (x) helping pupils to differentiate 
between their social responsibility and their selfish ends;
(xi) explanation of the change from colonial rule to Guyanese 
rule; (xii) greater supervisory roles to pupils; (xiii) stressing 
the needs of a sugar estate, village, and town; (xiv) enabling 
pupils to show understanding and tolerance between the differing 
cultures; (xv) coping with living in a changing world;-(xvi) 
developing national unity; (xvii) educating pupils to understand 
the needs of rural society.
The optimism index was determined by asking teachers if 
(i) they made recent progress in their position; and (ii) they 
would achieve a higher position in teaching; the security index 
was established by asking (i) if they are happy about the future 
prospects; and, (ii) if faced with a choice of emigrating to 
another country, or remaining in Guyana, which one would they 
choose.
THE FIELDWORK STAGE IN GUYANA
»
The first task was to obtain permission from the Ministry 
of Education and Social Development, to conduct interviews in
t
Government and Government-aided primary and secondary schools; 
permission was granted without much delay.
A list of primary and secondary schools was provided, but 
no record of teachers. There are 129 ”An and nBH grades primary 
schools in Demerara and Berbice, and 45 Government Secondary and 
Government-aided schools in Demerara and Berbice. An explanation 
of the grades is given under *The Educational System of Guyana*. 
With regard to primary schools, interviews were Conducted only 
in nAu and "B" grades schools.
The first stage sampling: a random sample of primary and 
secondary schools (Government and Government-aided) in Demerara 
and Berbice was taken; the primary schools were stratified by 
counties, Demerara and Berbice and by grades, "A" and ,,BU , and 
by the post^primary (or the secondary division) of the primary 
school; the secondary schools were stratified only by the 
counties of Demerara and Berbice. The method of random sampling 
was based on the desired sampling fraction (K = N/n); in this 
case, there were 129 "A” and "B” grades primary schools, and 45 
Government-aided and Government secondary schools, in Demerara • 
and Berbice, making a total of 174 schools in the two counties 
(Demerara and Berbice), under investigation. Since 40 schools 
were required to give an adequate and representative sample of 
teachers, the desired sampling fraction was 174/40 or 4.35;
xne schools were then sampled on the basis of 1 in 4; this 
method produced 44 schools.
The second %-e sampling: this is the stage where a sample 
of the teachers had to be taken. Five teachers per school were 
required to produce a final total of Just over 200 teachers.
With regard to the primary schools, only teachers from the post- 
primary or secondary departments were sampled; the random 
selection was done on the basis of the sampling fraction (total 
number of teachers divided by the number required per. school); 
in the secondary schools, a random sample of 5 teachers was 
selected in like manner.
Interviews were conducted in 30 schools* of which 20 are 
primary schools, and, 10 are secondary schools* in Demerara
and Berbice* The duration of each interview was, normally* Just
? !
over one hour*. The data were analysed on the basis of The ‘ 
Statistical package for the Social Sciences (SPSS)* Yule*s Q 
was used where applicable; significance tests were not used
(see Morrison and Henkel, The American Sociologist, volume 4*
!
number 2, May 1069); by taking this stand, this writer has 
placed a high emphasis on theoretical explanations, arid which 
should serve as a viable alternative to significance tests; 
this stand is Justified by Morrison and Henkel when they 
remarked that,
”It is the social scientist c lack of 
theoretical development and of theoretical 
concern that makes significance tests 
attractive” (MORRISON AND HENKEL: P.138).
APPENDIX II
VOTING DATA
soo
ELECTORS ON No. OP % AGE OF PPP % OF PNC % OF
YEAR REGISTER VOTES CAST ELECTORATE TOTAL POLL TOTAL POl
a 1953 208,939 156,226 74.8
1957 212,518 118,564 55.8 47.5 25.48
1961 246,120 220,125 89.4 42.65 40.99
b 1964 .247,604 240,120 96.9 45.28 43..5
c 1968 369,088 312,216 85.1 36.48 55.81
c 1973 421,575 350,181 83.06 26.51 70.15
a: Dr. Jagan and Mr, Burnham both in PPP.
b: Proportional Representation introduced,
c: PR plus overseas, proxy and.postal votes,
SOURCE: "Back in the Hands of P.N.C,” Caribbean Insider,
August 1973, Vol. 1, No. 12.
APPENDIX xil
TABLE II J TEACHERS• CAREER ORIENTATIONS IN URBAN AND RURAL 
LOCALITIES
CAREER ORIENTATIONS TYPES OF LOCALITY (PERCENTAGE)
URBAN RURAL-
Upward-Oriented Aspirations 39.7 45.24
Downward-Oriented Aspirations 60.3 54.76
Total . 100.0 100.00
(N) (67) (69)
Q a -0.11
TABLE XII : TEACHERS* CAREER ORIENTATIONS BY AGE
CAREER ORIENTATIONS AGE* (PERCENTAGE)
Upward-Or iented
UNDER 25 25-35 36-46 ’ 47-57 OVER
Aspiration 
Downward-Or ient ed
49.42 42.32 36.8 33.34 30.0
Aspiration 50.58 57.68 63.2 66.66 70.0
Total 100.00 100.00 100.0 100.00 100.0
(N) (34) (69) (25) (6) ' (2)
TABLE IV AGE AS RELATED TO THE FIRST SET OF ITEMS ON 
UPWARD-ORIENTED ASPIRATION.
UPWARD-ORIENTED AGE : PERCENTAGE
ASPIRATION UNDER 25 25-3S 36-46 47-57 OVER 57
Aspire to Reach the Top 50.0 53.6 48.0 83.3 0.0
X H & L X X  V 5 /IVjU. Kiii-fVUiU JLW 'XHJLV V  AKS?JL »UI W  X  XiiMS* UN
DOWNWARD-ORIENTED ASPIRATIONS
DOWNWARD-ORIENTED AGE (PERCENTAGE)
ASPIRATIONS UNDER 25 25-35 36-46 47-57
To go Just as far
as you can 50.0 46.4 52,0 16.7
♦
• i
TABLE VI : AGE AS RELATED TO THE SECOND SET OF ITEMS ON 
UPWARD-ORIENTED ASPIRATIONS
UPWARD-ORIENTED AGE (PERCENTAGE)
ASPIRATIONS UNDER 25 25-35 36-46 47-57
Success means
achieving a top
position 26.5 29.0 20.0 0.0
TABLE VII : AGE AS RELATED TO THE SECOND SET OF ITEMS ON 
DOWNWARD-ORIENTED ASPIRATIONS
DOWNWARD-ORIENIBD AGE (PERCENTAGE)
ASPIRATIONS UNDER 25 25-35 36-46 47-57
Success means achieving
an important position 73.5 71.0 80.0 100.0
TABLE VIII : AGE AS RELATED TO THE THIRD SET OF ITEMS ON 
UPWARD-ORIENTED ASPIRATIONS
UPWARD-ORIENTED
ASPIRATIONS UNDER 25 25-35 36-46 47-57
Preference for a
trained teacher 50.0 43.5 56.0 0.0
OVER 57 
100.0
OVER 57 
0.0
OVER 57 
100.0
OVER 57 
100.0
TABLE IX : AGE AS RELATED TO THE THIRD SEX OF ITEMS ON
DOWNWARD-ORIENTED ASPIRATIONS
DOWNWARD-ORIENTED AGE (PERCENTAGE)
ASPIRATION UNDER 25 25-35 36-46 47-57
Preference for a
Pupil Teacher 50.0 56.5 44.0 100.0
TABLE X : AGE AS RELATED TO THE FOURTH SET OF ITEMS ON 
UPWARD-ORIENTED ASPIRATIONS
UPWARD-ORIENTED . AGE (PERCENTAGE)
ASPIRATION UNDER 25 25-35 36-46 47-57 OVER 57
Resents lack of
Promotion , 4.71 33.3 12.0 16.7 . 0.0
TABLE XI : AGE AS RELATED TO THE FOURTH SET OF ITEMS ON 
DOWNWARD-ORIENTED ASPIRATIONS
DOWNWARD-ORIENTED ‘ AGE £ p@rc ©«$ )
ASPIRATIONS UNDER 25 25-35 36-46 47-57
Does not resent lack
of promotion 52.9 66.7 88.0 83.3
TABLE XII : AGE AS RELATED TO THE FIFTH SET OF ITEMS ON 
UPWARD-ORIENTED ASPIRATIONS
AGE (PERCENTAGE)
25-35 36-46 47-57 OVER 57
52.2 48.0 66.7 50.0
UPWARD-ORIENTED
ASPIRATIONS UNDER 25
Decides to study at
a univer sity 73.5
OVER 57 
100.0
OVER 57 
0.0
TABLE XIII ; AGE AS RELATED TO THE FIFTH SET OF ITEMS ON
DOWNWARD-ORIENTED ASPIRATIONS
DOWNWARD-ORIENTED
ASPIRATIONS
Decides against 
studying at a 
university
AGE (PERCENTAGE)
UNDER 25 25-35 36-46 47-57 OVER 57
26.5 47.8 52.0 33.3 50.0
TABLE XIV CAREER ORIENTATIONS BY TYPES OF TEACHER
CAREER ORIENTATIONS
Upward-Oriented Aspirations
Downward-Oriented
Aspirations
Total
(N)
TYPES OF TEACHER (PERCENTAGE)
TRAINED UNTRAINED UNTRAINED
PERMANENT INTERIM
39.3 46.96 53.32
60.7
100.0
<B4)
53.04
100.00
(46)
46.68
100.00
(.6)
TABLE XV : TYPES OF TEACHER AS RELATED TO THE FIRST SET OF 
ITEMS ON UPWARD-ORIENTED ASPIRATION
UPWARD-ORIENTED
ASPIRATION
Aspire to reach the top
TYPES OF TEACHER (PERCENTAGE) 
TRAINED
51.2
UNTRAINED
PERMANENT
50.0
UNTRAINED
INTERIM
83.3
TABLE XVI I-TYPES OF TEACHER AS RELATED TO THE FIRST SET OF 
ITEMS ON DOWNWARD-ORIENTED ASPIRATIONS
TYPES OF TEACHER (PERCENTAGE)
DOWNWARD-ORIENTED
ASPIRATION
TRAINED UNTRAINED
PERMANENT
UNTRAINED
INTERIM
To go Just as far as you can 48.8 50.0 16.7
TABLE XVII t TYPES OF TEACHER AS RELATED TO THE SECOND SET
OF ITEMS ON UPWARD-ORIENTED ASPIRATIONS
UPWARD-ORIENTED
ASPIRATIONS
Success means achieving 
a top position
TYPES OF TEACHER (PERCENTAGE) 
TRAINED
22.6
UNTRAINED
PERMANENT
28.3
UNTRAINED
INTERIM
33.3
TABLE XYTH: iTYPES OF TEACHER AS RELATED TO THE SECOND SET OF 
ITEMS ON DOWNWARD-ORIENTED ASPIRATIONS
DOWNWARD-ORIENTED
ASPIRATIONS
Success means achieving 
an important position
TYPES OF TEACHER (PERCENTAGE)
TRAINED
77.4
UNTRAINED
PERMANENT
71.7
UNTRAINED
INTERIM
66.7
TABLE X£;:: TYPES OF TEACHER AS RELATED TO THE THIRD SET OF 
ITEMS ON UPWARD-ORIENTED ASPIRATIONS
UPWARD-ORIENTED
ASPIRATION
Preference for a 
trained teacher
TYPES OF TEACHER (PERCENTAGE)
TRAINED
42.9
UNTRAINED
PERMANENT
52.2
UNTRAINED
INTERIM
50.0
TABLE XX S TYPES OF TEACHER AS RELATED TO THE T: IRD SET OF 
“ ITEMS ON DOWNWARD-ORIENTED ASPIRATIONS
DOWNWARD-ORIENTED 
ASPIRATIONS
Preference for a pupil 
teacher
TYPES OF TEACHER (PERCENTAGE)
TRAINED
57.1 .
UNTRAINED
PERMANENT
47.8
UNTRAINED
INTERIM
50.0
TABLE XXI : TYPES OP TEACHER AS RELATED TO THE FOURTH SET
OF ITEMS ON UPWARD-ORIENTED ASPIRATIONS
TYPES OF TEACHER (PERCENTAGE)
= ^ ENTED TRAINED UNTRAINED UNTRAINED
ASPIRATION PERMANENT INTERIM
Resents lack of promotion 27*4 41.3 16.7
TABLE XXII : TYPES OF TEACHER AS RELATED TO THE FOURTH SET 
OF ITEMS ON DOWNWARD-ORIENTED ASPIRATIONS
DOWNWARD-ORIENTED
ASPIRATIONS
TYPES OF TEACHER (PERCENTAGE)
TRAINED UNTRAINED
PERMANENT
UNTRAINED
INTERIM
Does not resent lack 
of promotion 72.6 58.7 83.3
TABLE XXIjTS TYPES OF TEACHER AS RELATED TO THE FIFTH SET 
: OF ITEMS ON UPWARD-ORIENTED ASPIRATIONS
. TYPES OF TEACHER (PERCENTAGE)
TRAINED. UNTRAINED UNTRAINED
PERMANENT , INTERIM
Decided to study
at a university 52.4 63.0 83*0
TABLE XXjyS TYPES OF TEACHER AS RELATED TO THE FIFTH SET 
OF ITEMS ON DOWNWARD-ORIENTED ASPIRATIONS
TYPES OF TEACHER (PERCENTAGE)
DOWNWARD-ORIENTEDAcoTnA'TTAM TRAINED UNTRAINED UNTRAINEDASPIRATION PERMANENT INTERIM
Decided against
studying at a university 47.6 37.0 16.7
TABLE XXV: ' S CAREER ORIENTATIONS BY TYPES OF GRADUATE AND
NON-GRADUATE TEACHER
TYPES OF GRADUATE AND NON-GRADUATE TEACHER 
(PERCENTAGE)
CARtrpp * '
ORTFNTATTrNq TRAINED TRAINED UNTRAINED UNTRAINED
GRADUATE NON-GRADUATE GRADUATE NON-GRADUATE
Upward-Oriented
Aspirations 34.56 40.02 52.3- 46.16
Downward-Oriented ^
Aspirations 65.44^ 59.98 47.7 53.84
Total 100.00 100.00 100.0 100.00
(N) (11) (73) (13) (39)
TABLE XXVI : UPWARD CAREER ORIENTATIONS BY TYPES OF GRADUATE 
AND NON-GRADUATE TEACHER * '
TYPES OF GRADUATE AND NON-GRADUATE TEACHER 
(PERCENTAGE)
<rareNTATTONER TRAINED TRAINED UNTRAINED UNTRAINED
GRADUATE NON-GRADUATE GRADUATE NON-GRADUATE
Aspire to reach .
the top 27.3 54.3 61.5 51.3
TABLE XXVIi: s DOWNWARD CAREER ORIENTATION BY TYPES OF GRADUATE
AND NON-GRADUATE TEACHER
V • •
PERCENTAGE
d o wn w a r d
CAREER TRAINED TRAINED UNTRAINED UNTRAINED
ORIENTATION GRADUATE ' NON-GRADUATE GRADUATE NON-GRADUATE
To go just as v
far as you can 72.7 45.2 38.5 48.7
TABLE XXyt i e .TYPES OF GRADUATE AND NON-GRADUATE TEACHERS BY THE
SECOND SET OF ITEMS ON UPWARD CAREER ORIENTATION
UPWARD
CAREER
ORIENTATION
Success means 
achieving a 
top position
PERCENTAGE
TRAINED TRAINED UNTRAINED UNTRAINED
GRADUATES NON-GRADUATES GRADUATES NON-GRADUATES
18.2 23.3 30.8 28.2
TABLE XXIJC 3 TYPES OF GRADUATE AND NON-GRADUATE TEACHERS AND THE 
SECOND SET OF ITEMS ON DOWNWARD* CAREER ORIENTATIONS
DOWNWARD
CAREER
ORIENTATIONS
Success means 
achieving an 
important 
position
PERCENTAGE
TRAINED TRAINED UNTRAINED UNTRAINED
GRADUATES NON-GRADUATES GRADUATES NON-GRADUATES
81.8 76.7 .69.2 71.8
TABLE XXX s THIRD SET OF ITEMS ON UPWARD-CAREER ORIENTATIONS BY 
TYPES OF GRADUATE AND NON-GRADUATE TEACHERS
UPWARD
CAREER
ORIENTATION
Preference for a 
trained teacher
PERCENTAGE
TRAINED TRAINED UNTRAINED UNTRAINED
GRADUATES NON-GRADUATES GRADUATES NON-GRADUATES
72.7 38.4 69.2 46.2
TABLE XXXI : THE THIRD SET OF ITEMS ON DOWNWARD-CAREER ORIENTATIONS 
BY TYPES OF GRADUATE AND NON-GRADUATE TEACHER
DOWNWARD
CAREER
ORIENTATION
Preference for a 
pupil teacher
PERCENTAGE
TRAINED TRAINED UNTRAINED UNTRAINED
GRADUATES NON-GRADUATES GRADUATES NON-GRADUATES
27.3 61.6 30.8 53.8
TABLE XXXir; : THE FOURTH SET OF ITEMS ON UPWARD CAREER ORIENTATIONS
BY TYPES OF GARDUATE AND NON-GRADUATE TEACHER'.
PERCENTAGEUPWARD
CAREER TRAINED TRAINED UNTRAINED UNTRAINED
ORIENTATION GRADUATES NON-GRADUATES GRADUATES NON-GRADUATES
Resents lack
of promotion 27*3 27.4 23.1 43.6
TABLE XXXIII j THE FOURTH SET OF ITEMS ON DOWNWARD CAREER
ORIENTATIONS BY TYPES OF GRADUATE AND NON-GRADUATE 
TEACHER
DOWNWARD * PERCENTAGE
CAREER TRAINED TRAINED UNTRAINED UNTRAINED
ORIENTATION GRADUATES NON-GRADUATES GRADUATES NON-GRADUATES
Does not resent
lack of .
promotion 72.7 72.6 76.9 56.4
TABLE XXX’iys THE FIFTH SET OF ITEMS ON UPWARD CAREER ORIENTATIONS 
BY TYPES OF GRADUATE AND. NON-GRADUATE TEACHER
UPWARD PERCENTAGE
CAREER TRAINED TRAINED UNTRAINED UNTRAINED
ORIENTATION GRADUATES NON-GRADUATES GRADUATES NON-GRADUATES
Decides to 
study at a
university 27.3 56.2 76.9 61.5
TABLE XXXV s THE FIFTH SET OF ITEMS ON DOWNWARD CAREER ORIENTATIONS 
BY TYPES OF GRADUATE AND NON-GRADUATE TEACHER
DOWNWARD PERCENTAGE
CAREER TRAINED TRAINED UNTRAINED UNTRAINED
ORIENTATION GRADUATES NON-GRADUATES GRADUATES NON-GRADUATES
Decides against 
studying at a 
university 72.7 43.8 23.1 38.5
TABLE XXXVI. : CAREER ORIENTATIONS BY MARITAL STATUS
CAREER
ORIENTATIONS
Ujpwar d-Or ien ted 
Aspirations
Downward-Oriented
Aspirations
Total
(N)
Q - -0,06
MARITAL STATUS (PERCENTAGE)
MARRIED SINGLE DIVORCED WIDOWED
42.06
57.94
100.00
(78)
45.28
54.72
100.00
(53)
20.0
80.0
j
100.0
(4)
20.0
80.0
100.0
(1)
TABLE XXXVII i CAREER ORIENTATIONS BY SEX
CAREER SEK (PERCENTAGE)
ORIENTATIONS MALE FEMALE
Upward-Oriented Aspirations 46.88 33.92
Downward-Oriented Aspiration s 53.12 66.08
Total 100.00 100.00
(N) (90). (46)
TABLE XXX^t t i 8 CAREER ORIENTATIONS BY FEELING OF OPTIMISM 
AND NON-OPTIMISM
OPTIMISM AND NON-OPTIMISM (PERCENTAGE)
CAREER
ORIENTATIONS
Upward-Oriented Aspirations 
Downward-Oriented Aspirations
Total *
(N)
FEELING OF 
OPTIMISM
42.47
57.53
100.00
(106)
FEELING OF 
NON-OPTIMISM
42.71
57.29
100.00
(30)
Q » -0.00
TABLE XXXIX J CAREER ORIENTATIONS BY FEELING OF SECURITY
AND INSECURITY
SECURITY AND INSECURITY (PERCENTAGE)
. . FEELING OF FEELING OF
CAREER ORIENTATIONS SECURITY INSECURITY
Upward-Oriented Aspirations 43.19
Downward-Oriented Aspirations 56.81
Total 100.00
(N) (72)
Q =0.00
TABLE XL J CAREER ORIENTATIONS BY ETHNIC ORIGIN 
\ *
ETHNIC ORIGIN (PERCENTAGE) 
CAREER ‘ -
ORIENTATIONS EAST INDIAN . . -I .Z.KEGRO MIXED
Upward-Oriented
Aspirations 46.02* 39.5 33.34
D ownwar d-Or i en t ed
Aspirations 53.98 60.5 66.66
Total - 100.00 100.00 100.00
(N) (80) * (40) (15)
42.93
57.07
100.00
(64)
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APPENDIX Jp'r.
TABLES LXVIA to LXXXIIH OF CHAPTER IV
TABLE LXVI As FIRST ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY TYPES OF LOCALITY
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE
URBAN, RURAL
INNOVATORS 32.8 24.6
EARLY ADOPTERS 26.9 34.8
EARLY MAJORITY 32.8 30.4
LATE MAJORITY 4.5 5.8
LAGGARDS ' 3.0 4.3
TOTAL 100.0 99.9
(N) (67) (69)
TABLE IXVI B: FIRST ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY AGE
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS -PERCENTAGE
UNDER 25 25-35 36-46 47-57
INNOVATORS 29.4 24.6 44.0 16.7
EARLY ADOPTERS 32.4 31.9 28.0 16.7
EARLY MAJORITY 32.4 « rt +% 20.0 50.0
LATE MAJORITY 2.9 7.2 4.0 0.0
LAGGARDS • 2.9 2.9 4.0 16.7
TOTAL 100.0 99.9 100.0 100.1
<N) (34) (69) (25) (6)
TABLE LXVI Cs FIRST ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY TYPES OF GRADUATE 
AND NON-GRADUATE TEACHER
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE
• - TRAINED TRAINED UNTRAINED UNTRAINED
GRADUATE NON­ GRADUATE NON­
. GRADUATE GRADUATE
INNOVATORS 27.3 34.2 7.7 25.6
EARLY ADOPTERS 18.2 35.6 23.1 28.2
EARLY MAJORITY 5&.5 21.9 61.5 33.3
LATE MAJORITY 0.0 4.1 7.7 7.7
LAGGARDS 0.0 4.1 . 0.0 5.1
TOTAL 100.0 99.9 100.0 99.9
<N) (11) (73) (13) (39)
TABLE LXVI Ds FIRST ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY MARITAL STATUS
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE
MARRIED SINGLE
INNOVATORS 33.3 20.8
EARLY ADOPTERS 32.1 30.2
EARLY MAJORITY 25.6 39.6
LATE MAJORITY 5.1 5.7
LAGGARDS . 3.8 3.84 i
TOTAL 99.9 100.1
<N) (79) (53)
TABLE LXVI E: FIRST ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY SEX
v LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE
MALE FEMALE
INNOVATORS 26.7 32.6
EARLY ADOPTERS 34.4 23.9
EARLY MAJORITY 28.9 37.0
LATE MAJORITY * 7.8 0.0
LAGGARD 2.2 • 6.5 *
TOTAL 100.0 100.0
(N) (90) (46)
TABLE LXVI F: FIRST ITEM OF INNOVATIVENESS BY THE OPTIMISM INDEX
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE
OPTIMISM NON-OPTIMISM
INNOVATORS 25.0 42.3
EARLY ADOPTERS . 32.7 25.4
EARLY MAJORITY 35.0 16.9
LATE MAJORITY 3.8 10.0
LAGGARDS 3.3 5.0
TOTAL 99.8 . 99.6
(N) (106) (30)
TABLE LXVI G: FIRST ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY THE SECURITY INDEX
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS
INNOVATORS 
EARLY ADOPTERS 
EARLY MAJORITY 
LATE MAJORITY 
LAGGARDS
TOTAL
(N)
PERCENTAGE 
SECURITY INSECURITY
30*3
31.1
28.0
5.9
4.8
100.1
(72)
30.0
26.1 
33.0
7.0
3.8
99.9
(64)
TABLE LXVI Us FIRST ITEM OF INNOVATIVENESS BY ETHNIC ORIGIN
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE -
EAST INDIAN NEGRO MIXED
INNOVATORS 31.3 27.5 20.0
EARLY ADOPTERS 31.3 32.5 26.7
EARLY MAJORITY 32.5 32.5 ‘40.0
LATE MAJORITY 5.0 5.0 6.7
LAGGARDS 3.8 2.5 6.7
TOTAL 100.2 100.0 100.1
(N) (80) (40) <15)
TABLE LXVlX A: SECOND ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY TYPES OF LOCALITY
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE
- URBAN RURAL
INNOVATORS 37.3 49.3
EARLY ADOPTERS 25.4 24.6
EARLY MAJORITY 26.9 18.8
LATE MAJORITY 6.0 ' 2.9
LAGGARDS 4.5 4.3
TOTAL 100.1 99.9
<N) (67) (69)
TABLE LXVI I B: SECOND ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY AGE
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS
UNDER 25
INNOVATORS 47.1
EARLY ADOPTERS 26.5
EARLY MAJORITY 17.6
LATE MAJORITY 0.0
LAGGARDS 8.8
TOTAL 100.0
(N) (34)
PERCENTAGE
25-35 36-46 47-57 OVER 57
40.6 48.0 33.3 50.0
27.5 20.0 16.7 0.0
24.6 24.0 33.3 0.0
4#3 8.0 0.0 50.0
2.9 0.0 16.7 0.0
99.9 100.0 100.0 100.0 *
(69) (25) (6) (2)
y TABLE LXVI I Cs SECOND ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY TYPES OF GRADUATE 
AND NON-GRADUATE TEACHER
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE
TRAINED TRAINED UNTRAINED UNTRAINED
GRADUATE - NON­ GRADUATE NON­
GRADUATE • * GRADUATE
INNOVATORS 18.2 46.6 46.2 43.6
EARLY ADOPTERS 18.2 24.7 15.4 30.8
EARLY MAJORITY 63.6 19.2 23.1 17.9
LATE MAJORITY 0.0 5.5 .0.0 5.1
LAGGARDS 0.0 4.1 15.4 2.6
TOTAL 100.0 100.1 100.1 100.0
(N) (11) (73) (13)' (39)
TABLE LXVI I D: SECOND ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY MARITAL STATUS
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE
MARRIED SINGLE
INNOVATORS 47.4 37.7
EARLY ADOPTERS 23.1 28.3
EARLY MAJORITY 19.2 26.4
LATE MAJORITY 6.4 1.9
LAGGARDS 3.8 5.7
TOTAL 99.9 100.0
(N) (78) (53)
TABLE LXVII E: SECOND ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY SEX
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE
• MALE FEMALE
INNOVATORS 48.9 32.6
EARLY ADOPTERS 26.7 21.7
EARLY MAJORITY • 15.6 37.0
LATE MAJORITY , ’ . ' 4.4 . . 4.3
LAGGARDS : : 4.4 4.3
TOTAL 100.0 99.9
(N) (so) (46)
\ TABLE LXVII F: SECOND ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY THE OPTIMISM INDEX 
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE -
OPTIMISM NON-OPTIMISM
INNOVATORS * 45.5 37.3
EARLY ADOPTERS . 22.8 33.8
EARLY MAJORITY 25.0 15.0
LATE MAJORITY 3.0 8.5
. LAGGARDS- 3.8 5.1
TOTAL ‘ 100.1 99.7
(N) (106) (30)
TABLE LXVII Gs SECOND ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY THE SECURITY INDEX
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE
SECURITY INSECURITY
INNOVATORS 43.9 43.0
EARLY ADOPTERS 23.0 30.0
EARLY MAJORITY 22.7 17.6
LATE MAJORITY 4.8 5.7
LAGGARDS 6.0 3.0
TOTAL 100.4 99.3
(N) (72) (64)
TABLE LXVII H: SECOND ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY ETHNIC ORIGIN
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS
INNOVATORS 
EARLY ADOPTERS 
EARLY MAJORITY 
LATE MAJORITY 
LAGGARDS
TOTAL
(N)
PERCENTAGE 
BAST INDIAN NEGRO MIXED
46.3 42.5 33.3
27.5 15.0 40.0
17.5 32.5 20.0
5.0 2.5 6.7
3.8 7.5 0.0
100.1 100.0 100.0
(80) (40) (15)
TABLE LXVII I A: THIRD ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY TYPES OF LOCALITY
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE -
URBAN RURAL
INNOVATORS. 46.3
EARLY ADOPTERS . 19.4
EARLY MAJORITY 23.9
LATE MAJORITY 4.5
LAGGARDS 6.0
TOTAL ' 100.1
(N) (67)
TABLE LXVI 11 Bs THIRD ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY AGE
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE
UNDER 25 25-35 36-46 47-57 OVER 57
INNOVATORS v 38.2 50.7 52.0 50.0 0.0
EARLY ADOPTERS 14.7 29.0 12.0 16.7 50.0
EARLY MAJORITY 23.5 14.5 20.0 33.3 50.0
LATE MAJORITY 8.8 4.3 4.0 0.0 0.0
LAGGARDS 14.7 1.4 12.0 0.0 0.0
TOTAL 99.9 100.9 100.0 100.0 100.0
(N) (34) (69) (25) (6) (2)
' 47.8 
24.6 
14.5 
• 5.8
7.2
99.9
(69)
- £
TABLE
LXVI 11 C: THIRD ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY TYPES OF GRADUATE
AND NON-GRADUATE TEACHER
LEVELS OF PERCENTAGE
INNOVATIVENESS TRAINED TRAINED UNTRAINED UNTRAINED
GRADUATE NON-GRADUATE GRADUATE NON-GRADUATE
INNOVATORS 27.3 54.8 >38.5 41.0
EARLY ADOPTERS 27.3 21.9 30.8 17.9
EARLY MAJORITY 18.2 15.1 23.1 25.6
LATE MAJORITY 18.2 4.1 0.0 5.1
LAGGARDS 9.1 4.1 7.7 10.3
TOTAL 100.1 100.0 100.1 99.9
(N) <n> (73) (13) (39)
TABLE LXVII I D: THIRD ITEM OF INNOVATIVENESS BY MARITAL STATUS
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE '
MARRIED SINGLE ‘
INNOVATORS 56.4 35.8
EARLY ADOPTERS 21.8 22.6
EARLY MAJORITY 14.1 24.5
LATE MAJORITY 1.3 9.4
LAGGARDS 6.4 7.5
TOTAL 100.0 99.8
(N) (78) (53)
TABLE LXVIII B* THIRD IT©! ON INNOVATIVENESS BY SEX
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE
MALE FEMALE
INNOVATORS 48.9 43.5
EARLY ADOPTERS 25.6 15.2
EARLY MAJORITY 13.3 30.4
LATE MAJORITY 3.3 8.7
LAGGARDS 8.9 2.2
TOTAL 100.0 100.0
(N) (90) (46)
TABLE LXVII I F: THIRD ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY THE OPTIMISM INDEX
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE
OPTIMISM NON-OPTIMISM
INNOVATORS 48.0
EARLY ADOPTERS 20.9
EARLY MAJORITY 18.5
LATE MAJORITY 5.2
LAGGARDS 7.1
TOTAL 99.7 99.0
(106) (30)
x TABLE LXVI 11 Gs THIRD ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY THE SECURITY INDEX
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE
• SECURITY INSECURITY
INNOVATORS 
EARLY ADOPTERS 
EARLY MAJORITY 
LATE MAJORITY 
LAGGARDS -
TOTAL 
(N)
50.2
21.0
19.1
3.7
6.0
100.0
(72)
40.9
25.4
22.0
4.7
6.6
99.6
(64)
44.0
27.0
20.0
3.0
5.0
TABLE LXVII I H: THIRD ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY ETHNIC ORIGIN
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE
BAST INDIAN NEGRO MIXED
INNOVATORS 47.5 57.5 20.0
EARLY ADOPTERS 21.3 17.5 33.3
EARLY MAJORITY 16.3 22.5 26.7
LATE MAJORITY 7.5 2.5 0.0
LAGGARDS 7.5 0.0 20.0
TOTAL 100.1 100.0 100.0
<N) (80) (40) (15)
TABLE LXIX A: FOURTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY TYPES OF LOCALITY
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE
URBAN RURAL
INNOVATORS 17.9 27.5
EARLY ADOPTERS 35.8 17.4
EARLY MAJORITY 20.9 31.9
LATE MAJORITY . 10.4 ’ 8.7
LAGGARDS 14.9 14.5
TOTAL 99.9 100.0
(N) (67) (69)
TABLE LXIX Bs FOURTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY AGE\
LEVELS OF PERCENTAGE
INNOVATIVENESS UNDER 25 25-35 36-46 47-57 OVER 57
INNOVATORS’ 14.7 24.6 28.0 33.3 . 0.0
EARLY ADOPTERS ' 26.5 24.6 . 32.0 16.7 50.0
EARLY MAJORITY 35.3 24.6 24.0 0.0 50.0
LATE MAJORITY 14.7 8.7 4.0 ‘ 16.7 0.0
LAGGARDS 8.8 17.4 12.0 33.3 0.0
TOTAL 100.0 99.9 100.0 100.0 100.0
(N) (34) (69) (25) (6) (2)
TABLE LXIX C: FOURTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY TYPES OF GRADUATE
AND NON-GRADUATE’TEACHER
LEVELS OF PERCENTAGE •
INNOVATIVENESS TRAINED TRAINED UNTRAINED UNTRAINED
GRADUATE NON-GRADUATE GRADUATE NON-GRADUATE
INNOVATORS 18.2 26.0 23.1 17.9
EARLY ADOPTERS 18.2 30.1 15.4 25.6
EARLY MAJORITY 45.5 19.2 38.5 30.8
LATE MAJORITY 0.0 8.2 7.7 15.4
LAGGARDS 18.2 16.4 15.4 10.3
TOTAL 100.1 99.9 100.1 100.0
(N) (H) (73) - (13) (39)
TABLE LXIX D? FOURTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY MARITAL STATUS
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE
MARRIED SINGLE
INNOVATORS 25.6 15.1
EARLY ADOPTERS 29.5 24.5
EARLY MAJORITY 21.8 32.1
LATE MAJORITY 9.0 11.3
LAGGARDS 14.1 17.0
TOTAL 100.0 100.0
(N)  ^ (78) (53)
TABLE LXIX E: FOURTH ITEM ON 
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS B
INNOVATORS 
EARLY ADOPTERS 
EARLY MAJORITY ' 
LATE MAJORITY 
LAGGARDS
TOTAL
(N)
INNOVATIVENESS BY SEX
PERCENTAGE
MALE FEMALE
22.2 23.9
24.4 30.4
27.8 23.9
8.9 10.9
16.7 10.9
100.0 100.0
(90) (46)
TABLE LXIX Fs FOURTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY THE OPTIMISM INDEX 
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE
OPTIMISM NON-OPTIMISM
INNOVATORS 23.7 20.0
EARLY ADOPTERS 25.0 28.C
EARLY MAJORITY 27.0 25.0
LATE MAJORITY 9.0 11.9
LAGGARDS 15.0 14.0
TOTAL 99.7 99.7
<N) (106) (30)
TABLE LXIX G: FOURTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY THE SECURITY INDEX
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE 
SECURITY INSECURITY
INNOVATORS 
EARLY ADOPTERS 
EARLY MAJORITY 
LATE MAJORITY 
LAGGARDS
TOTAL
(N)
25.4
23.7
26.0
10.6
14.3
100.0
(72)
19.0 
25.8 
28.2
11.0 
17.0
101.0
(64)
; TABLE LXIX H: FOURTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY THE KTHNIC ORIGIN
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE
' .. ' EAST INDIAN NEGRO MIXED
INNOVATORS 22.5 27.5 13.3
EARLY ADOPTERS* 27.5 30.0 13.3
EARLY MAJORITY 26.3 20.0 40.0
LATE MAJORITY : 7.5 ... 10.G* 20.0
LAGGARDS 16.3. 12.5 13.3
TOTAL 100.1 100.0 99.9
(N) (80) (40) (15)
TABLE LXX As FIFTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY TYPES OF LOCALITY
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE
URBAN RURAL
INNOVATORS 46.3 55.1
EARLY ADOPTERS 13.4 11.6
EARLY MAJORITY 20.9 21.7
LATE MAJORITY 9.0 2.9
LAGGARDS 10.4 8.7
TOTAL 100.0 100.0
(N) (67) (69)
TABLE LXX Bt FIFTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY AGE
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS
UNDER 25
INNOVATORS 41.2
EARLY ADOPTERS 8.8
EARLY MAJORITY 32.4
LATE MAJORITY 2.9
LAGGARDS 14.7
TOTAL 100.0
PERCENTAGE
25-35 36-46 47-57 OVER 57
55.1 52.0 66.7 0.0
13.0 20.0 0.0 0.0
20.3 12.0 0.0 50.0
5.8 8.0 16.7 0.0
5.8 8.0 16.7 50.0 .
100.0 100.0 100.1 100.0
TABLE LXX C: FIFTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY TYPES OF GRADUATE 
AND NON-GRADUATE TEACHER
LEVELS OF PERCENTAGE
INNOVATIVENESS TRAINED TRAINED UNTRAINED UNTRAINED
GRADUATE NON-GRADUATE GRADUATE NON-GRADUATE
INNOVATORS 36.4 57.5 53.8 41.0
EARLY ADOPTERS 36.4 11.0 0.0 12.8
EARLY MAJORITY 9.1 19.2 30.8 25.6
LATE MAJORITY 18.2 5.5 7.7 2.6
LAGGARDS 0.0 6.8 7.7 17.9
TOTAL . 100.1 100.0 100.0 99.9
' w (11) (73) (13) . (39)
TABLE LXX D: FIFTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY MARITAL STATUS
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE
INNOVATORS 
EARLY ADOPTERS 
EARLY MAJORITY 
LATE MAJORITY 
LAGGARDS
TOTAL
<N)
MARRIED SINGLE
56.4 37.7
12.8 13.2
15.4 32.1
7.7 3.8
7.7 13.2
100.0 100.0
(78) (53)
TABLE LXX E: FIFTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY SEX
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE
MALE FEMALE
INNOVATORS 57.8 37.0
EARLY ADOPTERS 12.2 13.0
EARLY MAJORITY 20.0 23.9
LATE MAJORITY 2.2 , 13.0
LAGGARDS 7.8 13.0
TOTAL 100.0 99.9
<N) (90) (46)
TABLE LXX F: FIFTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY THE OPTIMISM INDEX
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS
INNOVATORS 
EARLY ADOPTERS 
EARLY MAJORITY 
LATE MAJORITY 
LAGGARDS
TOTAL
(N)
PERCENTAGE 
OPTIMISM NON-OPTIMISM
50.0
12.0
23.0 
5.0
10.0
100.0
(106)
54.2
14.0
15.0 
8.0 
8.5
99.7
(30)
TABLE PCX G: FIFTH ITEM OF INNOVATIVENESS BY THE SECURITY INDEX
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE
SECURITY INSECURITY
INNOVATORS 51.0
EARLY ADOPTERS . 16.6
EARLY MAJORITY - 2 1 . 0
LATE MAJORITY 3.7
LAGGARDS 7.8
50.0
14.0
21.0 
6.6
8.8
TOTAL
(K)
100.1
(72)
100 • 4 
(64)
n-JL —i ' *
TABLE LXX H: FIFTH ITEM OF INNOVATIVENESS BY ETHNIC ORIGIN
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE
BAST INDIAN NEGRO MIXED
INNOVATORS 53.8 47.5 46.7
EARLY ADOPTERS 16.3 5.0 13.3
EARLY MAJORITY 18.8 25.0 ’ 26.7
LATE MAJORITY 1.3 12.5 6.7
LAGGARDS 10.0 10.0 6.7
TOTAL 100.2 100.0 100.1
(N) • (BO) (40) (15)
TABLE LXX I At SIXTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY TYPES OF LOCALITY
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE
URBAN RURAL
INNOVATORS 50.7 • 58.0
EARLY ADOPTERS 14.9 29.0
EARLY MAJORITY . 23.9 4.3
LATE MAJORITY 6.0 1.4
LAGGARDS 4.5 7.2
TOTAL 100.0 99.9
<N) (67) (69)
TABLE LXXI B: SIXTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY AGE
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE
UNDER 25 25-35 36-46 47-57 OVER 57
INNOVATORS 35.3 58.0 76.0 33.3 50.0
EARLY ADOPTERS 23.5 24.6 8.0 * 33.3 50.0
EARLY MAJORITY 26.5 11.6 8.0 0.0 0.0
LATE MAJORITY 5.9 1.4 8.0 0.0 0.0
LAGGARDS 8.8 4.3 0.0 33.3 0.0
TOTAL 100.0 99.9 100.0 99.9 100.0
(N) (34) (69) (25) (6) (2)
- 242-
TABLE LXX I Cs SIXTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY TYPES OF GRADUATE
AND NON-GRADUATE TEACHER
LEVELS OF PERCENTAGE
INNOVATIVENESS- TRAINED TRAINED UNTRAINED UNTRAINED
GRADUATE NON-GRADUATE GRADUATE .NON-GRADUATE
INNOVATORS 54.5 64.4 30.8
EARLY ADOPTERS 18.2 13.7 46.2
EARLY MAJORITY 27.3 9.6 23.1
LATE MAJORITY 0.0 5.5 0.0
LAGGARDS 0.0 6.8 0.0
TOTAL 100.0 100,0 100.1
(N) (11) (73) (13)
TABLE LXXI D: SIXTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY MARITAL STATUS
PERCENTAGE 
MARRIED SINGLE
62.8 39.6
• 19.2 26.4
7.7 24.5
3.8 3.8
6.4 5.7
99.9 100.0
(78) (53)
LBVRLS OF INNOVATIVENESS
INNOVATORS
e a r l y Adopters
EARLY MAJORITY 
LATE MAJORITY 
LAGGARDS
TOTAL
(N)
43.6
30.8
15.4
2.6
7.7
100.1
(39)
TABLE LXXI E: SIETH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY SEX
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE
' MALE FEMALE
INNOVATORS 56.7 50.0
EARLY ADOPTERS 21.1 23.9
EARLY MAJORITY 13.3 15.2
LATE MAJORITY 1.1 8.7
LAGGARDS 7.8 2.2
TOTAL 100.0 100.0
(N) (90) (46)
TABLE LXXX F: SIXTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY THE OPTIMISM INDEX
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS
INNOVATORS 
EARLY ADOPTERS 
EARLY MAJORITY 
LATE MAJORITY 
LAGGARDS
TOTAL
(N)
PERCENTAGE 
OPTIMISM NON-OPTIMISM
52.6
21.8
16.1
3.0
7.0
100.5
(106)
61.0
23.8
5.0 
6.8
3.0
99.6
(30)
TABLE LXXI G: SIXTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY THE SECURITY INDEX
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE
SECURITY INSECURITY
INNOVATORS 53.0 54.0
EARLY ADOPTERS 29*0 18.6
EARLY MAJORITY 22.0 17,0
LATE MAJORITY • 3.0 4.9
LAGGARDS 3.6 5*8
TOTAL 100.6 100.3
(N) (72) (64)
TABLE LXXI H: SIXTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY ETHNIC ORIGIN
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE
EAST INDIAN NEGRO MIXED
INNOVATORS ■* 57.5 52.5 46.7
EARLY ADOPTERS 23.8 17.5 20.0
EARLY MAJORITY 6.3 25.0 26.7
LATE MAJORITY 3.8 2.5 6.7
LAGGARDS 8.8 2.5 0.0
TOTAL 100.2 100.0 100.1
(N) (80) <4$) (15)
TABLE LXXI I A: SEVENTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY TYPES OP LOCALITY
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS . PERCENTAGE
URBAN RURAL
INNOVATORS 64.2 73.9
EARLY ADOPTERS , 19.4 13.0
EARLY MAJORITY , 1 3 . 4  8.7
LATE MAJORITY 0.0 ' 1.4
LAGGARDS 3.0 2.9
TOTAL 100.0 99.9
(N) (67) (69)
\ TABLE LXXII B: SEVENTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY AGE
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE
UNDER 25 25-35 36-46 47-57 OVER .
INNOVATORS 64.7 69.6 68.0 83.3 100.0
EARLY ADOPTERS 17.6 15.9 20.0 0.0 0.0
EARLY MAJORITY 11.8 13.0 8.Q e.e a.o
LATE MAJORITY 2.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
LAGGARDS 2.9 . 1.4 4.0 16.7 0.0
TOTAL 99.9 99.9 100.0 100.0 100.0
(N) (34) (69) (25) (6) (2)
TABLE LXXI I C: SEVENTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY TYPES OP GRADUATE 
AND NON-GRADUATE TEACHER
LEVELS OP 
INNOVATIVENESS TRAINED
GRADUATE
PERCENTAGE
TRAINED 
NON-GRADUATE
UNTRAINED
GRADUATE
UNTRAINED
NON-GRADUATE
INNOVATORS 36.4
EARLY ADOPTERS 36.4
EARLY MAJORITY 27.3
LATE MAJORITY 0.0
LAGGARDS 0.0
TOTAL 100.1
(N) (11)
76.7
13.7 
6.8 
0.0 
2.7
99.9
(73)
61.5
15.4
15.4 
0.0 
7.7
100.0
(13)
66.7 
15.4
12.8 
2.6 
2.6
100.1
(39)
TABLE LXXI I D: SEVENTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY MARITAL STATUS
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE
MARRIED SINGLE
INNOVATORS 75.6 58. 5
EARLY ADOPTERS 15.4 17.0
EARLY MAJORITY 7.7 17.0
LATE MAJORITY 0.0 1.9
LAGGARDS 1.3 5.7
TOTAL 100.0 100.1
<N) (78) (53)
TABLE LXXI I £: SEVENTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY SEX 
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE
MALE FEMALE
INNOVATORS 68.9 69.6
EARLY ADOPTERS 15.6 17.4
EARLY MAJORITY 11.1 10.9
LATE MAJORITY 1.1 0.0
LAGGARDS 3.3 2.2
TOTAL 100.0 100.1
(N) (90) (46)
TABLE LXX 11 F: SEVENTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY THE OPTIMISM INDEX
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE
OPTIMISM NON-OPTIMISM
INNOVATORS 67.8 74.4
EARLY ADOPTERS 19.0 6.8
EARLY MAJORITY 10.0 13.6
LATE MAJORITY 1.0 0.0
LAGGARDS 2.4 5.0
TOTAL 100.2 99.8
(N) (106) (30)
TABLE LXXIX G: SEVENTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY THE SECURITY INDEX
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS
INNOVATORS 
EARLY ADOPTERS 
EARLY MAJORITY 
LATE MAJORITY 
LAGGARDS
PERCENTAGE 
SECURITY INSECURITY
69.0
15.0 
10.6
1.6
3.2
67.0
16.0 
13.1
0.0
3.8
TABLE LXXII Hs SEVENTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY ETHNIC ORIGIN
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS
INNOVATORS 
EARLY ADOPTERS 
EARLY MAJORITY 
LATE MAJORITY 
LAGGARDS
TOTAL
(N)
PERCENTAGE 
EAST INDIAN NEGRO MIXES
73.8
12.5
10.0
1.3
2.5
100.1
(80)
67.5
20.0
10.0
0.0
2.5
100.0
(40)
46.7
26.7 
20.0
0.0
6.7
100.1
(15)
TABLE LXXIII A: EIGHTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY TYPES OF LOCALITY
LEVELS CF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE
URBAN RURAL
INNOVATORS 49.3 37.7
EARLY ADOPTERS 25.4 39.1
EARLY MAJORITY 20.9 20.3
LATE MAJORITY 1.5 0.0
LAGGARDS 3.0 2.9
TOTAL 100.1 100.0
(N) (67) (69)
TABLE LXXIII B: EIGHTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY AGE
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE
UNDER 25 25-35 36-46 47-57 OVER 57
INNOVATORS 23.5 44.9 60.0 66.7 50.0
EARLY ADOPTERS 41.2 34.8 16.0 16.7 50.0
EARLY MAJORITY 32.4 17.4 16.0 16.7 0.0
LATE MAJORITY 0.0 0.0 4.0 0.0 0.0
LAGGARDS 2.9 2.9 4.0 0.0 0.0
TOTAL 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.1 100.0
(N) (34) (69) (25) (6) (2)
TABLE LXXIII C: EIGHTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY TYPES OF GRADUATE 
AND NON-GRADUATE TEACHER
i « •
LEVELS OF : PERCENTAGE
INNOVATIVENESS TRAINED
GRADUATE
TRAINED
NON-GRADUATE
UNTRAINED
GRADUATE
UNTRAINED
NON-GRADUATE
INNOVATORS 27.3 52.1 46.2 30.8
EARLY ADOPTERS 27.3 32.9 23.1 35.9
EARLY MAJORITY 36.4 11.0 30.8 30.8
LATE MAJORITY 9.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
LAGGARDS 0.0 4.1 0.0 2.6
TOTAL 100.1 100.1 100.1 100.1
(N) (11) (73) (13) (39)
TABLE LXXIII Ds EIGHTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY MARITAL STATUS 
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE
MARRIED SINGLE
INNOVATORS 55.1 24.5
EARLY ADOPTERS 28.2 37.7
EARLY MAJORITY 11.5 35.8
LATE MAJORITY 1.3 0.0
LAGGARDS 3.8 1.9
TOTAL
(N)
99.9
(78)
99.9
(53)
TABLE LXXIII E: EIGTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY SEX
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE
MALE FEMALE
INNOVATORS 42.2 45.7
EARLY ADOPTERS 32.2 32.6
EARLY MAJORITY 22.2 17.4
LATE MAJORITY 0.0 2.2
LAGGARDS 3.3 2.2
TOTAL 99.9 100.1
(N) (90) (46)
TABLE LXXIII F: EIGHTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY THE OPTIMISM INDEX
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS
INNOVATORS 
EARLY ADOPTERS 
EARLY MAJORITY 
LATE MAJORITY 
LAGGARDS
TOTAL
(N)
PERCENTAGE 
OPTIMISM NON-OPTIMISM
45.0
28.0 
23.2
1.0
3.0
100.2
(106)
39.0
47.4
10.0 
0.0 
3.0
99.4 
(30)
TABLE LXXIII G: EIGHTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY THE SECURITY INDEX
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS
INNOVATORS 
EARLY ADOPTERS 
EARLY MAJORITY 
LATE MAJORITY 
LAGGARDS
TOTAL
(N)
PERCENTAGE 
SECURITY INSECURITY
43.0 
32.4
22.0 
0.5 
2.0
99.9
(72)
40.0
36.6
18.9
1.0
4.0
100.5
(64)
TABLE LXXIII Hs EIGHTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY ETHNIC ORIGIN
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE
EAST INDIAN NEGRO MEXED
INNOVATORS 38.8 57.5 26.7
EARLY ADOPTERS 31.3 27.5 53.3
EARLY MAJORITY 25.0 15.0 13.3
LATE MAJORITY 0.0 0.0 6.7
LAGGARDS 5.0 0.0 0.0
TOTAL 100.1 100.0 100.0
(N) (80) (40) (15)
TABLE LXXIV A: NINTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY TYPES OF LOCALITY
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE 
URBAN RURAL
INNOVATORS 
EARLY ADOPTERS 
EARLY MAJORITY 
LATE MAJORITY 
LAGGARDS
TOTAL
(N)
62.7 
23.9 
9.0 
' 4.5 
0.0
100.1 
(67)
58.0
20.3
14.5
1.4
5.8
100.0
(69)
TABLE LXXIV Bs NINTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY AGE
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE
UNDER 25 25-35 36-46 47-57 OVER 57
INNOVATORS 55.9 56.5 68.0 100.0 50.0
EARLY ADOPTERS 20.6 24.6 24.0 0.0 0.0
EARLY MAJORITY 14.7 13.0 4.0 0.0 50.0
LATE MAJORITY 2.9 2.9 4.0 0.0 0.0
LAGGARDS 5.9 2.9 0.0 0.0 0.0
TOTAL 100.0 99.9 100.0 100.0 100.0
(N) (34) (69) (25) (6) (2)
TABLE LXXIV C: NINTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY TYPES OF GRADUATE
AND NON-GRADUATE TEACHER
LEVELS OF PERCENTAGE
INNOVATIVENESS TRAINED TRAINED UNTRAINED UNTRAINED
GRADUATE NON-GRADUATE GRADUATE NON-GRADUATE
INNOVATORS 45.5 69.9 30.8 56.4
EARLY ADOPTERS 54.5 21.9 7.7 17.9
EARLY MAJORITY 0.0 5.5 53.8 12.8
LATE MAJORITY 0.0 1.4 7.7 5.1
LAGGARDS 0.0 1.4 0.0 7.7
TOTAL 100.0 100.1 100.0 99.9
(N) (11) (73) (13) (39)
TABLE LXXIV D: NINTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY MARITAL STATUS
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE
MARRIED SINGLE
INNOVATORS 65.4 49.1
EARLY ADOPTERS 23.1 22.6
EARLY MAJORITY 9.0 17.0
LATE MAJORITY 1.3 5.7
LAGGARDS 1.3 5.7
TOTAL 100.1 100.1
(N) (78) (53)
TABLE LXXIV E; NINTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY SEX
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE
MALE FEMAI
INNOVATORS 60.0 60.9
EARLY ADOPTERS 20.0 26.1
EARLY MAJORITY 13.3 8.7
LATE MAJORITY 3.3 2.2
LAGGARDS 3.3 2.2
TOTAL 99.9 100.1
(N) (90) (46)
TABLE LXXIV F: NINTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY THE OPTIMISM INDEX
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE 
OPTIMISM NON-OPTIMISM
INNOVATORS 
EARLY ADOPTERS 
EARLY MAJORITY 
LATE MAJORITY 
LAGGARDS
TOTAL
(N)
62.1
21.8
11.4
3.0
1.0
99.3
(106)
56.0
22.0 
11.0
1.7
8.5
99.2
(30)
TABLE LXXIV G: NINTH ITEM OF INNOVATIVENESS BY THE SECURITY INDEX
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE
SECURITY INSECURITY
INNOVATORS 64.5 52.4
EARLY ADOPTERS 19.1 26.5
EARLY MAJORITY 10.0 13.4
LATE MAJORITY 3.2 3.8
LAGGARDS 3.2 3.8
TOTAL 100.0 99.9
(N) (72) (64)
TABLE IXXIV H: NINTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY ETHNIC ORIGIN
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE
EAST INDIAN NEGRO MIXED
INNOVATORS 61.3 67.5 40.0
EARLY ADOPTERS 22.5 20.0 26.7
EARLY MAJORITY 11.3 10.0 13.3
LATE MAJORITY 2.5 2.5 6.7
LAGGARDS 2.5 0.0 13.3
TOTAL 100.1 100.0 100.0
(N) (80) (40) (15)
TABLE LXXV A: TENTH ITEM CN INNOVATIVENESS BY TYPES OF LOCALITY
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS
INNOVATORS 
EARLY ADOPTERS 
EARLY MAJORITY 
LATE MAJORITY 
LAGGARDS
TOTAL
(N)
PERCENTAGE 
URBAN RURAL
61.2
20.9
13.4
1.5
3.0
100.0
(67)
79.7
14.5
2.9
1.4
1.4
99.9
(69)
TABLE LXXV Bs TENTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY AGE
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE
UNDER 25 25-35 36-46 47-57 OVER 57
INNOVATORS 64.7 68.1 80.0 83.3 100.0
EARLY ADOPTERS 23.5 18.8 12.0 0.0 0.0
EARLY MAJORITY 2.9 11.6 8.0 0.0 0.0
LATE MAJORITY 2.9 1.4 0.0 0.0 0.0
LAGGARDS 5.9 0.0 0.0 16.7 0.0
TOTAL 99.9 99.9 100.0 100.0 100.0
(N) (34) (69) (25) (6) (2)
TABLE LXXV C: TENTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY TYPES OF GRADUATE 
AND NON-GRADUATE TEACHER
LEVELS OF PERCENTAGE
INNOVATIVENESS TRAINED TRAINED UNTRAINED UNTRAINED
GRADUATE NON-GRADUATE GRADUATE NON-GRADUATE
INNOVATORS 54.5 80.8 46.2 64.1
EARLY ADOPTERS 36.4 11.0 23.1 23.1
EARLY MAJORITY 9.1 5.5 23.1 7.7
LATE MAJORITY 0.0 1.4 0.0 2.6
LAGGARDS 0.0 1.4 7.7 2.6
TOTAL 100.0 100.1 100.1 100.1
(N) (11) (73) (13) (39)
TABLE LXXV D: TENTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY MARITAL STATUS
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE
MARRIED SINGLE
INNOVATORS 73.1 64.2
EARLY ADOPTERS 20.5 15.1
EARLY MAJORITY 6.4 11.3
LATE MAJORITY 0.0 3.8
LAGGARDS 0.0 5.7
TOTAL 100.0 100.1
(N> (78) (53)
TABLE LXXV E: TENTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY SEX
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE 
MALE FEMALE
INNOVATORS 
EARLY ADOPTERS 
EARLY MAJORITY 
LATE MAJORITY 
LAGGARDS
TOTAL
(N)
73.3
14.4 
7.8 
2.2 
2.2
99.9
(90)
65.2
23.9
8.7
0.0
2.2
100.0
(46)
TABLE LXXV F: TENTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY THE OPTIMISM INDEX
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE 
OPTIMISM NON-OPTIMISM
INNOVATORS 
EARLY ADOPTERS 
EARLY MAJORITY 
LATE MAJORITY 
LAGGARDS
TOTAL
(N)
70.0
18.0 
8.0 
1.4 
2.0
99.4
(106)
74.5
17.0
5.1
2.0
1.7
100.3
(30)
TABLE LXXV G: TENTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY THE SECURITY INDEX
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE
SECURITY INSECURITY
INNOVATORS 76.8 66.6
EARLY ADOPTERS 13.2 21.0
EARLY MAJORITY 6.0 7.7
LATE MAJORITY 0.5 2.0
LAGGARDS 3.2 1.9
TOTAL 99 i 7 99.2
(N) (72) (64)
TABLE LXXV H: TENTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY ETHNIC ORIGIN
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE
EAST INDIAN NEGRO MIXED
INNOVATORS 77.5 65.0 46.7
EARLY ADOPTERS 12.5 17.5 46.7
EARLY MAJORITY 6.3 12.5 6.7
LATE MAJORITY 1.3 2.5 0.0
LAGGARDS 2.5 2.5 0.0
TOTAL 100.1 100.0 100.1
(N) (80) (40) (15)
TABLE LXXV I A: ELEVENTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY TYPES OF LOCALITY
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE
URBAN RURAL
INNOVATORS 64.2 69.6
EARLY ADOPTERS 13.4 18.8
EARLY MAJORITY 19.4 5.8
LATE MAJORITY 0.0 2.9
LAGGARDS 3.0 2.9
TOTAL 100.0 100.0
(N) (67) (69)
TABLE LXXV I B: ELEVENTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY AGE
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE
UNDER 25 25-35 36-46 47-57 OVER i
INNOVATORS 55.9 66.7 80.0 66.7 100.0
EARLY ADOPTERS 23.5 18.8 4.0 0.0 0.0
EARLY MAJORITY 14.7 13.0 12.0 0.0 0.0
LATE MAJORITY 2.9 0.0 0.0 16.7 0.0
LAGGARDS 2.9 1.4 4.0 16.7 0.0
TOTAL 99.9 99.9 100.0 100.1 100.0
(N) (34) (69) (25) (6) (2)
TABLE LXXVI C: ELEVENTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY TYPES OF GRADUATE 
AND NON-GRADUATE TEACHER
LEVELS OF PERCENTAGE
INNOVATIVENESS TRAINED TRAINED UNTRAINED UNTRAINED
GRADUATE NON-GRADUATE GRADUATE NON-GRADUATE
INNOVATORS 7.27 75,3 46.2 56.4
EARLY ADOPTERS 0.0 12.3 30.8 23.1
EARLY MAJORITY 27.3 8.2 23.1 12.8
LATE MAJORITY 0.0 1.4 0.0 2.6
LAGGARDS 0.0 2.7 0.0 5.1
TOTAL 100.0 99.9 100.1 100.0
(N) (11) (73) (13) (39)
TABLE LXXVI D: ELEVENTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY MARITAL STATUS
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE
MARRIED SINGLE
INNOVATORS 73.1 56.6
EARLY ADOPTERS 15.4 18.9
EARLY MAJORITY 10.3 17.0
LATE MAJORITY 0.0 1.9
LAGGARDS 1.3 5.7
TOTAL 100.1 100.1
(N) (78) (S3)
TABLE LXXVI Es ELEVENTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY SEX
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE
MALE FEMALE
INNOVATORS 68.9 63.00
EARLY ADOPTERS 16.7 15.2
EARLY MAJORITY 12.2 13.0
LATE MAJORITY 1.1 2.2
LAGGARDS 1.1 6.5
TOTAL 100.0 99.9
(N) (90) (46)
TABLE LXXVI F: ELEVENTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY THE OPTIMISM INDEX
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE 
OPTIMISM NON-OPTIMISM
INNOVATORS 
EARLY ADOPTERS 
EARLY MAJORITY 
LATE MAJORITY 
LAGGARDS
TOTAL
(N)
69.2
16.0
13.0
1.0
1.0
100.2
(106)
60.8
18.7
6.8
3.0
10.0
99.3
(30)
TABLE LXXVI G: ELEVENTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY THE SECURITY INDEX
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE
SECURITY INSECURITY
INNOVATORS 68.7 61.0
EARLY ADOPTERS 18.0 18.8
EARLY MAJORITY 10.0 14.0
LATE MAJORITY 1.6 1.9
LAGGARDS 2,0 4.0
TOTAL 100.3 99.7
(N) (72) (64)
TABLE LXXVI H: ELEVENTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY ETHNIC ORIGIN
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE
EAST INDIAN NEGRO MIXED
INNOVATORS 65.0 77.5 46.7
EARLY ADOPTERS 20.0 7.5 20.0
EARLY MAJORITY 12.5 12.5 13.3
LATE MAJORITY 2.5 0.0 0.0
LAGGARDS 0.0 2.5 20.0
TOTAL 100.0 100.0 100.0
(N) (80) (40) (15)
TABLE LXXVI I A: TWELFTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY TYPES OF LOCALITY
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE 
URBAN RURAL
INNOVATORS 49.3 65.2
EARLY ADOPTERS 28.4 18.8
EARLY MAJORITY 16.4 11.6
LATE MAJORITY l.S 4.3
LAGGARDS 4.5 0.0
TOTAL 100.1 99.9
(N) (67) (69)
TABLE LXXVI I B: TWELFTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY AGE
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE
UNDER 25 25-35 36-46 47-57 OVER 57
INNOVATORS 41.2 56.5 76.0 66.7 100.0
EARLY ADOPTERS 26.5 24.6 24.0 0.0 0.0
EARLY MAJORITY 23.5 14.5 0.0 16.7 0.0
LATE MAJORITY 2.9 4.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
LAGGARDS 5.9 0.0 0.0 16.7 0.0
TOTAL 100.0 99.9 100.0 100.1 100.0
(N) (34) (69) (25) (6) (2)
TABLE LXXVI I C: TWELFTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY TYPES OF GRADUATE
AND NON-GRADUATE TEACHER
LEVELS OF PERCENTAGE
INNOVATIVENESS TRAINED TRAINED UNTRAINED UNTRAINED
GRADUATE NON-GRADUATE GRADUATE NON-GRADUATE
INNOVATORS 36.4 64. 4 30.8 59.0
EARLY ADOPTERS 54.5 20.5 30.8 17.9
EARLY MAJORITY 9.1 9.6 38.5 15.4
LATE MAJORITY 0.0 4.1 0.0 2.6
LAGGARDS 0.0 1.4 0.0 5.1
TOTAL 100.0 100.0 100.1 100.0
(N) (11) (73) (13) (39)
TABLE LXXVI I D: TWELFTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY MARITAL STATUS
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE
MARRIED SINGLE
INNOVATORS , 70.5 35.8
EARLY ADOPTERS 16.7 34.0
EARLY MAJORITY 9.0 22.6
LATE MAJORITY 3.8 1.9
LAGGARDS 0.0 5.7
TOTAL 100.0 100.0
(N) (78) (53)
TABLE LXXVI I E: TWELFTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY SEX
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE 
MALE FEMALE
INNOVATORS 
EARLY ADOPTERS 
EARLY MAJORITY 
LATE MAJORITY 
LAGGARDS
TOTAL
(N)
57.8
23.3
14.4 
3.3 
1.1
99.9 
(90)
56.5
23.9 
13.0
2.2
4.3
99.9 
(46)
TABLE LXXVI I F: TWELFTH'ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY THE OPTIMISM INDEX
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS
INNOVATORS 
EARLY ADOPTERS 
EARLY MAJORITY 
LATE MAJORITY 
LAGGARDS
TOTAL
(N)
PERCENTAGE 
OPTIMISM NON-OPTIMISM
55.0
25.0
15.0
3.0
2.0
100.0
(106)
67.7
20.0
6.8
3.0
1.7
99.2
(30)
TABLE LXXVI I Gs TWELFTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY THE SECURITY INDEX
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS
INNOVATORS 
EARLY ADOPTERS 
EARLY MAJORITY 
LATE MAJORITY 
LAGGARDS
TOTAL
(N)
PERCENTAGE 
SECURITY INSECURITY
58.8
24.4
13.2
2.0
2.0
100.4
(72)
58.0 
24.6
12.0
4.0
2.0
100.6
(64)
TABLE LXXVI I H: TWELFTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY ETHNIC ORIGIN
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS
INNOVATORS 
EARLY ADOPTERS 
EARLY MAJORITY 
LATE MAJORITY 
LAGGARDS
TOTAL
(N)
PERCENTAGE 
EAST INDIAN NEGRO
63.8
21.3
7.5 
5.0
2.5
100.1
(80)
45.0
27.5
25.0 
0.0
2.5
100.0
(40)
MIXED
60.0
26.7
13.3
0.0
0.0
100.0
(1 5 )
TABLE LXXVI 11 A: THIRTEENTH ITEM OF INNOVATIVENESS BY TYPES OF
LOCALITY
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE
URBAN RURAL
INNOVATORS 35.8 49.3
EARLY ADOPTERS 29.9 21.7
EARLY MAJORITY 16.4 18.8
LATE MAJORITY 6.0 2.9
LAGGARDS 11.9 7.2
TOTAL 100.0 99.9
(N) (67) (69)
TABLE LXXVI 11 Bs THIRTEENTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY AGE
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE
UNDER 25 25-35 36-46 47-57 OVER I
INNOVATORS 23.5 50.7 40.0 A 66.7 50.0
EARLY ADOPTERS 26.5 24.6 36.0 0,0 0.0
EARLY MAJORITY 26.5 14.5 12.0 16.7 50.0
LATE MAJORITY 2.9 5,8 4.0 0.0 0,0
LAGGARDS 20.6 4.3 8.0 16.7 0,0
TOTAL 100.0 99.9 100.0 100.1 100.0
(N) (34) (69) (25) (6): (2)
TABLE LXXVI IIC:
o  *
THIRTEENTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY TYPES OF
‘ GRADUATE AND NON-GRADUATE TEACHER
LEVELS OF PERCENTAGE
INNOVATIVENESS TRAINED TRAINED UNTRAINED UNTRAINED
GRADUATE NON-GRADUATE GRADUATE NON-GRADUATE
INNOVATORS 54.5 46.6 23.1 38.5
EARLY ADOPTERS 27.3 23.3 38.5 25.6
EARLY MAJORITY 9.1 17.8 7.7 23.1
LATE MAJORITY 0.0 6.8 0.0 2.6
LAGGARDS 9.1 5.5 30.8 10.3
TOTAL 100.0 100.0 100.1 100.1
(N) (11) (73) (13) (39)
TABLE LXXVIII D: THIRTEENTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY MARITAL STATUS
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE
MARRIED SINGLE
INNOVATORS 43.6 41.5
EARLY ADOPTERS 30.8 18.9
EARLY MAJORITY 12.8 24.5
LATE MAJORITY 6.4 1.9
LAGGARDS 6.4 13.2
TOTAL 100.0 100.0
(N) (78) (53)
TABLE LXXVI 11 E: THIRTEENTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY SEX
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE
MALE FEMALE
INNOVATORS 46.7 34.8
EARLY ADOPTERS 22.2 32.6
EARLY MAJORITY 17.8 17.4
LATE MAJORITY 3.3 6.5
LAGGARDS 10.0 8.7
TOTAL 100.0 100.0
(N) (90) (46)
TABLE LXXVIII F: THIRTEENTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY THE
OPTIMISM INDEX
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE
OPTIMISM NON-OPTIMISM
INNOVATORS 41.0 51.0,
EARLY ADOPTERS 27.5 20.0
EARLY MAJORITY 18.0 15.0
LATE MAJORITY 4.3 5.0
LAGGARDS 9.0 8.0
TOTAL 99.8 99.0
(N) (106) (30)
TABLE LXXVI 11 G: THIRTEENTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY THE
SECURITY INDEX
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS
INNOVATORS 
EARLY ADOPTERS 
EARLY MAJORITY 
LATE MAJORITY 
LAGGARDS
TOTAL
(N)
TABLE LXXVIII H: THIRTEENTH
ORIGIN
LEVELS OF 
INNOVATIVENESS
INNOVATORS 
EARLY ADOPTERS 
EARLY MAJORITY 
LATE MAJORITY 
LAGGARDS
TOTAL
(N)
TABLE LXXIX A: FOURTEENTH ITEM 
LOCALITY
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS
INNOVATORS 
EARLY ADOPTERS 
EARLY MAJORITY 
LATE MAJORITY 
LAGGARDS
TOTAL
(N)
PERCENTAGES
SECURITY INSECURITY
46.0 41.0
21.5 26.0
17.0 18.0
4.3 7.0
10.6 7.0
99.4 99.0
(72) (64)
ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY ETHNIC
PERCENTAGE
EAST INDIAN NEGRO MIXED
50.0 35.0 26.7
21.3 32.S 26.7
16.3 17.5 26.7
2.5 7.5 6.7
10.0 7.5 13.3
100.1 100.0 100.1
(80) (4$) (15)
ON INNOVATIVENESS BY TYPES OF
PERCENTAGE
URBAN RURAL
62.7 68.1
26.9 17.4
9.0 7.2
1;5 2.9
0.0 4.3
100.1 99.9
(67) (69)
TABLE LXXIX B: FOURTEENTH IT©1 ON INNOVATIVENESS BY AGE
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE
UNDER 25 25-35 36-46 47-57 OVER 57
INNOVATORS 47.1 63.8 88.0 83.3 100.0
EARLY ADOPTERS 26.5 26.1 12.0 0.0 0.0
EARLY MAJORITY 17.6 5.8 0.0 16.7 0.0
LATE MAJORITY 2.9 2.9 0.0 0.0 0.0
LAGGARDS 5.9 1.4 0.0 0.0 0.0
TOTAL 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100,0
<N) (34) (69) (25) (6) (2)
TABLE LXXIX C: FOURTEENTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY TYPES OF 
GRADUATE AND NON-GRADUATE TEACHER
LEVELS OF 
INNOVATIVENESS
PERCENTAGE
TRAINED
GRADUATE
INNOVATORS 54.5
EARLY ADOPTERS 36.4
EARLY MAJORITY 9.1
LATE MAJORITY 0.0
LAGGARDS 0.0
TOTAL 100.0
(N) (11)
TRAINED 
NON-GRADUATE
78.1
16.4
2.7
2.7 
OiO
99.9
(73)
UNTRAINED
GRADUATE
53.8
30.8
15.4
0.0 
0.0
100.0
(13)
UNTRAINED
NON-GRADUATE
48.7
25.6
15.4
2.6
7.7
100.0
(39)
TABLE LXXIX Ds FOURTEENTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY MARITAL STATUS
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE
MARRIED SINGLE
INNOVATORS 73.1 50.9
EARLY ADOPTERS 17.9 30.2
EARLY MAJORITY 6.4 11.3
LATE MAJORITY 1.3 3.8
LAGGARDS 1.3 3.8
TOTAL 100.0 100.0
(N) (78) (53)
TABLE LXXIX E: FOURTEENTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY SEX
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE
MALE FEMALE
INNOVATORS 64.4 67.4
EARLY ADOPTORS 22.2 21.7
EARLY MAJORITY 8.9 6.5
LATE MAJORITY 2.2 2.2
LAGGARDS 2.2 2.2
TOTAL 99.9 100.2
(N) (90) (46)
TABLE LXXIX F: FOURTEENTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY THE OPTIMISM 
INDEX
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS
INNOVATORS 
EARLY ADOPTERS 
EARLY MAJORITY 
LATE MAJORITY 
LAGGARDS
TOTAL
(N)
PERCENTAGE 
OPTIMISM NON-OPTIMISM
64.0
23.7
9,5
2.0
1.0
100.2
(106)
74.4 
13.6
3.0
1.7
6.8
99.5 
(30)
TABLE LXXIX G: FOURTEENTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY THE SECURITY
INDEX
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE
SECURITY INSECUI
INNOVATORS 64.4 61.5
EARLY ADOPTERS 22.0 25.0
EARLY MAJORITY 10.0 7.4
LATE MAJORITY 1.0 3.0
LAGGARDS 3.0 3.0
TOTAL 100.4 99.9
(N) (72) (64)
TABLE LXXIX H: FOURTEENTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY ETHNIC ORIGIN
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE
EAST INDIAN NEGRO MIXED
INNOVATORS 63.8 70.0 60.0
EARLY ADOPTERS 21.3 25.0 20,0
EARLY MAJORITY 10.0 5.0 6.7
LATE MAJORITY 3.8 0.0 0.0
LAGGARDS 1.3 0.0 13.3
TOTAL 100.2 100.0 100.0
(N) (80) (40) (15)
TABLE LXXX A: FIFTEENTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY TYPES OF LOCALITY
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE
URBAN RURAL
INNOVATORS 64.2 68.1
EARLY ADOPTERS 22 ;4 23.2
EARLY MAJORITY 13.4 4.3
LATE MAJORITY 0.0 2.9
LAGGARDS 0.0 1.4
TOTAL 100.0 99.9
(N) (67) (69)
TABLE LXXX B: FIFTEENTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY AGE 
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE
UNDER 25
INNOVATORS 58.8
EARLY ADOPTERS 17.6
EARLY MAJORITY 14.7
LATE MAJORITY 5.9
LAGGARDS 2.9
TOTAL 99.9
(N) (34)
25-35 36-46 47-57 OVER 57
66.7 68.0 100.0 50.0
27.5 20.0 0.0 50.0
5.8 12.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
(69) (25) (6) (2)
TABLE LXXX :C: FIFTEENTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY TYPES OF
GRADUATE AND NON-GRADUATE TEACHER
LEVELS OF PERCENTAGE
TNNO VATIVENESS TRAINED
GRADUATE
TRAINED. 
NON-GRADUATE
UNTRAINED
GRADUATE
UNTRAINED
NON-GRADUATE
INNOVATORS 36.4 78.1 38.5 61.5
EARLY ADOPTERS 36.4 16.4 38.5 25.6
EARLY MAJORITY 27.3 5.5 23.1 5.1
LATE MAJORITY 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.1
LAGGARDS 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.6
TOTAL 100.1 100.0 100.1 99.9
(N) (11) (73) (13) (39)
TABLE LXXX D: FIFTEENTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY MARITAL STATUS
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE 
MARRIED SINGLE
INNOVATORS 
EARLY ADOPTERS 
EARLY MAJORITY 
LATE MAJORITY 
LAGGARDS
TOTAL 
(N) .
64.5
28.2
6.4
0.0
0.0
100.0
(78)
64.2 
17.0
13.2 
3.8 
!. 9
100.1
(53)
TABLE LXXX E: FIFTEENTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY SEX
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE •
MALE' FEMALE
INNOVATORS 68.9 60.9
EARLY ADOPTERS 20.0 28.3
EARLY MAJORITY 8.9 8.7
LATE MAJORITY 1.1 2.2
LAGGARDS 1.1 0.0
TOTAL 100.0 100.1
(N) (90) (46)
TABLE LXXX! :F: FIFTEENTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY THE OPTIMISM INDEX
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE 
OPTIMISM NON-OPTIMISM
INNOVATORS 67.3 64.4
EARLY ADOPTERS 21.0 27.0
EARLY MAJORITY 9.0 8.5
LATE MAJORITY 1.9 0.0
LAGGARDS 1.0 0.0
TOTAL 100.2 99.9
(N) (106) (30)
TABLE LXXX G: FIFTEENTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY THE SEC!
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE 
SECURITY INSECURITY
INNOVATORS 66.0 63.0
EARLY ADOPTERS 22.0 27.0
EARLY MAJORITY 9.0 9.3
LATE MAJORITY 2.0 1.0
LAGGARDS 0.5 1.0
TOTAL 99.5 101.3
(N) (72) (64)
TABLE LXXX Hs FIFTEENTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY ETHNIC ORIGIN
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE
EAST INDIAN NEGRO MIXED
INNOVATORS 63.8 77.5 53.3
EARLY ADOPTERS 23.8 20.0 20.0
EARLY MAJORITY 8.8 2.5 26.7
LATE MAJORITY 2.5 0.0 0.0
LAGGARDS 1.3 0.0 0.0
TOTAL 100.2 100.0 100.0
(N) 980) (40) (15)
TABLE LXXX I A: SIXTEENTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY TYPES OF LOCALITY
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE
URBAN RURAL
INNOVATORS 67.2 84.1
EARLY ADOPTERS 20.9 10.1
EARLY MAJORITY 10.4 1.4
LATE MAJORITY NONE IN THIS CATEGORY
LAGGARDS 1.5 4.3
TOTAL 100.0 99.9
<N) (67) (69)
TABLE LXXXI B: SIXTEENTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY AGE
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE
UNDER 25 25-35 36-46 47-57 OVER 57
INNOVATORS 67.6 73.9 88.0 83.3 100.0
EARLY ADOPTERS 17.6 17.4 12.0 0.0 0.0
EARLY MAJORITY 8.8 7.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
LATE MAJORITY NONE IN THIS CATEGORY
LAGGARDS 5.9 1.4 0.0 16.7 0.0
TOTAL 99.9 99.9 100.0 100.0 100.0
(N) (34) (69) (25) (6) (2)
TABLE LXXXI C: SIXTEENTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY TYPES BF
GRADUATE AND NON-GRADUATE TEACHER
LEVELS OF PERCENTAGE
INNOVATIVENESS TRAINED TRAINED UNTRAINED UNTRAINED
GRADUATE NON-GRADUATE GRADUATE NON-GRADUATE
INNOVATORS 45.5 90.4 30.8 71.8
EARLY ADOPTERS 27.3 6.8 535.8 15.4
EARLY MAJORITY 27.3 1.4 7.7 7.7
LATE MAJORITY NONE IN THIS CATEGORY
LAGGARDS 0.0 1.4 7.7 5.1
TOTAL 100.1 100.0 100.0 100.0
(N) (11) (73) (13) (39)
TABLE LXX^lD: SIXTEENTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY MARITAL STATUS
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS
INNOVATORS 
EARLY ADOPTERS 
EARLY MAJORITY 
LATE MAJORITY 
LAGGARDS
PERCENTAGE 
MARRIED SINGLE
83.3 62.3
14.1 18.9
2.6 11.3
NONE IN THIS CATEGORY
0.0 7.5
TOTAL
(N)
100.0
(78)
99.0
(53)
TABLE LXXXI B: SIXTEENTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY SEX
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS
INNOVATORS 
EARLY ADOPTERS 
EARLY MAJORITY 
LATE MAJORITY 
LAGGARDS
TOTAL
(N)
PERCENTAGE 
MALE FEMALE.
78.9 69.6
13.3 19.6
5.6 6.5 !
NONE IN THIS CATEGORY 
2.2 4*3
100.0
(90)
100.0
(46)
TABLE LXXXI F: SIXTEENTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY THE OPTIMISM INDEX
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS
INNOVATORS 
EARLY ADOPTERS 
EARLY MAJORITY 
LATE MAJORITY 
LAGGARDS
TOTAL
(N)
PERCENTAGE ' 
OPTIMISM NON-OPTIMISM
75.8 78.0
16.1 11.9
6.0 3.0
NONE IN THIS CATEGORY
1.9 6.8
99.8
(106)
99.7
(30)
TABLE LXXXI G: SIXTEENTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY THE SECURITY INDEX
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE
SECURITY INSECURITY
INNOVATORS 78.0 73.0
EARLY ADOPTERS 13.0 17.0
EARLY MAJORITY 6.4 6.0
LATE MAJORITY NONE IN THIS CATEGORY
LAGGARDS 3.2 3.8
TOTAL 100.6 99.8
(N) (72) (64)
TABLE LXXXI Hs SIXTEENTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY ETHNIC ORIGIN
LEVELS CF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE
EAST INDIAN NEGRO MIXED
INNOVATORS 78.8 82.5 46.7
EARLY ADOPTERS 12.5 12.5 33.3
EARLY MAJORITY 7.5 2.5 6.7
LATE MAJORITY NONE IN THIS CATEGORY
LAGGARDS 1.3 2.5 13.3
TOTAL 100.1 100.0 100.0
(N) (80) (40) (15)
TABLE LXXXI I A: SEVENTEENTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY TYPES OF 
LOCALITY
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE
URBAN RURAL
INNOVATORS 32.8 59.4
EARLY ADOPTERS 31.3 21.7
EARLY MAJORITY 22.4 5.8
LATE MAJORITY 6.0 7.2
LAGGARDS 7.5 5.8
TOTAL 100.0 99.9
(N) (67) (69)
TABLE LXXXII B: SEVENTEEI® ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY AGE
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE
UNDER 25 25-35 36-46 47-57 OVER 57
INNOVATORS 52.9 43.5 40.0 66.7 50.0
EARLY ADOPTERS 14.7 30.4 40.0 0.0 0.0
EARLY MAJORITY 20.6 13.0 8.0 0.0 50.0
LATE MAJORITY 5.9 8.7 0.0 16.7 0.0
LAGGARDS 5.9 4.3 12.0 16.7 0.0
TOTAL 100.0 99.9 100.0 100.1 100.0
(N) (34) (69) (25) (6) (2)
TABLE LXXXII C: SEVENTEENTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY TYPES OF
GRADUATE AND NON-GRADUATE TEACHER
LEVELS OF PERCENTAGE
INNOVATIVENESS TRAINED TRAINED UNTRAINED UNTRAINED
GRADUATE NON-GRADUATE GRADUATE NON-GRADUATE
INNOVATORS 9.1 52.1 30.8 51.3
EARLY ADOPTERS 54.5 27.4 15.4 20.5
EARLY MAJORITY 18.2 8.2 30.8 17.9
LATE MAJORITY 9.1 5.5 15.4 5.1
LAGGARDS 9.1 6.8 7.7 5.1
TOTAL 100.0 100.0 100.1 99.9
(N) (11) (73) (13) (39)
TABLE L m i l D :  SEVENTEENTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY MARITAL STATUS
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE 
MARRIED SINGLE
INNOVATORS • 
EARLY ADOPTERS 
EARLY MAJORITY 
LATE MAJORITY 
LAGGARDS
TOTAL
(N)
52.6
25.6 
10.3
6.4
5.1
100.0
(78)
35.8 
26.4
20.8 
7.5 
9.4
99.9
(53)
TABLE LXXXII E: SEVENTEENTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY SEX
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE
MALE FEMALE
INNOVATORS 48.9 41.3
EARLY ADOPTERS 24.4 30.4
EARLY MAJORITY 12.2 17.4
LATE MAJORITY 8.9 2.2
LAGGARDS 5.6 8.7
TOTAL 100.0 100.0
(N) (90) (46)
TABLE LXXII F: SEVENTEENTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY THE 
OPTIMISM INDEX
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS
INNOVATORS 
EARLY ADOPTERS 
EARLY MAJORITY 
LATE MAJORITY 
LAGGARDS
TOTAL
(N)
PERCENTAGE 
OPTIMISM NON-OPTIMISM
47.4
25.6
14.7 
7.0 
5.7
100.4
(106)
44.0
30.0
10.0 
6.7 
8.5
99,2
(30)
TABLE LXXXII G: SEVENTEENTH ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY THE
SECURITY INDEX
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS
INNOVATORS 
EARLY ADOPTERS 
EARLY MAJORITY 
LATE MAJORITY 
LAGGARDS
TOTAL
(N)
PERCENTAGE 
SECURITY INSECURITY
51.0
24.0
13.0
7.0
5.0
100.0
(72)
40.0
28.0 
18.8
5.5
8.0
100.3
(64)
TABLE LXXXII Hs SEVENTEENTH- ITEM ON INNOVATIVENESS BY ETHNIC ORIGIN
LEVELS OF INNOVATIVENESS PERCENTAGE
EAST INDIAN NEGRO MIXED
INNOVATORS 51.3 47.5 20.0
EARLY ADOPTERS 26.3 27.5 26.7
EARLY MAJORITY 12.5 15.0 13.3
LATE MAJORITY . 6.3 5.0 13.3
LAGGARDS 3.8 5.0 26.7
TOTAL 100.2 100.0 100.0
(N) (80) (40) (IS)
A SURVEY OF TEACHERS IN GUYANA 
The questionnaire used in this study
Questionnaire No.
1. Which nan do you feel is giving his son the best advice?
When you start your teaching When you start your teaching
career don’t be satisfied until career don’t be satisfied
you reach the top in it ... 1 until you have gone just as
far as you can in it ... 2
2. Success in work means different things to different people. I 
shall now describe two teachers to you.
Two teachers worked hard and effectively all their lives. Over 
the years both teachers were able to obtain respected and 
responsible positions in their school.
This is what success means to two teachers, Mr. A and Mr. B.
Mr.B felt that his teaching Mr.A felt that he had led a
career had not been fully successful teaching career
successful because he had not because he had been able to
reached a top position in reach an important position
his school ... 1 in his school ... 2
Judging from these two expressed feelings, which teacher would
you say knew what was success?
3. Two teachers in similar positions in their school are being
considered for promotion as headmaster/principal. A brief
history of the two teachers* careers are as follows:
Mr.A began his teaching career Mr.B began his teaching career
as a trained teacher and has as a pupil-teacher. His career
had considerable experience and has given him experience and
success in making decisions and success in a variety of positions 
supervising children ... 1 of increasing importance ... 2
r
Of these two teachers, which one do you think would be the best 
choice for the position of headmaster/principal?
4. I shall now describe the feelings of two hard-working and
effective teachers who have not been considered for promotion.
Mr.A does not resent his lack Mr.B resents his lack of promo-
of promotion and feels satisfied tion. He continues to work
in having gotten as far as he effectively, but now gets little
has in his school ... 1 satisfaction from his work... 2
Which of these two teachers has the right attitude to this
situation?
apart from teaching experience, several years of studying at
a university. But this would sometimes affect family life
The decisions made by two teachers are as follows
Mr.B decided to study at a 
university, to prepare for
Mr.A decided against studying 
at a university, to enjoy being 
with his family; his wife was 
glad that he made this decision... 2
promotion. He realized that 
a lot of time spent with his 
wife would be reduced and his 
wife would resent this ... 1
Which of the two teachers, do you think, has made the right
decision?
6. At what age did you start teaching in school?
31-33...6; 34-36...7; 37-39...8
7. Many people leave teaching, then, later, return to it. Was
this so in your case?
Yes...l; No...2
Those who answer "No" to question 7 will not be asked Question 8.
8. What did you do between the time of leaving teaching and 
returning to teaching?
9. Did you ever leave to go to another school?
Yes...1; No...2.
Those who answer "No" to Question 9 will not be asked Question 10.
10. Which of the following types apply to you?
You left to take up a similar position in a better area...!
You left to take up a higher position in a better area...2
You left to take up a similar position in your home area...3
You left to take up a higher position in your home area...4
You left to take up a similar position in a remote area...5
You left to take up a higher position in a remote area...6
To each of the following items, the respondent will be asked,
“How important is this item to you - is it of considerable 
importance, of some importance, of little importance?”
Next, the respondent will be asked "Have you achieved this item?”
for those items which are of considerable importance to the
respondent; the respondent will answer "Yes” or ”No”.
Of con- Of some Of little Don*t Yes No
siderable importance importance know 
importance
1 2 3 X 4 5
11. Chance to supervise 
untrained teachers.
12. Chance to use 
present teaching 
abilities or knowledge
13. Freedom to carry out 
your own idesc•chance 
for originality and 
initiative
14. Opportunity made 
available to work in 
the Ministry of 
Education
15. Chance to acquire new 
abilities or knowledge
16. Teachers ought to be 
given authority to 
help choose new recruits 
to teaching
17. Opportunity made 
available to have 
association with top- 
ranking persons of the 
Ministry of Education
18. Teachers should be 
told clearly at the 
time of entry into 
teaching, what the 
salary and promotional 
prospects are
19. Teachers out to be
given a small sum of money 
every month, in addition 
to their salary, to buy 
magazines, and books, to 
keep up with the latest 
advances in teaching 
methods
20. Teachers should be free 
to choose the school in 
which they would like 
to work.
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siderable importance importance know 
importance
1 2 3 X 4
21. Chance for greater 
responsibility in 
the Guyana Teachers*
Association/Association 
of Masters and 
Mistresses
22. Teachers should be 
given the opportunity 
to learn how the 
school is governed.
23. A desire to be free 
from close supervision 
by the headmaster/ 
principal and senior 
teachers
24. The work of teachers 
must be assessed by 
pupils and teachers 
together
25. The headmaster/ 
principal must 
recognise your 
ability and what you 
are able to do.
26. Teachers ought to be 
happy with the running 
of the school
27. Pupils should be 
treated as equals to 
teachers
28. The recruitment of , 
teachers must be based 
on contract, i.e., where 
the teacher would be 
legally obliged to give
at least 8 years* service, 
before deciding to leave 
for another gob.
29. Visits of teachers to 
other schools should be 
seen as normal 
curriculum activity.
30. Opportunity to hold
extra classes when low 
standards prevail in 
your form.
5
31. Chance to express concern 
at bad teaching.
siderable importance importance know 
importance
* 2 3 X
32. Chance to write 
articles in newspapers, 
magazines, etc.
33. Parents must play a part 
in the running of the 
school.
34. Each school should 
have its own Inspector 
of schools
35. The headmaster/ 
principal must allow 
teachers to use their 
own teaching methods
36. Teachers must play a 
part in deciding what 
subjects to include and 
not to include in the 
curriculum
37. The headmaster/ 
principal ought to 
understand the teacher*s 
needs and difficulties
38. Teachers should make 
themselves available 
to visit their pupils* 
homes
39. Special time should be 
set aside for teachers 
to discuss with and 
advise pupils on their 
personal problems.
40. There should be one set 
of courses at the 
Teachers* Training 
College for all those 
who want to teach in the 
schools.
4X. At the Teachers* Training 
College there should be 
less emphasis on training 
people for primary and 
secondary schools, and 
for specialising in 
subjects
42. A teacher must spend his 
or her first year in 
teaching as an assistant 
to an experienced teacher 
regardless of his or her 
qualifications
siderable importance importance know 
importance
1 2 3 X 4  5
43. Promotion should be 
based on duties 
performed by teachers
44. To those items angered by "No", the respondent will be asked to 
give reasons for not achieving them; the respondent will give 
reasons under the following categories: Your ambition, The time 
of entry into teaching, Relationship with pupils, Relationship 
with other teachers, Any other reasons; the respondent will then 
give the order of merit for the reasons, by saying whether the 
reasons are "Low", "Neutral” , "High".
Low Neutral High 
1 2  3
Your ambition before entering teaching
The time of entry into teaching
Your relationship with pupils
Your relationship with other teachers
Any other reasons
Please say when you will carry out the following changes, 
assuming they are requested by the Ministry of Education and 
Social Development; please say whether you will carry out the 
changes "Immediately", "Very early", "Early", "Late", "Not keen".
Very Not
Immediately early Early Late keen 
1 2 3 4 5
45. Emphasising strongly and
often the usefulness of technical 
subjects, such as, Home Economics,
Handicraft, Technical Drawing,
Animal Husbandry, and preliminary 
craft courses.
Immediately early Early Late keen 
1 2 3 4 5
46. To allow pupils to participate 
in the making of classroom 
decisions
47. To provide pupils with an aware­
ness of their common origin
43. Giving less emphasis than in the 
pact on examination subjects
49. Discouraging the continuation of 
learning by memory
50. Discouraging the taking down of 
vast amount of blackboard notes
51. To prepare pupils to serve their 
society
52. Providing more emphasis on the 
Caribbean environment
53. To organise classroom discussions 
which relate to the way the races 
depend upon each other
54. To help pupils distinguish their 
social responsibility from their 
selfish ends
55. To enable pupils to understand the 
change from colonial rule to 
Guyanese rule
56. Giving pupils greater responsibility 
in the supervision of the class/form
57. Highlighting the needs of a sugar 
estate, village, and town
58. To enable pupils to develop under­
standing and tolerance between the 
differing cultures
59. To help pupils cope with the problems 
of living in a rapidly changing world
60. To develop national unity
62. To help pupils acquire an education 
appropriate to the needs of rural 
society
If you donft mind, I will now ask you some personal questions.
62. Name
63. Address
64. Place of birth
66. Status of teacher
67. Marital status
68. Sex
69. Names of schools attended
Primary:
Secondary:
Technical:
70. University or College attended (please say whether you are 
still attending or did not attend).
71. Educational qualifications
72. How do you see yourself in 5 years* time?
73. Please tell me any views which you may have had about schools 
and teachers in Guyana before Independence.
74. Please tell me any views you have about the schools and teachers 
in Guyana now.
75. As a teacher, do you feel that you have made progress in your 
position recently?
Yes ...1} No ...2.
76. Do you feel that you would ever achieve a higher position in 
teaching?
Yes ...lj No ...2} Don*t know ...3.
77. Are you happy about the future propects?
Yes ...1; No ...2$ Don*t know ...3.
78. If you are faced with a choice of emigrating to another country, 
or remaining in Guyana, urhich one would you choose?
Emigrating to another country ...1} Remaining in Guyana ...2.
Date of Interview:
Name of school:
79. Ethnic origin:
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